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Abstract 
The full exploitation of multi-hop multi-path connectivity opportunities offered 
by heterogeneous wireless interfaces could enable innovative Always Best Served 
(ABS) deployment scenarios where mobile clients dynamically self-organize to 
offer/exploit Internet connectivity at best. Only novel middleware solutions based 
on heterogeneous context information can seamlessly enable this scenario: mid-
dleware solutions should i) provide a translucent access to low-level components, 
to achieve both fully aware and simplified pre-configured interactions, ii) permit 
to fully exploit communication interface capabilities, i.e., not only getting but also 
providing connectivity in a peer-to-peer fashion, thus relieving final users and ap-
plication developers from the burden of directly managing wireless interface hete-
rogeneity, and iii) consider user mobility as crucial context information evaluating 
at provision time the suitability of available Internet points of access differently 
when the mobile client is still or in motion.  
The novelty of this research work resides in three primary points. First of all, it 
proposes a novel model and taxonomy providing a common vocabulary to easily 
describe and position solutions in the area of context-aware autonomic manage-
ment of preferred network opportunities.  
Secondly, it presents PoSIM, a context-aware middleware for the synergic ex-
ploitation and control of heterogeneous positioning systems that facilitates the de-
velopment and portability of location-based services. PoSIM is translucent, i.e., it 
can provide application developers with differentiated visibility of data characte-
ristics and control possibilities of available positioning solutions, thus dynamical-
ly adapting to application-specific deployment requirements and enabling cross-
layer management decisions. 
Finally, it provides the MMHC solution for the self-organization of multi-hop 
multi-path heterogeneous connectivity. MMHC considers a limited set of practical 
indicators on node mobility and wireless network characteristics for a coarse-
grained estimation of expected reliability/quality of multi-hop paths available at 
runtime. In particular, MMHC manages the durability/throughput-aware forma-
tion and selection of different multi-hop paths simultaneously. Furthermore, 
MMHC provides a novel solution based on adaptive buffers, proactively managed 
based on handover prediction, to support continuous services, especially by pre-
fetching multimedia contents to avoid streaming interruptions.  
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Chapter 1 ­ Introduction 
 
The last decade has been characterized by the evolution of the traditional fixed 
distributed scenario into a more powerful but articulated and complex mobile one, 
with increasing user expectations to access services continuously and seamlessly, 
with high heterogeneity of client devices, and with high probability of intermittent 
wireless connectivity.  
In particular, the spread of portable devices with relatively great computational 
capabilities permits to advance from the traditional static computational model to 
a newer one where the user is not confined to predefined locations: the user can 
access resources and invoke services despite her current location, even while 
moving. In addition, the user has available a plethora of highly heterogeneous 
mobile clients, e.g., powerful laptops, whose capabilities are comparable to tradi-
tional fixed desktop computers, Personal Digital Assistants (PDAs), with lower 
computational capabilities but sometimes longer battery life, and even cell 
phones, greatly limited in relation to available memory and display size but al-
most always connected to the telecommunications network infrastructure. The 
traditional wired connectivity has been replaced by wireless communication tech-
nologies, IEEE 802.11, GPRS/UMTS, and Bluetooth among the others, providing 
the capability of accessing remote resources everywhere. Note that the currently 
available wireless technologies are characterized by highly heterogeneous capabil-
ities; for instance, IEEE 802.11 connectivity provides great bandwidth at the cost 
of relatively high power consumption, UMTS great coverage range usually at not 
negligible economic costs for final users, and Bluetooth low power consumption 
but coupled with rather limited throughput. These differences are sufficient to 
point out that there is not a wireless technology overcoming the others in every 
environment and under every condition; on the contrary, available wireless tech-
nologies should be considered potentially complementary from the point of view 
of provided functions and properties.  
Moreover, in current deployment scenarios there is an increasing and increas-
ing availability of heterogeneous context sources characterized by different ab-
straction levels. These context sources can provide useful and meaningful infor-
mation for service provisioning toward mobile clients/users, ranging from user 
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geographical location provided by a GPS receiver to the internal clock, from the 
user agenda to her current mobility degree. Context information can greatly im-
prove the full and effective exploitation of available capabilities, e.g., by driving 
management operations of low-layer components. For example, while applica-
tions may tend to select IEEE 802.11 interfaces due to their large bandwidth to 
improve user perceived quality of service, the operating system could impose, 
when the battery level is below a fixed threshold, to use a Bluetooth interface due 
to its lower power consumption to maximize the mobile client battery life. This 
simple example not only exhibits how context information could fruitfully bring 
to more suitable management operations, e.g., by denying power consuming inter-
faces exploitation not to compromise the whole mobile client, but also how com-
plex is the integration of the many context information and requirements residing 
at different abstraction levels, for instance in order to harmonize potentially con-
flicting requirements such as large bandwidth and limited power consumption. 
The availability of many heterogeneous context sources and communication in-
terfaces motivates the work toward a novel and more powerful Always Best 
Served (ABS) scenario further improving the mobile one. The envisioned ABS 
scenario is characterized by applications desiring to get full advantage of the 
many available context sources and connectivity opportunities, namely ABS ap-
plications. In particular, each ABS application is potentially able to select both 
the wireless interface and the remote node providing access to the Internet, 
namely connector as thoroughly detailed in the following chapter, based on its 
own requirements and context information available on the mobile client itself. 
In other words, the availability of many networking opportunities permits the best 
selection of the networking opportunity to use in a context-aware way, i.e., based 
on current system state, user requirements, involved operating systems, and run-
ning applications.  
The new ABS scenario not only improves application capabilities but also 
greatly increases the complexity of mobile client management operations: applica-
tions have to access and monitor the many (locally and remotely available) con-
text sources and control mobile client behavior accordingly. In addition, local ap-
plications and remote services can no longer assume the availability of rather 
standardized capabilities on the mobile client but should adapt the content in rela-
tion to actual capabilities, e.g., not providing detailed Web pages to a cell phone 
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with a display of few inches. Finally, the lack of reliable connectivity should be 
considered the usual operation condition strictly related to the dynamic nature of 
the wireless connectivity: low performance due to wireless channel interferences 
or connection disruption due to mobile client moving away from the connector, is 
not an exception due to congestion or rare hardware failures as in more traditional 
and fixed execution environments. 
 
1.1 The Need of Middleware for Context­Aware ABS Applica­
tions 
 
The lack of a set of well-standardized features to access and control context 
sources and wireless interfaces have limited the easy exploitation of information 
and communication opportunities available in ABS scenarios, pushing application 
developers to exploit only a limited subset of available capabilities.  
The thesis proposes and thoroughly evaluates a middleware solution to support 
applications aiming to exploit the whole spectrum of capabilities potentially avail-
able in the ABS scenario. In particular, the proposed middleware has the ultimate 
goal of supporting the context-aware synergic management of several net-
working opportunities, considering both heterogeneous interfaces locally availa-
ble on the mobile client and heterogeneous connectors available remotely, that is 
supporting both infrastructure single-hop and ad hoc multi-hop connectivity.  
ABS scenario heterogeneity pushes for the exploitation of context informa-
tion to take full advantage of the many available capabilities. In fact, it is obvious 
that it is unsuitable to exploit the available low-level networking components in a 
pre-defined manner, e.g., by classifying wireless interfaces on the mobile client in 
a fixed priority order. Instead, it is required to dynamically adapt mobile client 
and application behavior by carefully evaluating the capabilities in the current 
context of the mobile client, the applications running on top of the mobile client, 
and the preferences of the user accessing the applications. For example, the avail-
ability of context information related to the user geographical location could sug-
gest exploiting a pre-configured free-of-charge Wi-Fi hotspot when approaching 
user's office or home, while switching to UMTS connectivity while walking in a 
park. In addition, based on context information it is possible to maximize the tra-
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deoff among exploited resources and provided capabilities; for instance, based on 
application requirement knowledge it could be possible to automatically turn of 
energy consuming IEEE 802.11 and UMTS whenever the less performing but less 
consuming Bluetooth interface is present and considered enough. 
We claim the need of adopting middleware-based solutions to properly man-
age ABS service provisioning scenarios. Middleware adoption is justified by the 
inherently complexity of gathering and monitoring several context information 
and requirements at different abstraction level and consequently changing the mo-
bile client behavior. In the last years, middleware-based solutions have demon-
strated their effectiveness in the control of low-level networking components 
while providing high-level Application Programming Interface (API) to other 
management facilities/systems and to the application layer. Considering the spe-
cific case of the ABS scenario, the necessity of a middleware solution is starting 
to be widely recognized: it is clearly unsuitable to delegate to the final user or the 
application developer the burden of monitoring and controlling context sources to 
have complete visibility of the current state. For example, users have neither the 
skill to access and configure the many heterogeneous components nor the capabil-
ity to periodically monitor their dynamically varying state. Instead, a middleware 
solution can support application developers by providing a homogeneous and 
transparent access to low-level components, e.g., disclosing at the application 
layer many low-level details and features useful to easily provide richer applica-
tions. In addition, it is possible to reuse/extend available middleware capabilities 
improving the basic set of features with new ones potentially useful for many dif-
ferent applications in many different scenarios. In this manner it is possible to 
greatly simplify the development and deployment of new ABS applications while 
taking advantage of the many opportunities provided by the ABS scenario. 
A middleware solution supporting context-aware access to and control of low-
level components can greatly make easier the development and deployment of 
ABS applications. In fact, due to the inherently complexity derived by their hete-
rogeneity only few context sources are widely recognized as useful and currently 
exploited in industrial mobile services, e.g., GPS data to enable car navigation 
systems, while the dynamic selection and management of communication inter-
faces is not currently supported at all. In addition, the great unreliability characte-
rizing wireless connectivity if compared with traditional fixed networks greatly 
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limits its adoption: for example, wireless connectors providing access to the Inter-
net may become available and disappear just simply because a user moves from 
location to location. The intrinsic minor reliability of wireless links suggests to 
exploit only simple network topologies that facilitate and enhance connectivity 
durability instead of considering the wide possible set of networking opportuni-
ties. In particular, wireless interfaces can be exploited to give direct access to the 
Internet via infrastructure-based connectors, i.e., IEEE 802.11 Access Points 
(APs) and GPRS/UMTS Base Stations (BSs), while other available networking 
opportunities are completely neglected, e.g., not considering the possibility to 
access the Internet via a multi-hop ad hoc network based on Bluetooth scatternets. 
However, in some circumstances it could be more suitable to adopt ad hoc multi-
hop topologies, even if at the cost of reduced performance due to the longer path 
to the Internet and higher power consumption since intermediate mobile clients 
have to forward flows to the next hop. For instance, by adopting a multi-hop hete-
rogeneous ad hoc network, a mobile client equipped with only Bluetooth could be 
able to access a UMTS BS via an intermediate node getting UMTS connectivity 
and providing it via Bluetooth in a peer-to-peer fashion. A middleware solution 
supporting the easy exploitation of the many context sources and communication 
interfaces could certainly spread the adoption of ABS applications. 
Let us stress that the goals of middleware-based solutions for ABS scenarios 
should be not limited to context monitoring and gathering but should also include 
the context-aware active management of the mobile client and running applica-
tions on top of it. It is worth noting that such a middleware-based solution permits 
to autonomously monitor context sources and consequently change mobile client 
behavior to best fit the different requirements provided by users, operating sys-
tems, and applications. In addition, there is the need for proper solutions for the 
fusion of heterogeneous context information, e.g., merging and harmonizing loca-
tion information provided by GPS and other positioning systems based on wire-
less interfaces (additional details are in the following chapter). In other words, 
middlewares could permit to autonomously monitor mobile clients and the execu-
tion environment in order to control the local behavior accordingly, by consider-
ing and eventually harmonizing multiple different requirements provided by many 
entities. In addition middleware-based solutions can provide users and applica-
tions with a mediated access and control to underlying low-level components. For 
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example, an application interested in downloading a huge update file could simply 
notify to the middleware the necessity of a large bandwidth connection while a 
user expresses her willingness to maximize battery life. The middleware is in 
charge of autonomously gathering context information related to power consump-
tion and bandwidth of available interfaces and of properly managing the priority 
among requirements; a possible simple solution could be to exploit a Wi-Fi con-
nection if the battery level is low, thus accomplishing only the application re-
quirement, while denying any remote connection if the battery charge is almost 
finished, thus postponing the application update. Finally note that the previous so-
lution could be suitable only in specific target scenarios, e.g., considering applica-
tions which can postpone the access to the Internet. However, a middleware solu-
tion permits to easily change the adopted evaluation metric, thus adapting the mo-
bile client behavior not only in relation to the context, i.e., the battery level in the 
previous case, but also to specific objectives, e.g., taking into consideration dep-
loyment scenarios where it is unsuitable to deny remote access to applications. 
 
1.2 Primary Guidelines: Translucent Access/Control and Hete­
rogeneous Mode/Technology Connectivity 
 
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to leverage the ABS scenario by considering 
and taking full advantage of its specific characteristics, instead of completely ab-
stracting from them. This implies not only the identification and modeling of new 
context information related to user behavior and wireless technologies perfor-
mance, but even the effective monitoring of context information to execute in-
formed control procedure on mobile clients and, eventually, even on the infra-
structure side. In particular, the thesis aims to support a context-aware simultane-
ous exploitation and management of the many heterogeneous networking oppor-
tunities, by considering mobile client current state, peculiarities of locally availa-
ble wireless interfaces, and characteristics of dynamically discovered connectors.  
To actually support ABS applications we claim the need for a novel middle-
ware solution able to interact with and integrate multiple low-level components, 
autonomously managing these components in order to exploit mobile client capa-
bilities at best. At the same time, such a middleware solution should provide users 
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and the application layer with the capability to interact with underlying compo-
nents in a homogeneous and properly aware manner, to gather low-level details 
useful to influence management decisions and to support the control of low-level 
components themselves. In particular, we have identified the three guidelines be-
low any middleware solution supporting ABS applications should follow: 
1) translucent access to underlying heterogeneous context information, i.e., 
providing the application level with the capability to gather context infor-
mation and control context sources in both a transparent and visible manner 
to simultaneously provide a simple and fully aware interaction; 
2) both infrastructure and peer-to-peer connectivity support, i.e., access-
ing the Internet not only via direct connection to APs and BSs but even via 
mobile clients that self-organize themselves in ad hoc multi-hop networks 
providing connectivity to the infrastructure network;  
3) mobility-aware connectivity management, i.e., explicitly considering us-
er behavior characteristics when managing active connections, to provide 
durable and reliable communication channels and, whenever required, even 
proactively configure local and remote resources in order to minimize per-
ceived connectivity interruptions while changing connectors.  
In relation to the first guideline, we claim that, in order to take informed con-
text-aware management decisions, a middleware should provide easy access to 
low-level characteristics and control features of context sources and communica-
tion interfaces. That visibility should sometimes be disclosed also to advanced ap-
plications, in a highly portable and extensible way, which could take application-
level service management choices depending on the awareness of low-level posi-
tioning details. We call translucent the original approach of middlewares that can 
support applications with both transparent and visible access to dynamically 
available context sources and communication interfaces in an integrated way. The 
ultimate goal is a highly dynamic, flexible, and reconfigurable application support 
capable of mediating visibility of low-level component characteristics/data and of 
managing heterogeneity in a context-dependent way. In fact, on the one hand, 
low-level components should propagate via the integrating middleware any capa-
bility they are able to offer, dynamically retrieved by middleware components and 
made accessible to the application level in a properly simplified way. On the other 
hand, applications should be able to command the reconfiguration of context 
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sources and communication interface behaviors in relation to their current re-
quirements, e.g., by keeping switched-on only the wireless interface with mini-
mum energy consumption and satisfying bandwidth when the client battery life-
time is under a specified threshold. However, it is crucial that the visibility of low-
level details and the synergic control of context sources and communication inter-
faces do not increase too much the complexity of application design and imple-
mentation.  
In relation to the second guideline, we claim that the progress in wireless tech-
nologies is pushing towards more complex, flexible, and collaborative deploy-
ment scenarios than the traditional mobile one, where i) clients are equipped with 
and able to simultaneously exploit several heterogeneous interfaces, and ii) 
connectivity opportunities include both infrastructure-based equipment, e.g., IEEE 
802.11 APs or UMTS BSs, and wireless peers offering connectivity in ad-hoc 
mode. These connectivity opportunities could be profitably combined together at 
runtime, to establish dynamic chains of multi-hop peers forwarding traffic to/from 
the wired Internet. In other words, given the multiplicity of wireless interfaces and 
increasing client-side computing resources, there is the need of middleware sup-
ports that exploit at best the potential of any available connector in a mixed infra-
structure/ad hoc manner, even without affecting final users and service develop-
ers. Furthermore, mobile clients can easily have simultaneous availability of 
multiple accesses to the Internet, permitting local applications to exploit a dif-
ferent path for each required connection, e.g., to best fit each connection require-
ment or simply to get a larger throughput jointly by using several different paths 
simultaneously. 
The third guideline refers to the exploitation of mobile clients as connectors, 
namely peer connectors, that could be far more complex than infrastructure-based 
usage and requires novel support approaches to effectively tackle newly intro-
duced issues. For instance, peer-based connectivity tends to be less reliable, also 
in the case of a non-moving client, since peer connectors can move out of client 
radio range or abruptly revoke their connectivity offer. In such a complex and dy-
namic scenario, we claim that the evaluation process of monitoring and quantita-
tively evaluating networking opportunities cannot be based only on traditional raw 
monitoring data from the physical layer, such as Received Signal Strength Indica-
tion (RSSI) and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). In fact, we claim that, among the 
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whole information characterizing provisioning context, mobility degree of both 
clients and peer connectors is of primary relevance. The main idea is to exploit 
mobility degree information to reduce the set (and management complexity) of 
available connectors. For instance, while a Bluetooth connector may be suitable to 
reduce power consumption, it should be discarded due to its limited coverage 
range in the case of a rapidly moving client with strict requirements about channel 
durability.  
In conclusion let us note that the above guidelines are able to simplify the de-
velopment and deployment of ABS applications and potentially spread the adop-
tion of the ABS scenario. In fact, as better detailed in the following parts of the 
thesis, a middleware solution based on the above guidelines: 
• enables the easy development and deployment of applications interested in 
exploiting the many available context sources and wireless interfaces, while 
not leaving to application developers the burden of dealing with the com-
plexity derived from context/interface heterogeneity and their simultaneous 
exploitation;  
• gathers and exploits context information specifically related to the man-
agement of ABS environments. The aim is to provide more durable connec-
tions despite the unreliability of wireless technologies: considered connec-
tion opportunities are not limited to infrastructure based APs and BSs but 
enlarged to even ad hoc based networking; 
• explicitly considers connectivity disruption due to wireless connectivity un-
reliability and user behavior. For instance user location and mobility are not 
hidden; instead, they are considered as crucial data exploited to improve the 
informed management of connectivity opportunities.  
 
1.3 Structure of the Thesis 
 
The starting point of the work has been an in-depth study of the literature not 
only to precisely identify the current state of the research in the mobile scenario, 
in particular related to context and interface integration and management, but also 
to propose novel models and taxonomies to simplify the description and compari-
son of proposed solutions. After a long process of analysis of the state-of-the-art 
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and of their constraints and limitations, the final step has been the development, 
deployment, and experimental validation of a middleware solution able to simpli-
fy ABS application development and mobile client control. In particular the thesis 
presents an actual middleware implementation that fully takes into account all 
above guidelines and able to take full advantage of already available capabilities 
on mobile nodes.  
Chapter 2 provides some additional details about ABS, by delineating and 
comparing the different context sources and networking opportunities. In addition, 
it presents the novel Context-aware Autonomic Management of Preferred network 
Opportunity (CAMPO) model that identifies the main components an ABS scena-
rio is made of. In particular, the CAMPO model proposes a common terminology 
to describe all those systems characterized by the control of networking opportun-
ities in a context-aware fashion. 
Chapter 3 thoroughly analyzes the state-of-the-art in the literature related to 
context source integration, remote resource discovery, and synergic management 
of different communication interfaces. Positioning system integrating middle-
wares are analyzed in relation to their capability to provide the application layer 
with information about and control of low-level components; resource discovery 
solutions are presented in relation to the mobility degree of the target environment 
they are intended for; communication interface integration solutions are analyzed 
and compared in relation to the characteristics of the deployment scenario, the dy-
namicity of the adopted evaluation procedure, and the capability of supporting ac-
tive connection continuity when changing interface or Internet point of access. 
Chapter 4 presents how it is possible to propagate differentiated levels of visi-
bility up to the application level and synergically manage heterogeneous position-
ing systems depending on application requirements, user preferences, device cha-
racteristics, and overall system state. 
Chapter 5 illustrates an innovative middleware solution supporting the exploi-
tation of multiple heterogeneous communication interfaces simultaneously, not 
only to dynamically change the adopted point of access to the Internet, e.g., from 
an IEEE 802.11 AP to an UMTS BS, but also to actually exploit novel networking 
opportunities creating and managing in a self-organizing fashion multi-hop multi-
path infrastructure/ad hoc hybrid topologies. In addition, the chapter presents how 
it is possible to gather information related to user mobility and to exploit it to im-
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prove user-perceived quality of service in a mobile scenario. In particular, we tar-
get the specific case study of the continuous provisioning of on-demand au-
dio/video streams, even during client handovers between different and heteroge-
neous Internet points of access.  
Finally, Chapter 6 presents some conclusive considerations related to lessons 
learned through the design and prototyping of ABS middleware solutions. Direc-
tions of on-going research work end the thesis.  
12 
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Chapter 2 ­ A Unifying Model for Autonomic Manage­
ment of Preferred network Opportunity  
 
As briefly depicted in the introduction, in our opinion the growing presence of 
powerful mobile clients with relatively high wireless bandwidth, e.g., via UMTS, 
IEEE 802.11, and Bluetooth 2.0 connectivity, is going to leverage the novel ABS 
scenario. Based on this novel scenario we envision the spread of context-aware 
applications, in particular Location Based Services (LBSs) depending on geo-
graphical location information, and full exploitation of multiple connectivity op-
portunities, based on infrastructure and ad hoc connectivity. The ultimate goal of 
the ABS scenario is to get full advantage of all available networking opportunities 
to perform mobile client and wireless interface management operations depending 
on context, i.e., to control their behavior in relation to the full contents of current 
state and requirements.  
The chapter first presents our envisioned ABS scenario, focusing on hetero-
geneity of positioning systems and communication technologies; such heterogene-
ity is not to be considered a limitation but instead an opportunity to provide final 
users with richer applications. Then, it details the novel Context-aware Autonomic 
Management of Preferred network Opportunity (CAMPO) model, which provides 
a common vocabulary to describe not only the ABS scenario, but also all those 
systems characterized by the control of networking opportunities in a context-
aware fashion. The CAMPO model has the additional objective of making easier 
the presentation and comparison of currently available and newly proposed 
CAMPO systems. Finally, some example applications based on the proposed 
model will show how it is possible to improve user experience by exploiting an 
ABS scenario with multiple context sources and wireless interfaces. In particular, 
the described use cases will point out the issues that ABS scenario heterogeneity 
and complexity rise and explain how it is possible to exploit middleware solutions 
to support the easy implementation of new ABS applications. Five design rules 
are identified and presented with the purpose of facilitating the management of 
different context sources and connectivity opportunities. We claim that the pro-
posed five design rules greatly simplify the development of middleware-based so-
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lutions. Their adoption permits to support ABS applications following the already 
delineated three crucial guidelines: translucent access to low-level components, 
simultaneous exploitation of infrastructure and ad hoc connectivity, and the ga-
thering and exploitation of context aware information strictly related to the user 
mobility behavior. 
 
2.1 ABS Context and Connectivity Heterogeneity  
 
The ABS scenario is characterized by a great number of low-level components 
providing a wide set of context information and supporting communication in 
several different manners. It is possible to identify heterogeneity related to i) con-
text sources, and particularly positioning systems, ii) networking technologies and 
protocols, and iii) communication interface operating modes, i.e., infrastructure or 
ad hoc, single- or multi-hop. 
Before analyzing the issues of heterogeneity of context sources, wireless tech-
nologies and interface operating modes, let us sketch a brief use case to clarify 
how an ABS scenario could enhance user perceived quality of service (more de-
tailed use cases of the ABS scenario are in Section 2.3). Everyday Alice goes to 
work while carrying her PDA equipped with multiple wireless interfaces (IEEE 
802.11, Bluetooth and UMTS) and a GPS receiver. At home the PDA connects to 
the domestic and free-of-charge Wi-Fi hotspot downloading her e-mail. When 
Alice moves out the GPS receiver starts receiving data from the satellites; the 
GPS receiver notifies the location change and the PDA reacts connecting to the 
more expensive UMTS BS that had greater coverage range; in other words trig-
gered by context information provided by the GPS receiver, the PDA autono-
mously performs a vertical handover. Since the PDA connects to the UMTS BS 
before the Wi-Fi hotspot becomes unavailable, e-mail downloading is accom-
plished correctly: Alice does not perceive any service interruption. While driving 
to her office, the PDA starts downloading via UMTS brief traffic information re-
lated to the whole route. At the same time it performs IEEE 802.11 ad hoc multi-
hop channels with nearby vehicles; in this manner it is able to collect the average 
speed of vehicles in the following kilometer, e.g., in order to have detailed and up-
to-date traffic information related to her current district. Note that in this case the 
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PDA simultaneously exploits different and heterogeneous wireless interfaces in 
both an infrastructure and an ad hoc fashion, even exploiting multi-hop paths. In 
this manner it is possible to get differentiated services; a global one via UMTS, a 
local one via IEEE 802.11. Once in her office, the PDA connects to the local net-
work via IEEE 802.11 to get a large bandwidth access to the Web and at the same 
time to her desktop via Bluetooth to synchronize the agenda and documents. Fur-
thermore, it turns off the UMTS interface, since the Wi-Fi network is more suita-
ble, and the GPS receiver, which does not properly work in indoor environment, 
to save battery power. Hence, the PDA interacts with underlying interfaces not 
only to access the most suitable networking opportunities, even sinergically, but 
also to autonomously change the mobile client behavior by controlling the activa-
tion of its equipment.  
 
IEEE 802.11
ad hoc
IEEE 802.11
ad hoc
UMTS BS
GPS satellite
IEEE
802.11
e‐mail
downloading
migration
 
Figure 2.1 Alice moving to her office.  
 
There are several context sources available, providing information on the 
mobile client, e.g., its battery level, the user, e.g., its agenda, end the environment, 
e.g., the number and type of remote nodes providing connectivity. However, the 
currently more investigated and exploited context information is the user geo-
graphical location provided by positioning systems. For this reason we focus on 
positioning systems and location information heterogeneity; however, it is possi-
ble to easily generalize our considerations to a wider set of context sources and in-
formation. 
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Based on location information provided by positioning systems, LBSs can pro-
vide service contents depending on the current position of served users, on the 
mutual location of clients and accessed server resources, and on the mutual posi-
tion of users in a group [Chen and Kotz 2000]. To enable LBSs, the availability of 
low-cost and effective positioning systems is crucial. Several research activities 
have deeply worked on evaluating positioning mechanisms, techniques and sys-
tems: some solutions have been specifically designed for determining location, 
e.g., the well-known Global Positioning System (GPS) [McNeff2002]; other pro-
posals try to estimate localization by monitoring characteristics of general-
purpose communication channels, such as the IEEE 802.11-based Ekahau [Eka-
hau] and our originally proposed Bluetooth-based BTProximity (additional details 
in Chapter 4). Detailed surveys about positioning solutions and systems can be 
found in [Hightower and Borriello 2001a, Hightower and Borriello 2001b]. 
The point motivating our research activity is that the relevant work recently ac-
complished on positioning techniques has produced a wide set of currently availa-
ble solutions that greatly differ on capabilities and provided facilities. For in-
stance, they exhibit deep differences on: 
• model used to represent location information. The representation model 
could be either physical (location information is provided as a longitude, la-
titude, and altitude triple), or symbolic (e.g., room X in building Y), or 
both; 
• deployment environment. For instance, GPS can properly work outdoor, 
while another positioning system, such as Ekahau, may be more suitable 
for indoor environments; 
• accuracy and precision of the positioning information. Accuracy is defined 
as the location data error range (10 meters for GPS), while precision is the 
error range confidence (95% for GPS); 
• power consumption. The energy required for positioning typically depends 
on location update frequency; 
• user privacy. Some systems provide high quality security features, other 
low: high for GPS because it determines the localization information in a 
completely client-side way with no explicit server-side visibility 
[McNeff2002], low and deployment-dependent for Ekahau because a cen-
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tralized Ekahau server positions clients by monitoring the received signal 
strength of their wireless interfaces [Ekahau]; 
• additional system-specific attributes, such as the possibility to provide posi-
tioning data as a probability distribution function. 
That heterogeneity of current positioning solutions, while being evidence of the 
relevant academic/industrial interest in the field, significantly complicates the de-
velopment and deployment of LBSs. LBS developers currently have to know the 
details of the positioning system that will be available when deploying their ser-
vices; LBS implementation is typically not portable and depends on the characte-
ristics of the target positioning system (sometimes on the specific implementation 
of that positioning solution). Therefore, also due to the fact that current wireless 
clients tend to simultaneously host several wireless technologies useful for posi-
tioning (e.g., terminals with Wi-Fi and/or Bluetooth connectivity and/or equipped 
with GPS), there is a recent and emerging research trend in support infrastructures 
for uniformly integrating heterogeneous positioning techniques. The ultimate goal 
is easy LBS portability over different positioning solutions dynamically retrieved 
at LBS provisioning time. 
Let us stress again that the same heterogeneity can be experienced while consi-
dering other types of context sources residing at a different abstraction levels. For 
example, it could be possible to exploit as context source the battery level of the 
mobile client (physical layer), the current throughput of exploited wireless inter-
faces (network layer), and the user agenda depicting her planned meetings (appli-
cation layer). While in the following we specifically consider positioning systems, 
the same considerations can be easily generalized and applied to different kinds of 
context sources. 
At the same time, to achieve network connectivity while preserving mobility, 
current mobile devices can exploit several heterogeneous wireless technologies 
with different characteristics, such as available bandwidth, transmission range, al-
lowed client mobility, power consumption, ... This heterogeneity is also justified 
by the specific suitability of different connectivity solutions for different deploy-
ment environments: for instance, GPRS/UMTS for Wireless Wide Area Networks 
(WWAN), IEEE 802.11 for Wireless Local Area Networks (WLAN), Bluetooth 
for Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPAN or simply PAN). 
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Today, it is very common that one portable device hosts client equipment of 
multiple wireless technologies and, when needed, can exploit more than one of 
them simultaneously. For example, most laptops and PDAs are already equipped 
with both IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth cards; UMTS/GPRS smart phones can 
usually exploit also infrared and Bluetooth connectivity, while the additional Wi-
Fi option is emerging as a crucial market element due to the envisioned diffusion 
of Wi-Fi Voice over IP telephony.  
That widespread availability of mobile devices with many wireless connectivi-
ty options calls for novel support solutions to exploit the dynamically available 
networks in the most appropriate manner, e.g., by selecting an IEEE 802.11 net-
work if a running application requires large bandwidth and the Wi-Fi cell is not 
congested, or by choosing Bluetooth if the client is willing to preserve its battery 
and the running applications have compatible bandwidth requirements.  
As pointed out by these cases, the choice of the most suitable connectivity so-
lution at a given time depends on a large variety of elements, from user prefe-
rences to application requirements, from runtime environment conditions to ex-
pected stability in the availability of peers offering connectivity. In other terms, 
the choice of which connectivity to exploit should depend on context, intended as 
any information that describes the user (preferences, needs, location, …) and the 
environment where she is operating (date, time, resource state, ongoing service 
sessions, …) [Bellavista et al. 2006].  
In addition to the aforementioned technology heterogeneity, the ABS scenario 
is characterized even by different operational modes each wireless interface is 
able to provide. In fact, the spread of powerful mobile clients equipped with mul-
tiple and heterogeneous wireless interfaces pushes for innovative envisioned sce-
narios where clients can both require and provide connectivity in a peer-to-peer 
and self-organized way. For instance, mobile clients connected to either IEEE 
802.11 APs or UMTS BSs could offer Internet connectivity by acting as opportu-
nistic ad hoc bridges to the traditional network infrastructure. In addition, mobile 
peers could dynamically form ad hoc networks and route packets between them. 
By fully exploiting the potential of the integration of infrastructure-based and self-
organized peer-to-peer wireless networks, it is possible to enable powerful dep-
loyment environments where nodes can reach the traditional Internet via their 
most suitable Internet connectivity opportunities at any time. In fact, the simulta-
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neous exploitation of different wireless interfaces potentially permits the dynamic 
creation of multi-hop paths, possibly composed by heterogeneous sub-paths, e.g., 
Wi-Fi and Bluetooth single-hop links, toward Internet connectivity points. In ad-
dition, any client may exploit different multi-hop paths (multi-path) for the con-
nectivity needs of different applications, possibly with different service-specific 
requirements. In other words, the advancements in node capabilities and wireless 
communications enable the dynamic establishment of application-layer overlays 
that simultaneously exploit multi-hop multi-path heterogeneous connectivity, in 
both infrastructure and ad hoc modes. 
 
In short, the ABS scenario is characterized by the simultaneous availability of 
highly heterogeneous context sources and networking opportunities. This hetero-
geneity has to be regarded as an opportunity to provide final users with richer ser-
vices, by adapting mobile client behavior to their current context. At the same 
time it is not possible to leave to the user or the application developer the com-
plexity of monitoring and managing the very different context information and 
wireless interfaces involved. Instead, we claim there is the need of a middleware-
based solution providing autonomous monitoring and controlling capabilities. 
Based on the middleware mediation, application developers and users can exploit 
in a simple manner the many opportunities mobile clients offer. For example, an 
application can simply require to use always the most performing wireless inter-
face; it is the middleware which is in charge of monitoring available networking 
opportunities, evaluating their suitability and, eventually, automatically switching 
among interfaces when a throughput degradation occurs, even by exploiting more 
than one interface at a time. 
 
2.2 A Unifying Architecture Model For CAMPO Solutions 
 
The previous section shows that the ABS scenario is characterized by simulta-
neous availability of many heterogeneous context sources and wireless interfaces 
on the mobile client coupled with the capability to both get and provide connec-
tivity. These heterogeneous opportunities requires a middleware solution able to 
easily support applications and the final user to dynamically select the most suita-
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ble connection. However, the ABS scenario is only a specific case of possible ex-
ploitation of available communication interfaces. In fact, while we envision the 
ABS scenario as one of the most convincing and promising research field dealing 
with such heterogeneity, many literature contributions have recently addressed 
similar issues in a different manner. 
In particular, from a wider point of view, we define Context-aware Autonomic 
Management of Preferred network Opportunity (CAMPO) the integrated man-
agement, with full context visibility, of all connectivity solutions dynamically 
available at clients. For instance, a CAMPO system should be capable of enabling 
a single (the most suitable) network interface at a client in some context condi-
tions, e.g., in low-battery situations, while deciding to dynamically exploit mul-
tiple interfaces simultaneously for different running applications in a different 
context. 
Lots of recent research papers and activities, from both academia and industry, 
can be regarded as relevant but partial contributions to the wide CAMPO area: al-
though state-of-the-art related papers share the same ultimate goal of smartly ex-
ploiting the set of dynamically available connectivity options, they exhibit many 
differences. In particular, they assume some specific network architectures and/or 
wireless technologies, by missing to identify uniform/similar aspects that could 
bring to a unifying perspective in this research field. In addition, they tend to 
adopt different vocabulary and, even worse, the same terms with different mean-
ings. An illustrative example is the plethora of words exploited to describe envi-
sioned CAMPO solutions: 4th Generation (4G), Beyond 3G (B3G), 3G and 
Beyond (3GB), Always Best Connected (ABC), and Always Best Served (ABS) 
are frequently used as synonyms, even if we claim that they should identify dif-
ferent forms, with specific aspects and characteristics, of possible CAMPO dep-
loyment scenarios. The lack of both a unifying perspective and a unique shared 
vocabulary represent non-negligible obstacles for beginners to orientate them-
selves in the CAMPO research area and for researchers/expert practitioners to cor-
rectly position their work in the field.  
The proposed model permits, on the one hand, to precisely and univocally de-
fine basic terms, such as horizontal and vertical handover, and, on the other hand, 
to provide a very general and coarse-grained grouping of CAMPO solutions based 
on their architecture principles, as better detailed in the following. 
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Let us stress that this model represents an original, and we hope valuable, ge-
neralization effort if compared with already available tutorial papers in the litera-
ture, all focusing on specific aspects of either 4G or ABC networks, as extensively 
detailed in Chapter 3 about related work. In addition, differently from already 
published work, this model provides a unifying overview and a thorough classifi-
cation that can include both infrastructure-based deployment scenarios, with pre-
deployed network attachment equipment (IEEE 802.11 APs, GPRS/UMTS BSs, 
…), and peer-to-peer scenarios where connectivity options are offered by oppor-
tunistically encountered peers, e.g., smart phones working as Bluetooth modems 
to the UMTS network. 
2.2.1 The CAMPO Model 
The lack of both a common description model and a shared vocabulary rele-
vantly complicates the description of currently available CAMPO systems. In 
state-of-the-art papers, researchers are often involved in defining and re-defining 
even basic wireless terms, such as vertical handover. For these reasons, we claim 
the need for a simple but powerful model to represent a general CAMPO architec-
ture, to classify both more usual cases of infrastructure-based wireless connectivi-
ty scenarios and emerging cases of opportunistically discovered peer-to-peer 
access to the Internet.  
We propose the comprehensive general model reported in Figure 2.2. Any 
CAMPO system is modeled in terms of relationships between three types of enti-
ties only: applications, interfaces, and connectors. Each application represents a 
running service client at a user terminal and actively requests connectivity to ful-
fill its applicative goals, e.g., to download a hypertext from a Web server. Inter-
faces model the wireless hardware equipment available at the client side, e.g., Wi-
Fi and Bluetooth client cards. Interfaces can be active/inactive (switched on/off, 
not stripped/stripped in the figure). Connectors are the entities actually providing 
mobile clients with connectivity by interworking with client-side active interfaces 
(graphically, in the figure, a connector is compatible with an interface if the pro-
files of the two representing shapes match). Connectors include both fixed AP 
equipment of infrastructure-based networks (IEEE 802.11 APs, Bluetooth APs, 
GPRS/UMTS BSs, …) and mobile wireless peers, namely peer connectors, either 
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offering Internet connectivity or temporarily playing the role of servers in a peer-
to-peer interaction. 
We claim that any deployment scenario where CAMPO solutions operate can 
be modeled in terms of two kinds of relationships: between applications and inter-
faces (interface selector) and between interfaces and connectors (connector se-
lector). On the one hand, when requiring connectivity, an application should as-
sociate with an active interface. In simple and widespread current environments, 
an application statically associates with a single interface, already active before 
application launch (the interface selector relationship is static and 1-to-1). On the 
other hand, for any active interface, more than one connector may be available. 
For instance, a client with its switched-on Wi-Fi card can have visibility of more 
than one Wi-Fi connector (near Wi-Fi APs or peers in ad hoc mode). Also in this 
case, nowadays most environments associate one interface with one single con-
nector in a static way (the connector selector relationship is static and 1-to-1).  
According to the model, we call channel the triple {application, interface, 
connector} that describes both the interface and connector relationships currently 
established for a running networked application client. Therefore, in traditional 
systems one application is usually involved in only one channel. We will see that 
all CAMPO solutions have the ultimate common goal to properly manage mul-
tiple channels for an application (or a set of applications) and of dynamically up-
dating those channels depending on context.  
 
Application
Active Interface
Network
Domain
Unused Interface
Connector
         Applications ConnectorsInterfaces  
Figure 2.2 The proposed architecture model for CAMPO solutions.  
 
Let us sketch an ideal provisioning scenario: we would like to have the most 
proper and dynamic channel selection (and consequent runtime update) with no 
impact on the design and implementation of both service clients and servers, 
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which should focus only on the application logic, by possibly integrating also with 
legacy service components. In addition, it is desirable that also interface and con-
nector implementations are not affected by relationship establishment and runtime 
modifications, in order to exploit any already deployed equipment and support. In 
other words, a CAMPO system is expected to be responsible for both interface 
and connector selections (multiplexing vertical black lines in the figure), possibly 
in a completely transparent way for application clients/servers, interfaces, and 
connectors. 
At least any CAMPO solution should select the most proper interface(s) and 
connector(s) for an application statically, i.e., at application launch. Obviously, 
the context conditions determining channel determination may vary during service 
provisioning. A crucial aspect is, therefore, how a CAMPO solution reacts to dy-
namic variations in context conditions involving active channels (abrupt band-
width/latency/jitter degradation due to congestion or client mobility, availability 
of new connectors with better quality, ...). Simpler CAMPO solutions are only 
static and take interface/connector selection decisions simply at channel instantia-
tion, without any further control and action. Sometimes, it is impossible even to 
change interface/connector when the channel is either broken or so degraded to 
produce service interruption. More flexible and relevant CAMPO systems, in-
stead, are dynamic, i.e., they manage active channels at runtime, by modifying re-
lationships among applications, interfaces, and connectors, in order to exploit 
available networks at best at any time. In that case, a crucial point is to avoid ser-
vice interruptions and/or loss of service sessions while re-configuring active 
channels at provisioning time. Let us note that, as in any management system that 
performs corrective operations in response to variations of monitoring indicators 
(here, the possibly wide set of context conditions of interest), CAMPO solutions 
should carefully consider the tradeoff between responsiveness in channel updating 
and related costs, avoiding the risk of possible thrashing due to continuous rela-
tionship modifications.  
Before next section thoroughly discusses how the proposed model can permit 
to better catch similarities and differences between 4G and ABC solutions, let us 
rapidly observe that the common meaning assigned to usual terms, such as hori-
zontal/vertical handover and micro/macro-mobility, can be clearly defined and 
better understood by means of our model. For instance, our model permits to un-
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ivocally define horizontal handover as the process of updating a channel by mod-
ifying an interface-connector relationship while maintaining the same interface 
(the application-interface relationship is unchanged). In particular, in intra-
horizontal handover (or micro-mobility) situations, a CAMPO system should re-
place the origin connector with a new destination connector in the same network 
domain (dashed oval in Figure 2.3, part a), i.e., in the same sub-network under the 
same administration realm. This is the usual behavior embedded in Wi-Fi client 
cards that automatically switch between different APs belonging to the same do-
main depending on the value and time-evolution of Received Signal Strength In-
dicators (RSSIs) from all APs in visibility. Differently, we define inter-horizontal 
handover (or macro-mobility) the situation, always without interface modification, 
where the change of connector also produces a domain modification, e.g., among 
Wi-Fi APs of different WLANs as in Figure 2.3, part b. Vertical handover, in-
stead, is a channel update where the exploited interface is changes, thus usually 
forcing to a modification also in the selected connector(s), as depicted in Figure 
2.3, part c.  
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Figure 2.3 Intra-horizontal (a), inter-horizontal (b), and vertical (c) handover 
represented according to our proposed CAMPO model.  
 
Note that in current wireless systems the underlying network equipment usual-
ly manages inter-horizontal handover in an application-transparent and embedded 
way, e.g., in IEEE 802.11 or UMTS roaming, by adopting not modifiable strate-
gies/mechanisms for connector selection. On the opposite, intra-horizontal and 
vertical handovers often require additional network/service management actions 
(external to the wireless equipment implementation) for channel re-configuration, 
e.g., client IP address change, restart of client Authentication Authorization Ac-
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counting (AAA), and seamless transfer of service sessions. In particular, in infra-
structure-based deployment scenarios, IEEE 802.11 APs and GPRS/UMTS BSs 
support inter-horizontal and vertical handover through re-routing mechanisms 
usually transparent to mobile clients, while in peer-to-peer connectivity there is 
typically the need for application peers to participate in an explicit end-to-end re-
addressing. In the following, we will use the term continuity management to indi-
cate the wide set of mechanisms, tools, and algorithms, from re-addressing to re-
routing, from AAA to session transfer, that provide the building blocks to enable 
dynamic channel update without perceivable interruptions in service provisioning, 
possibly in a seamless way for wireless clients and final users. Given the wide he-
terogeneity of involved wireless technologies, in terms of both interfaces and con-
nectors, there is a large spectrum of different continuity management mechanisms 
in the CAMPO literature. Our model also tends to give a unifying perspective on 
that plethora of support mechanisms, by identifying common goals and interwork-
ing opportunities/requirements, as better detailed in the following chapter.  
2.2.2 Exploiting the CAMPO Model to Characterize 4G and ABC So­
lutions 
With the goal of exemplifying the application of our model to notable CAMPO 
cases in the literature, this section analyzes which are the main differences and 
points of contact between 4G and ABC systems by modeling them according to 
our proposal. That should contribute to reduce the confusion and imprecision in 
the current usage of the two terms. 
Figure 2.4 represents the simplest, and today most common, working environ-
ment for a CAMPO solution. Even if several interfaces are potentially available 
for clients, only one of them is usually active at a time. That active interface is as-
sociated with any running application and with only one connector that is se-
lected, among the ones available for that interface, according to an enforced strat-
egy. In other words, if the running applications at client are N, all of them exploit 
the same interface, and that interface associates with only one connector, the same 
for every channel. In the following, we will use the expression <N:1:1> for the 
channel triple to indicate the fact that the interface selector relationship is N-to-1 
and the connector selector relationship is 1-to-1.  
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In that scenario, the burden of interface selection is usually delegated to the us-
er who can manually switch on/off the interfaces mounted on her client terminal. 
In this case the only CAMPO role is the choice of the most proper connector for 
the switched-on interface. Often, that choice is directly embedded in the imple-
mentation of client connectivity equipment, e.g., the client card implementation of 
the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer that may select the Wi-Fi AP with maximum RSSI. 
Typically there is no support to seamless inter-horizontal and vertical handover. 
Only intra-horizontal handover is usually allowed with no impact on application 
implementation: its support is completely delegated to wireless client cards and to 
special-purpose infrastructure-side components for re-routing and/or re-
addressing, e.g., via standard signaling protocols between IEEE 802.11 APs. 
Let us observe that the above simple case represents a poor CAMPO working 
environment, which does not exploit at all the wide set of possibilities offered by 
multiple connectivity technologies possibly available at the client side. For in-
stance, in that scenario, even client connectivity depends on users in charge of 
switching on the suitable interface depending on locally available networks. On 
the contrary, we claim that a CAMPO solution should be capable of exploiting the 
different wireless interfaces available at clients at best, even in a synergic way, by 
automatically selecting the most suitable channel for each application depending 
on current context conditions and by supporting seamless channel switch during 
service provisioning.  
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Figure 2.4 The simplest and most traditional <N:1:1> wireless environment. 
 
The simple environment depicted in Figure 2.4 is still usual in current wireless 
systems. To overcome its limitations, several recent research activities, from both 
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industry and academia, have proposed a large number of CAMPO solutions, with 
different characteristics and responsibilities, as extensively detailed in the next 
chpater. Nowadays, 4G and ABC are the terms most frequently used to generally 
indicate CAMPO systems that go beyond the above simple case. However, in sev-
eral state-of-the-art papers, the two terms are used in a confused way, sometimes 
as synonyms, without stressing their peculiar characteristics and their differences. 
We claim that 4G and ABC should identify two specific and differentiated fami-
lies of CAMPO solutions and their precise definitions could benefit from our 
CAMPO architecture model to clearly point out specific properties and assump-
tions. 
In particular, by adopting our model, it is easy to identify that, differently from 
ABC solutions, 4G systems respect the constraint that all applications at a 4G 
client have to exploit only one interface at a time (see Figure 2.5). CAMPO sys-
tems for 4G are in charge of two main management actions: i) selecting the inter-
face to activate at any time and ii) performing vertical handover, i.e., commanding 
the continuity management support to seamlessly update all active channels when 
there is the need to change the currently switched-on interface. That typically oc-
curs because there are no alternate connectors available for the previously acti-
vated interface, for instance, because a Wi-Fi-connected client is moving and en-
tering an area not covered by IEEE 802.11 APs.  
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Figure 2.5 Usual 4G solutions can be modeled as <N:1:1> wireless environments 
that can dynamically change the activated interface.  
 
To perform vertical handover, 4G clients and infrastructure-side support com-
ponents collaborate to gather the context information required for proper interface 
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selection, e.g., signal quality, level of congestion, and estimated jitter. 4G selec-
tion strategies may pursue either a local client-specific goal, e.g., continuous 
channel availability or QoS maintenance, or a global goal, e.g., load balancing 
among overlapped cells. Occasionally, 4G systems also aim at providing support 
for inter-horizontal handover, while intra-horizontal handovers are generally per-
formed by network equipment in a transparent way in this kind of CAMPO solu-
tions. On the contrary, connector selection (typically considering only infrastruc-
ture-based equipment, such as APs or BSs) is completely embedded in interface 
implementation and application-transparent.  
In summary, in any case 4G solutions associate all applications running at a 
client with the same interface and, therefore, typically consider mobile client re-
quirements as a whole to choose only the most suitable interface. The cardinality 
for interface/connector selector relationships in 4G is <N:1:1> as in the simplest 
case of Figure 2.4, but these systems add the primary capability of dynamically 
changing the activated interface. 
On the contrary, we claim that the ABC term should be used to indicate more 
flexible CAMPO solutions where multiple interfaces may be simultaneously 
active and the main goal is to activate and update the most suitable channels for 
any running application. The motivation is that different applications usually have 
different service-specific requirements in terms of bandwidth, latency, and sus-
tainable discontinuity intervals. Thus, the possibility to have channels with differ-
ent interfaces for different applications at the same time can significantly improve 
the exploitation of available networking options.  
By exploiting our CAMPO architecture model, it is possible to identify two 
main categories of ABC solutions depending on the cardinality of the connector 
selector relationship. On the one hand, there are ABC systems where each acti-
vated interface associates with a single connector (<N:M:M> ABC systems). 
<N:M:M> solutions are responsible for activating the proper interfaces among the 
set of available ones and for selecting/updating the most suitable connector for 
each of them. On the other hand, more complex ABC systems additionally con-
sider the possibility of associating multiple connectors with each active interface, 
thus enabling applications that exploit the same interface but different connectors 
(<N:M:L> solutions). 
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Figure 2.6 depicts the case of <N:M:M> CAMPO systems. Differently from 
4G, here the interface/connector selection strategies should consider the require-
ments of any application and not of the client as a whole. In addition to interface 
activation and initial connector selection for each active interface, <N:M:M> sys-
tems are typically in charge of channel updating when new interfaces become 
more suitable than the currently used one. Therefore, these CAMPO systems gen-
erally include continuity management mechanisms for per-channel re-addressing 
and for communicating end-point modifications to application clients/servers. On 
the opposite, <N:M:M> systems usually do not automatically update the choice of 
the connector for each interface, by delegating that selection to the embedded be-
havior of network equipment. For instance, once activated, the client UMTS card 
autonomously selects the BS where to attach among the ones in visibility depend-
ing on an embedded strategy. 
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Figure 2.6 Usual ABC solutions can be modeled as <N:M:M> wireless environ-
ments. 
 
<N:M:L> ABC solutions are even more flexible and can actively select not 
only the interface but also the connector for each channel (see Figure 2.7). In 
addition, these CAMPO systems are often able to consider an enlarged set of po-
tential connectors. They can take into account not only traditional infrastructure-
side network components, such as IEEE 802.11 APs and GPRS/UMTS BSs as in 
4G, but also nearby peers in wireless ad hoc connectivity mode behaving as con-
nectivity bridges. Notwithstanding that flexibility, in some real <N:M:L> systems 
the possibilities of connector selection may be reduced due to possible limitations 
in communication technology capabilities. For instance, Bluetooth allows concur-
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rent interworking with connectors residing in different networks (scatternet) and 
ad hoc-configured IEEE 802.11 permits to simultaneously interact with different 
connectors in the same ad hoc network, provided that the nodes have the same Ex-
tended Service Set IDentifier. On the contrary, IEEE 802.11 in infrastructure 
mode and most cellular technologies provide very limited or null capabilities to 
control connector selection, thus forcedly limiting the selection space available for 
CAMPO systems developed on their top.  
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Figure 2.7 Flexible ABC solutions support <N:M:L> cardinality for inter-
face/connector selector relationships.  
 
Similarly to <N:M:M> systems, <N:M:L> solutions are in charge of imple-
menting continuity management mechanisms for per-channel re-addressing, even 
if in these systems mobile nodes are often responsible for invoking these mechan-
isms at channel updates (end-to-end visibility of channel modifications). For in-
stance, mobile nodes may be requested to notify their new IP addresses after a 
channel update by exploiting CAMPO signaling facilities. In addition, differently 
from other ABC systems, <N:M:L> solutions should be able to manage the in-
creased complexity stemming from the need to simultaneously monitor a large set 
of connectors for different interfaces in order to command channel updates when 
better connectors are available. Moreover, these solutions should address the chal-
lenging issue of considering and evaluating the possible unreliability of peer con-
nectors to operate proper channel decisions: differently from APs and BSs, peer 
connectors may abruptly become unavailable due to mobility or power shortage, 
thus forcing frequent channel update operations (and the consequent overhead).  
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Let us finally stress that we use the ABS term instead of ABC to indicate not 
only the capability to exploit several paths simultaneously but also that these paths 
can be eventually composed of several heterogeneous hops, based on hybrid infra-
structure/ad hoc connectivity. In our opinion this is a remarkable difference that 
state-of-the-art ABC contributions do not explicitly consider. 
 
2.3 Applying Design Guidelines to ABS Scenario Use Cases 
 
To better clarify the motivations and the potential advantages behind the idea 
of a CAMPO middleware specifically designed for ABS scenarios, let us rapidly 
sketch two examples of envisioned ABS applications. They depict i) the provi-
sioning of LBSs exploiting the many available positioning systems and ii) the 
provisioning of seamless Internet connectivity based on both infrastructure and ad 
hoc connectivity based on context information. Our purpose is twofold: on the one 
hand, we aim to demonstrate how the adoption of a middleware solution based on 
the proposed guidelines may enable the adoption of the ABS scenario; on the oth-
er hand, we want to identify some simple design rules which may greatly simplify 
the development of new ABS applications. 
2.3.1 A Translucent Access to Heterogeneous Context Sources  
To make practical examples of multiple heterogeneous context information 
usage scenarios, consider the case of Alice on vacation in a foreign city and mov-
ing from a square to a museum while accessing a LBS providing historical infor-
mation. While the GPS location information accuracy is really high in the middle 
of the square, it lowers when approaching the edge of the square due to high 
buildings partially covering signals of GPS satellites; finally, the GPS receiver be-
comes completely useless when Alice enters the museum building. At the same 
time, inside the museum the Ekahau positioning system starts providing location 
information exploiting RSSI values gathered via a newly discovered Wi-Fi net-
work. While moving from the square to the museum Alice has the willingness to 
seamlessly and transparently switch from a positioning system to another depend-
ing on availability and suitability, i.e., GPS outdoor and Ekahau indoor.  
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Figure 2.8 From GPS to Ekahau switching when approaching a building.  
 
To this purpose the application should associate, at any time, with the position-
ing technique that best fits the execution context, possibly by leaving that choice 
even to the operating system, e.g., the positioning system with lower power con-
sumption or the one with greater precision/update frequency. In addition, when 
several positioning systems can concurrently work, the application should either 
perform positioning data merging/fusion, e.g., according to context-aware re-
quirements about robustness and confidence, or propagate a suitable view of all 
the location data produced by simultaneously working positioning systems to ena-
ble application-level choices on which positioning information to exploit. Let us 
note that proper management decisions could depend on synergic considerations 
deriving from the whole set of both running LBSs and positioning systems availa-
ble at a client. For instance, if a positioning system is switched on because of 
LBS1 requirements, it makes sense to exploit that positioning technique also for 
LBS2, even if LBS2 accuracy requirements are satisfied also by other positioning 
systems with lower energy consumption.  
LBS developers currently have to know the details of the positioning system 
that will be available when deploying their services; LBS implementation is typi-
cally not portable and depends on the characteristics of the target positioning sys-
tem (sometimes on the specific implementation of that positioning solution). 
Therefore, also due to the fact that current wireless clients tend to simultaneously 
host several wireless technologies useful for positioning (e.g., terminals with Wi-
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Fi and/or Bluetooth connectivity and/or equipped with GPS), there is a recent and 
emerging research trend in support infrastructures for uniformly integrating hete-
rogeneous positioning techniques.  
The ultimate goal is not only the easy LBS portability over different position-
ing solutions dynamically retrieved at LBS provisioning time but also the exploi-
tation of these context information for networking opportunity smart management. 
In other words there is the need for novel context-aware middleware solutions ca-
pable of propagating differentiated levels of visibility up to the application level 
and of synergically managing heterogeneous positioning systems and communica-
tion interfaces depending on application requirements, user preferences, device 
characteristics, and overall system state.  
We claim the middleware has to provide integrated management of heteroge-
neous low-level components by adopting a translucent approach, intended as the 
simultaneous provisioning to the application layer of both high- and low-level 
API. Thanks to the translucent approach, applications aiming to interact with low-
level components in a simplified manner, namely simple ABS applications, can 
get a transparent access via high-level API, thus perceiving the underlying availa-
ble low-level components as a unique multi-behavior facility. On the contrary, 
applications willing to have direct visibility and to manage peculiar informa-
tion/features of positioning systems, namely smart ABS applications, can interact 
in a middleware-mediated but fully aware fashion, via low-level API.  
It is possible to summarize previous considerations defining the two following 
middleware design rules: 
Design rule 1: differentiated access to low-level details. The translucent ap-
proach allows LBSs built on top of the middleware to get a uniform and aggre-
gated access to all the characteristics of integrated positioning systems and com-
munication interfaces. On the one hand, it provides applications with a uniform 
API independently of the specific positioning solution, e.g., to reduce overhead it 
is possible to limit the accuracy of Ekahau-based and BTProximity-based posi-
tioning in the same way. On the other hand, it permits to access/configure all the 
available context sources aggregately, e.g., to gather all the data about current ac-
curacy from all activated positioning systems, with no need to interact with each 
positioning system separately. In this manner, applications can achieve a uniform 
aggregated (and thus simplified) access to lower layers. Let us note that other dif-
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ferent research fields use “translucency” to name the flexible combination of both 
visibility and transparency: for instance, [Ramamurthy et al. 1999] and [Shen and 
Tucker 2007] adopt the translucent term to indicate similar hybrid visibility in the 
area of optical networks. 
Design rule 2: differentiated control of low-level components. Furthermore, 
the middleware should not only work to expose the context data uniformly to the 
application level, but should originally permit to control positioning systems and 
communication interfaces behavior with different levels of opportunities. For 
example, the user could be interested in changing the location update frequency to 
decrease power consumption. Based on a middleware solution, the user could 
simply notify her requirement to the integrating middleware, thus delegating to it 
the burden of actually interacting with underlying positioning systems. Without 
the availability of an integrating middleware the user should personally and sepa-
rately control every positioning system behavior. While most state-of-the-art inte-
gration middlewares limit their efforts in merging heterogeneous systems to pro-
vide a uniform static interface for location gathering and communication interface 
selection, a CAMPO middleware should actually put together low-level compo-
nents to enable the integrated synergic control of their behavior by considering 
them aggregately. For instance, an LBS could command to simultaneously lower 
the power consumption of every positioning system just specifying to set the Po-
werConsumption control feature to low. About translucency in low-level com-
ponent control, simple applications only have the burden of specifying desired be-
haviors, by delegating the middleware for any required action. For instance, the 
middleware could provide a set of pre-defined declarative policies and interface 
evaluation metrics that simple applications can only decide to de/activate. Note 
that the opportunity to control positioning systems via declarative policies and 
communication interfaces via differentiated metrics greatly facilitates application 
development because applications leave the burden of any required monitor-
ing/control action to the middleware. Smart applications, instead, can directly 
control each low-level component features and capabilities in a fully-aware man-
ner, via uniform middleware-mediated API. In this case, applications can access 
low-level API to interact with and control each low-level component separately, 
e.g., for the purpose of switching on/off and configuring a specific component. 
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2.3.2 Mobility­aware Heterogeneous Connectivity Provisioning 
To understand how the availability of multiple interfaces on a mobile client can 
enhance the user experience suppose that Alice is at the University campus with 
her laptop, which hosts three different wireless cards for Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and 
UMTS-based connectivity (see Figure 2.9). Alice is willing to browse the Web to 
download the files with today’s lesson slides. To that purpose, differently from 
what today’s solutions require, Alice simply opens her Web browser without spe-
cifying which wireless connectivity to exploit. In fact, it is the underlying CAM-
PO middleware that seamlessly discovers that there are currently two connectors 
available: a free Wi-Fi AP of the campus network and a UMTS BS of the telecom 
provider Alice is subscribed to. Depending on Alice’s preferences, interface and 
connector selector middleware components transparently decide either to establish 
a channel based on the free AP if the reduction of economic costs is the priority 
(4G <N:N:1> scenario) or to simultaneously exploit two channels (based on Wi-Fi 
and UMTS) if Alice desires maximum bandwidth (ABC <N:M:M> scenario). 
Then, Alice meets her colleague Bob who carries a smart phone with Bluetooth 
and UMTS interfaces. Bob is willing to download Web files as well and opens an 
ftp client on his phone. This time the middleware, by exploiting the applicable 
context with Bob’s preferences of prioritizing free connectivity, transparently es-
tablishes a Bluetooth-based channel towards Alice’s laptop, which works as a col-
laborative peer to forward packets via the Wi-Fi AP.  
Afterwards, Alice moves towards a green recreational area where there is no 
campus Wi-Fi coverage; there, she requests streaming an audio file from an Inter-
net server. Since the applicable context specifies to prefer free connectivity oppor-
tunities and the middleware estimates that Carol’s laptop is still relatively to 
Alice, the middleware now decides to establish a channel via ad hoc Wi-Fi to-
wards Carol’s laptop (behaving as a peer connector) who is studying at the park 
boundaries covered by the campus Wi-Fi signal. Finally, Alice decides to go 
home by continuing to listen to the streaming audio service: when Carol’s connec-
tivity is lost, the middleware automatically re-qualifies Alice's channel by exploit-
ing the UMTS connector during the way back and the domestic (less expensive) 
Wi-Fi AP when entering home. If Alice was simply interested in sending non-
urgent (delay-tolerant) emails while moving back home, the middleware could 
decide to temporarily store the messages and forward them only when encounter-
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ing free connectors; temporary channel interruptions are not an issue for this ser-
vice.  
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Figure 2.9 A simple example of envisioned application in an ABS scenario. 
 
Note that Alice, Bob, and Carol mobility may relevantly reduce the reliability 
of these self-organizing connectivity opportunities; depending on application-
specific requirements, there is the need to favor the selection of connectivity op-
portunities with compatible durability, which should be estimated based on prac-
tical, lightweight, and effective mobility awareness.  
The previous example can be further evolved to a more complex one characte-
rized by stronger heterogeneous ad hoc multi-hop multi-path connotation. When 
moving from city to city by train, Carol should be able to exploit connectivity op-
portunities offered by other passengers, possibly in other wagons, reachable via 
multi-hop heterogeneous paths, and connected to the Internet via Wi-Fi/Wi-MAX 
APs, such as node F in Figure 2.10. In this case the nodes tend to move together 
(joint mobility) and connectivity opportunities have similar expected durability. 
Therefore, connectivity selection should not only be mobility-aware, but also con-
sider application-specific quality requirements, e.g., expected throughput. Thus, 
there is also the need for practical, lightweight, and effective ways for coarse-
grained estimation of the quality of available connectivity opportunities. Note that 
the synergic management of multiple connectivity opportunities can also improve 
handover effectiveness in the case of abrupt path unavailability, e.g., by seamless-
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ly re-routing traffic to a different collaborating tourist with Bluetooth/UMTS 
when the one with Wi-Fi/WiMAX leaves the train at a station. 
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Figure 2.10 Multi-hop multi-path ABS example. 
 
The above application scenario, even if addressing the simplified and easy un-
derstandable case Internet connectivity, e.g., excluding peer-to-peer non-Internet-
based services, clearly shows the potential complexity of the targeted problem and 
the unsuitability of delegating final users to take proper channel management de-
cisions. There is the need for innovative and effective middleware to properly 
handle the numerous technical challenges involved, from heterogeneity of inter-
faces/connectors and their proper combination for channel establishment, to con-
text-dependent channel re-qualification at runtime.  
The crucial design aspect is the adoption of proper simplifying assumptions on 
monitoring indicators with the goal of achieving the most effective tradeoff be-
tween management overhead and optimality of managing a wide set of network-
ing opportunities. We claim that the design rules we propose below relevantly af-
fect the achievable performance/overhead tradeoff and provide a useful methodo-
logical how-to for an effective support of both infrastructure and peer-to-peer 
connectivity.  
Design rule 3: tradeoff between local and global management. Let us start 
by noting that some monitoring information, such as RSSI of visible Wi-Fi APs 
and mobile peers, are anyway locally provided by wireless interfaces, with no ad-
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ditional management costs, thus allowing some forms of local coarse-grained 
evaluation of single-hop paths with minimum intrusion. On the opposite, in gen-
eral, any evaluation of multi-hop paths requires, to some extent, the distributed 
coordination and transfer of non-local monitoring data. More global the visibility 
of monitoring data, more intrusive the management operations and closer to opti-
mality the connectivity decisions. That forces, first of all, to clearly identify what 
the middleware should perform locally and what with a global management pers-
pective.  
On the one hand, we propose to exploit locally available monitoring data, i.e., 
for each wireless interface the set of fixed/mobile devices offering connectivity to 
take local decisions about the suitability degree of available collaborating devices. 
Therefore, at any node a middleware solution should determine a limited subset of 
neighbors to activate a single-hop connection with. Limiting the subset to a very 
small cardinality of 2 or 3 is sufficient in most application scenarios, with positive 
effects in terms of management overhead reduction. On the other hand, we claim 
the need also for a second-step global phase, where the middleware collects addi-
tional monitoring data only for the potential multi-hop paths enabled by the subset 
of activated single hops. Note that the local phase can work also before any sin-
gle-hop connection is established, without introducing any additional communica-
tion overhead, while the global phase includes distributed management opera-
tions, such as IP routing updates. 
Design rule 4: tradeoff between single- and multi-path granularity. A mid-
dleware solution should decide the most suitable level of granularity to allow in 
the relationships between applications/traversing-flows and potentially available 
paths (one path for all applications/flows, one path for each of them, or multiple 
paths even for the same one). We use the term single-path granularity for a node 
to indicate the case where packets from/to different clients and applications are 
routed all in the same way at that node. At the other extreme, multi-path granulari-
ty identifies the more flexible case where the middleware can manage multiple 
paths even for each application/flow, by increasing middleware complexity but 
taking full advantage of the available multi-hop multi-path opportunities. We pro-
pose a middleware that can be dynamically configured to work in either single- or 
multi-path granularity modes depending on performance/overhead requirements at 
runtime deployment.  
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Design rule 5: tradeoff between static and dynamic responsiveness. We call 
static management the middleware behavior of re-evaluating networking oppor-
tunities and possibly changing routing rules only when either the exploited paths 
are broken or there are new single-hop paths available. Dynamic management, in-
stead, indicates the more aggressive polling-based monitoring of the wireless en-
vironment, e.g., the estimated throughput for any potential multi-hop path and the 
consequent modification of routing choices at each node. Of course, dynamic 
management requires additional computing, communication, and power costs, but 
more promptly adapts to runtime variations of path durability/throughput. We 
propose to carefully consider static/dynamic management tradeoff depending on 
local/global management phases and their related costs. 
 
In conclusion, we propose to adopt a context-aware middleware solution to 
support the easy development and deployment of applications taking full advan-
tage of the ABS scenario. We believe that based on the above five design rules, it 
is possible to achieve a proper tradeoff among the complexity of monitoring and 
controlling procedures and the capability to exploit meaningful and up-to-date 
context information to take the most suitable control decision. In addition, it is 
possible to manage the great complexity deriving by the simultaneous exploitation 
of multiple heterogeneous wireless interfaces in both infrastructure and ad hoc fa-
shion, even by handling management modifications during service provisioning. 
For readers' convenience we summarize together the five design rules: 
1) differentiated access to low-level details, that is a translucent access to low-
level components, providing the capability to interact both in a simplified and 
direct way; 
2) differentiated control of low-level components, since there is the need of 
permitting to control the behavior of low-level components both in a middle-
ware-mediated and fully-aware fashion; 
3) tradeoff between local and global management, considering that global vi-
sibility of monitoring data delves into more complex and expensive manage-
ment operations but even more suitable connectivity decisions; 
4) tradeoff between single- and multi-path granularity, selecting the proper 
granularity degree in relation to the need of providing a per-client/per-
application/per-flow differentiated quality of service; 
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5) tradeoff between static and dynamic responsiveness, carefully considering 
that greater is dynamicity, more promptly reacts the middleware to environ-
ment changes, but greater is the computational, power, and communication 
cost. 
The presented design rules will guide the definition of the general architecture 
and the work of implementation of our middleware solution able to synergically 
integrate and manage multiple and heterogeneous positioning systems and com-
munication interfaces, which will be extensively presented in Chapters 4 and 5. 
Prior to the description of our novel middleware, Chapter 3 will present an in-
depth analysis of the state-of-the-art literature contributions considering already 
proposed solutions for context sources integration, dynamic remote service dis-
covery, and context-aware management of communication opportunities. 
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Chapter 3 ­ A novel Taxonomy to Model and Classify 
the CAMPO Area 
 
As already presented in the previous chapter, the CAMPO model includes a 
wide area of research activity, from 4G systems for vertical handover manage-
ment to ABC/ABS ones for ad hoc networking self-organization. In other words 
the CAMPO model permits to effectively categorize all the contributions in the 
literature that manage networking opportunities in a context-aware way. This 
chapter provides a description of the state-of-the-art in the CAMPO area based on 
a novel taxonomy that considers both context information gathering and network-
ing opportunity evaluation/management. 
As already emerged by the previous design rules, we believe that the exploita-
tion of the many valuable context information available on the mobile client is a 
primary issue that CAMPO solutions have to address. The literature has mainly 
focused on the capability to provide a homogeneous access to this type of context 
source and information. For this reason the state-of-the-art analysis related to con-
text gathering has the primary goal of comparing solutions for the integration of 
heterogeneous context sources, in particular positioning systems. Their common 
objective is to merge provided information and gain an integrated synergic exploi-
tation of several context sources simultaneously. Section 3.1 first presents re-
search efforts on integration middlewares, ordered according to the level of vi-
sibility propagated to LBSs, from transparent solutions that hide any low-level 
positioning system detail, to contributions with partial visibility and control for 
LBSs built on their top. The second part of Section 3.1, instead, focuses on JSR-
179 that represents the most notable standardization effort for Java-based LBSs on 
mobile phones [JSR-179]. JSR-179 provides a standardized API to perform 
coarse-grained integration and some limited forms of control of underlying posi-
tioning systems.  
Several CAMPO contributions do not consider context gathering as a primary 
issue. Instead, they are specifically focused on the evaluation of networking op-
portunities based on heterogeneous context information and on the management 
of connectivity continuity when mobile clients perform a handover procedure 
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from an origin to a destination connector. For this reason, the chapter provides an 
in-depth analysis of CAMPO systems proposing novel solutions to evaluate net-
working opportunities and supporting the dynamic change of connector. In partic-
ular, Sections 3.2 and 3.3 aim to achieve the twofold goal of i) identifying the 
primary design choices emerging from available solutions, together with corres-
ponding tradeoffs, and ii) better positioning the wide variety of related work in 
a single original taxonomy. In particular, we propose a novel classification able 
to cluster any state-of-the-art solution along three directions: deployment scena-
rios, evaluation process, and continuity management. In short, deployment scena-
rios represent and define the characteristics of target execution environments. The 
evaluation process specifies how to instantiate and update channels (interface 
and/or connector selection). Continuity management identifies the set of mechan-
isms, algorithms, and tools to actually operate horizontal/vertical handovers, pos-
sibly in a seamless way notwithstanding runtime client mobility. 
 
3.1 Context­source Integration Middlewares 
 
Several research activities have recently started to address the emerging field 
of the integration of heterogeneous context sources and, specifically, positioning 
systems. The main goal is to put together and suitably merge information from 
different sources, by providing a uniform interface that applications can easily ex-
ploit independently of the context sources and positioning solutions available at 
runtime in their deployment environments. However, most research activities only 
concentrate on the issues of uniform access to context sources and fusion of in-
formation, without giving possibilities either for synergic management of hetero-
geneous context sources or for exploitation of context awareness to guide man-
agement decisions. On the opposite we claim that these are crucial aspects for 
spreading the adoption of advanced context-aware applications.  
In particular, as the next section will show, already proposed integration mid-
dlewares lack in dynamicity, management capabilities, and extensibility. First of 
all, already proposed solutions usually provide hard-coded algorithms for infor-
mation fusion and hard-coded policies for dynamic change of context sources, 
e.g., exploiting always the positioning system with greatest accuracy despite the 
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imposed power consumption. Secondly, traditional middlewares do not provide 
any capability to change context sources behavior from the application layer. The 
only possible interaction is collecting information in a bottom-up fashion; applica-
tions are prevented from any top-down interaction to control underlying compo-
nents behavior. Finally, the contributions in the literature support the delivery of 
only pre-defined information, e.g., location information as a latitude, longitude, 
altitude triple; context sources are not allowed to provide additional information 
specifically considered by the overlaying integrating middleware, e.g., the ex-
pected accuracy degree of the provided location information. 
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Figure 3.1 Usually adopted integrating middleware solution. 
 
As Chapter 4 better details, our purpose is not confined to supporting a homo-
geneous access to positioning systems and integrating available context sources to 
merge their provided information. In fact, we envision as crucial the designing 
and development of novel middleware solutions able to dynamically control inte-
grated context sources behavior, e.g., to switch on/off available ones depending 
on their availability and application requirements. 
3.1.1 The Notable Case of Positioning Integration Middlewares  
As already stated, a main property to differentiate positioning integration solu-
tions in the literature is the degree of visibility propagated up to the LBS applica-
tion level. Contributions in the field span from completely transparent approaches 
hiding LBSs from the complexity of direct interaction with positioning systems 
but not providing any control capability, to integration solutions allowing limited 
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controllability but complicating the development of LBSs, which have to statical-
ly embed details about the exploited positioning techniques directly in their appli-
cation logic.  
In order of increasing level of visibility, the Alipes architecture focuses on the 
integration of heterogeneous positioning systems through appropriate wrappers to 
provide LBSs with a uniform API [Nord et al. 2002]. The goal is to force the ex-
ploitation of the available positioning system that best fits LBS accuracy require-
ments, by possibly performing location data fusion in order to achieve the re-
quired robustness of positioning data. Moreover, Alipes provides user-controlled 
privacy, by requesting explicit user permission before disclosing location informa-
tion. The integration system proposed in [Hosokawa et al. 2004] has the primary 
goal of seamless navigation via uniform map-based interfaces, regardless the ac-
tually exploited positioning system. Its main solution guideline is to exploit mid-
dleware components, called mediators-wrappers, to abstract from specific pecu-
liarities of used positioning systems and maps. In addition, [Hosokawa et al. 
2004] permits to dynamically switch exploited positioning system in a completely 
transparent way. The integrated Platform for Location-based services (PoLoS) of-
fers an API to facilitate the development of new LBSs [Spanoudakis et al. 2003]. 
It also supports the introduction of new positioning systems through a plug-in ar-
chitecture; the middleware interacts with positioning systems in a standardized 
way via OSA/Parlay. Similarly, the Framework for Location Aware ModElling 
(FLAME) is a transparent integration middleware: it bases its positioning abstrac-
tions on a multi-step architecture for location data fusion, generation of geometric 
relationships, and event-based location data disclosure [Coulouris et al. 2002]. Fi-
nally, the Location Operating REference model (LORE) originally proposes dif-
ferent abstracting steps to provide high-level location data, independently from 
low-level details: positioning, modeling, fusion, query tracking, and intelligent 
notification [Chen et al. 2004]; in addition, it ensures privacy and security man-
agement, by controlling information disclosure, similarly to Alipes. Positioning 
system integration in LORE is achieved by the Common Adapter Framework that 
provides a standard API to fetch location information. 
The above middlewares integrate positioning systems with the primary goal to 
facilitate LBS development. They tend to propose transparent approaches that 
hide LBSs from positioning complexity, but do not support any application-
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specific form of configuration, control, and management of positioning tech-
niques. The main contribution of those proposals is to offer a framework to quick-
ly prototype and deploy LBSs. However, they relevantly limit the capabilities of 
advanced LBSs, often interested in performing context-aware, cross-layer, and 
portable positioning management operations. 
Only a few proposals have recently started to provide some forms of visibility 
of low-level features/characteristics, by introducing the partial possibility of 
cross-layer approaches and limited control. This demonstrates that it starts to 
be recognized the need for mediated visibility of underlying positioning systems, 
in order to achieve effective, application-specific, and context-aware management 
decisions, even if risking to complicate and slow down the realization of LBSs.  
In particular, MiddleWhere provides LBSs with some low-level positioning de-
tails, such as location resolution, confidence, and freshness [Ranganathan et al. 
2004]. Adapter components act as device drivers, thus permitting to MiddleWhere 
to communicate with positioning system implementations: each adapter makes lo-
cation descriptions uniform by hiding positioning system implementation pecu-
liarities. The Location Services Module (LSM) supports not only positioning data 
merging but also some forms of control of heterogeneous positioning systems 
[Agre et al. 2002]. However, it performs merging and control in a hard-coded and 
not flexible manner: to achieve visibility of data/control features for a specific po-
sitioning system, LSM-based LBSs should have full static knowledge of position-
ing characteristics, e.g., should know name and syntax of positioning-specific 
control functions. Location Stack represents a state-of-the-art model of solution 
for location (and also context in general) data fusion [Hightower et al. 2002]. It 
identifies several middleware components, deployed in layers, which can sequen-
tially (as stages of a pipeline) provide increasing levels of abstraction: Sensors, 
Measurements, Fusion, Arrangements, Contextual Fusion, Activities, and Inten-
tions. However, the first implementation of it, namely the Unified Location 
Framework (ULF), has shown that such a highly-layered system is unsuitable for 
properly propagating the visibility of low-level data such as accuracy and preci-
sion, often useful for application-level LBS decisions [Graumann et al. 2003]. In 
other words, the ULF implementation experience points out the need for cross-
layering to expose low-level details to LBSs and to activate direct control of posi-
tioning features from application logic. 
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In conclusion, most proposals in the literature only address the positioning in-
tegration issue while hiding low-level details depending on positioning technique 
and system implementation. MiddleWhere, LSM, and ULF are the only ones that 
offer partial visibility of positioning data characteristics and control features, but 
in a statically pre-determined way. 
3.1.2 The JSR­179 Location API for J2ME  
In the last years, the industrial research activity has primarily focused on the 
development of standards to address the wide heterogeneity of available position-
ing systems. The JSR-179 API [JSR-179], also known as Location API for J2ME, 
represents the most notable result of that standardization effort for Java-based 
LBSs on mobile phones. JSR-179, inspired by the usual and widespread interface 
of the GPS solution, provides a standardized API to perform coarse-grained 
integration and control of positioning systems (location providers according to 
the JSR-179 terminology). To better understand how JSR-179 provides location 
information, here we rapidly report its main characteristics and offered functions. 
The LocationProvider class is the JSR-179 API entry point. Applications 
invoke the getInstance() method of LocationProvider to retrieve an ac-
tual location provider implementation among the currently available ones. The ac-
tual location provider is the selected positioning system that returns location in-
formation to applications.  
When invoking the getInstance() method, an application optionally speci-
fies particular criteria (Criteria class) that the actual location provider must sa-
tisfy. If several actual location providers are compatible with the passed criteria, 
LocationProvider selects the one which best fits the requirements according 
to a pre-determined strategy. Criteria can specify that the actual location provider 
must supply speed and altitude, and/or that the provided horizontal/vertical coor-
dinates have to respect a minimum accuracy level. Moreover, it is possible to spe-
cify the desired power consumption (low, medium, or high). Let us notice that the 
passed criteria are exploited only at the moment of the selection of the actual loca-
tion provider; they are completed neglected at provisioning time.  
Figure 3.2 depicts an example of application that requests an actual location 
provider implementation, by specifying the desired selection criteria. The result is 
the activation of the positioning system best fitting the criteria among the current-
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ly available ones (Location Provider 2 in the figure). Location Provider 2 is asso-
ciated with the application until a new explicit request of location provider selec-
tion to the JSR-179 API. 
 
location info
(LocProv2)
Standard JSR-179
Location API
Criteria
Location
Provider 1
Location
Provider 2
Location
Provider N...  
Figure 3.2 The JSR-179 API for criteria-based selection of an actual Location-
Provider implementation. 
 
Location providers return location data in three different ways:  
• on demand, via the getLastKnownLocation() and getLoca-
tion(timeout) methods, which respectively provide cached and just 
updated location information, the latter actively requesting for new data 
to the underlying positioning system; 
• periodically at fixed time intervals, via the method setLocationLis-
tener (listener, interval, timeout, maxAge). Only one 
periodical listener at a time can be registered with each location provid-
er instance; 
• in an event-driven fashion via the addProximityListener (listen-
er, coordinates, proximityRadius) method. The only trigger-
ing event that can be exploited in JSR-179 is the proximity of the lo-
cated client to specified coordinates. Several proximity listeners may 
contemporarily indicate multiple coordinates close to which a location 
provider triggers the events. 
The provided location information specifies qualified coordinates (physical lo-
cation), address info (symbolic location), or both. Moreover, it may include addi-
tional data such as speed, timestamp, and the technology of the actual location 
provider. 
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JSR-179 is a good example of standardization effort in the industrial research 
area to leverage the adoption of positioning systems and LBSs. Its architecture 
and API have the goal of representing a standardized model for every developer 
willing to provide new positioning systems or LBSs. However, we claim that JSR-
179 does not provide a sufficiently expressive API to perform efficient integration 
and control of positioning systems. In particular, it supports neither the dynamic 
management of multiple location providers nor the provisioning of low-level sys-
tem-specific details to the application level as required by many LBSs.  
First of all, it does not support the dynamic and flexible management of 
dynamically retrieved location provider implementations. On the one hand, 
JSR-179 only permits to exploit one location provider at a time among the ones 
currently available at a client, even if several of them satisfy the specified criteria. 
On the other hand, according to the JSR-179 specification, LBSs have the full du-
ty of monitoring the performance of the selected location provider and of taking 
suitable management operations consequently, e.g., requesting for a new location 
provider selection in response to accuracy degradation. In other words, once JSR-
179 has selected a location provider, the specified criteria are no more considered 
even if the capabilities of the actual location provider do not satisfy the LBS re-
quirements any more or if a new more suitable location provider becomes availa-
ble at the client.  
In addition, the JSR-179 API assumes that the characteristics of location 
providers are statically identified and do not considerably change over time: 
that is partially true for static features, e.g., ability to provide speed/altitude or not, 
but not applicable to dynamic characteristics such as horizontal/vertical accuracy. 
For example, GPS accuracy may abruptly decrease when the user moves from an 
outdoor to an indoor environment. Moreover, JSR-179 has dynamicity and flex-
ibility limitations also due to its impossibility to accommodate new positioning 
systems newly introduced at service provisioning time. The actual location pro-
vider implementation is determined only once at the moment of location provider 
instantiation; JSR-179 does not consider any context change after that instantia-
tion, until a new LBS request for actual location provider determination. Another 
limitation of JSR-179 is that selection criteria are limited to few and statically pre-
determined elements. It is possible to specify as requirements only the features de-
fined in the criteria class before service provisioning. Moreover, also the event 
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handling functions of JSR-179 exhibit non-negligible limitations, as already 
pointed out: only one type of triggering event is supported, the one related to 
proximity to a fixed location. 
But, according to our opinion, corroborated by our experience in developing 
and prototyping LBSs, JSR-179 exhibits the most relevant lack in its limited ca-
pabilities to propagate the visibility of low-level details of underlying location 
providers when needed. In fact, the only state information available about loca-
tion providers is their availability status (available, temporarily unavailable, or out 
of order). This full and uniform transparency of low-level positioning system fea-
tures does not always fit the requirements of application-level visibility typical of 
LBSs. For example, a LBS would get and control peculiar positioning system 
functions, such as to get and possibly change the location provider privacy level. 
The academic research on the extension of JSR-179 capabilities to achieve 
greater flexibility and dynamicity is still at its very beginning, also due to the no-
velty of the standardization effort. [Di Flora et al. 2005] proposes the integration 
and management of multiple positioning systems via a JSR-179 fully compliant 
API. It tries to increase dynamicity by transparently switching among available 
positioning systems: in particular, it alternatively exploits either GPS/Bluetooth-
based positioning dependently on client outdoor/indoor location. However, the 
proposal does support neither the dynamic change of positioning selection criteria 
(only system availability), nor the integration with new positioning systems at 
provisioning time. Moreover, it does not provide any function at all to control in-
tegrated positioning systems from the application layer. 
 
3.2 An Original Comprehensive Taxonomy for CAMPO Solutions 
 
CAMPO systems may pursue goals at different abstraction levels and with dif-
ferent flexibility, by considering even very diverse assumptions on their working 
environments. Here we aim to provide an exhaustive description of all the possi-
ble differentiated characteristics of CAMPO systems, organized in a structured 
classification that permits to clearly position all CAMPO contributions in the lite-
rature.  
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Figure 3.3 graphically depicts the proposed comprehensive and original tax-
onomy for CAMPO solutions. Our taxonomy is structured according to three main 
categories: deployment scenarios, evaluation process, and continuity management. 
In addition, it shows how our taxonomy refines each primary category by identi-
fying first-, second-, and third-level sub-classes, structured in a hierarchical tree 
organization. The characteristics, relevance, and CAMPO system coverage for 
each subclass will be described in the following sub-sections.  
We claim that our articulated taxonomy can clearly classify the whole set of 
CAMPO systems, by facilitating the identification of similarities/differences be-
tween the various contributions. In fact, on the one hand, the three primary cate-
gories address all the primary aspects of state-of-the-art CAMPO solutions, even 
if those aspects are sometimes identified with different terms in the literature. On 
the other hand, they represent the three crucial families of design choices to con-
sider for researchers and developers when designing novel CAMPO solutions. 
Other support functions, e.g., quality management, that may be employed in 
CAMPO systems but are not specific of the CAMPO research field, are outside 
the taxonomy, which aims to center the specificity of the area. 
To permit the full understanding of the sub-class structuring detailed in the fol-
lowing sub-sections, let us first introduce what we intend exactly for the three 
taxonomy categories. We define deployment scenario as the set of assumptions 
and related constraints that a CAMPO solution adopts depending on its ex-
pected and/or current working environment. In other words, the deployment sce-
nario category relates to working environment characteristics such as the set of se-
lectable channels (possibility to choose either interface or connector or both), the 
number of interfaces that may be simultaneously active at clients, and the 
role/location of support components, e.g., to locally/remotely trigger handovers 
and to perform session transfer.  
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Figure 3.3 The proposed CAMPO taxonomy. 
 
While the deployment scenario identifies the addressed working environment, 
evaluation process and continuity management categorize the primary operations 
that a CAMPO system must perform to provide final users with suitable and up-
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dated channels. In particular, the evaluation process is in charge of gathering 
context information and consequently providing a quantitative estimation of 
the suitability of available channels according to an adopted metric. Any metric 
consists of three main parts, which determine its complexity and expressiveness: 
input, processing method, and output. The input sub-class defines the level of ab-
straction and variability of the exploited context information, e.g., the continuous-
ly changing bandwidth offered by a connector or the more static user-level indica-
tions about preferred interfaces. The processing method mainly influences metric 
flexibility (ability to vary the adopted metric at provisioning time) and the scope 
of CAMPO goals (e.g., the global objective of optimal load sharing among all 
access networks). The output sub-class defines the granularity of selected entities 
and the result type provided by the evaluation process, e.g., the most suitable in-
terface or a set of values quantifying the suitability of any potentially available 
connector. 
Finally, continuity management relates to all the mechanisms, tools, and 
strategies to actually perform the update of active channels at provisioning 
time without user-perceivable service interruptions. Continuity management not 
only decides when and how to update channels depending on the evaluation 
process output (trigger component) but also provides the support mechanisms to 
seamlessly switch among interfaces and/or connectors at runtime (switcher com-
ponent). Let us note that first simple CAMPO systems did not include continuity 
management facilities at all, or sometimes a very limited capability subset, by 
leaving application developers the burden of addressing the challenging continuity 
issues associated with channel update. We claim that, nowadays, the availability 
and flexibility of continuity management solutions are crucial aspects of CAMPO 
systems because of the growing relevance of mobile continuous services, such as 
mobile multimedia. That is the reason why we have decided to originally devote 
one whole specific category of the taxonomy to that demanding aspect. 
Most state-of-the-art CAMPO systems only concentrate on one of the three 
categories and adopt solutions proposed by other CAMPO researches for the re-
maining two. For instance, many contributions have focused on identifying origi-
nal strategies for interface/connector selection by delegating to Mobile IP the bur-
den of partially solving continuity issues. Other CAMPO systems propose innova-
tive continuity management solutions by leaving to mobile nodes the burden to 
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evaluate when, where, and which type of handover should be performed. Moreo-
ver, as better detailed in the following, some CAMPO proposals provide seamless 
horizontal/vertical handover of service sessions by imposing specific constraints 
on deployment scenarios, i.e., by assuming the presence (and full visibility) of 
needed support components in specific locations. Anyway, in general, even if the 
three categories are not strictly correlated, some assumptions in a category may 
limit the space of potential design choices for the remaining two. In other words, 
the chosen deployment scenario subclass may limit the available design choices 
for CAMPO developers by making some evaluation and continuity solutions not 
viable. For instance, it is hard to pursue a global objective in a deployment scena-
rio where CAMPO components are located only client-side, global context infor-
mation is often not available, and continuity management is usually performed in 
an end-to-end way. 
The following sub-sections extensively describe and discuss the three adopted 
taxonomy categories, by pointing out the associated design options for CAMPO 
developers. 
3.2.1 CAMPO Deployment Scenarios  
The variety of state-of-the-art CAMPO solutions also depends on the fact that 
they focus on different target deployment scenarios. It is possible to identify 
three main categories of deployment scenarios where CAMPO solutions take de-
cisions based on i) the only information about available interfaces (and possibly 
associated connectors) at each client node, ii) the additional data about working 
channels and overall node capabilities/requirements for each client node, and iii) 
the additional knowledge about the whole execution environment, including the 
infrastructure side, such as the presence of auxiliary CAMPO-related support 
components.  
CAMPO systems in the first category (interface scope) establish and update 
channels on a node depending on interface scope, i.e., the set of static/dynamic 
characteristics of the interfaces (either active or not) available at the node. These 
CAMPO solutions can only consider aspects such as possibilities of interface con-
trol and programmability: in fact, some network interfaces only allow to be 
switched on/off, while in other cases dynamic interface management is possible 
with a finer control degree, e.g., by deciding when and to which connector to 
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command the horizontal handover of an interface. By focusing on the second sub-
category (mobile node scope), these CAMPO solutions can consider the whole 
client node environment to guide their decisions. Depending on the whole set of 
not only active/inactive interfaces (and their related connectors) but also of al-
ready established channels and node requirements, e.g., a constraint on overall 
maximum power consumption, they could exploit one interface at a time (single-
on) or even multiple interfaces simultaneously (multiple-on). Finally, with a high-
er degree of visibility of the deployment scenario, CAMPO solutions in the third 
category (environment scope) can consider the whole deployment environment, 
including the availability of external support components, their location, and po-
tential role. For instance, they can update channels depending on user-specific 
continuity requirements by considering whether infrastructure-side components 
for continuity support are available, such as proxies bi-casting traffic to origin and 
destination networks during handovers [Shenoy and Montalvo 2005].  
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Figure 3.4 The three subclasses for deployment scenarios with different visibility 
scopes. 
 
Figure 3.4 depicts the three deployment subclasses, by pointing out that they 
identify scenarios with enlarging scopes (and consequently increasing complexi-
ty). The decision of which deployment scenario sub-category to address strongly 
contributes to determine the capabilities and limits of a CAMPO solution. For in-
stance, a deployment limitation may impact on the possibilities to select connec-
tors, e.g., a specific deployment environment (mobile node scope, single-on) may 
not permit to consider a connector, which is instead available in multiple-on envi-
ronments. In addition, some CAMPO design choices may impose constraints on 
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target deployment environment, e.g., the minimization of power consumption may 
force to consider only single-on scenarios. Therefore, in the following we try to 
clearly delineate the three sub-categories to simplify both the understanding of 
CAMPO capabilities/limits and the associated design choice possibilities.  
3.2.1.1 Interface Scope 
Interface scope CAMPO solutions may be classified into two primary types: 
interface-only and interface-connector. Interface-only systems can select only the 
interface to exploit (possibly by switching on inactive interfaces), by delegating 
any other interface management action to the embedded and not-modifiable firm-
ware/hardware of the selected interface. In other words, interface-only CAMPO 
systems address deployment scenarios where, given an interface, the selection of 
its associated connector is outside control. On the contrary, interface-connector 
CAMPO systems can additionally select the connector to exploit via interface-
embedded capabilities, which could depend on client card implementations. For 
instance, UMTS does not enable the choice of a specific BS (interface-only), 
while ABC solutions usually permit to switch to a selected connector (interface-
connector).  
By focusing on related design choices, the decision of assuming a target dep-
loyment scenario with interface scope significantly limits the design possibilities 
for CAMPO developers. In very simple CAMPO solutions of this class, the choice 
of the connector for a given interface is completely delegated to the embedded 
behavior of low-layer communication components. For instance, the selection of a 
specific IEEE 802.11 AP among the set of APs in visibility is typically embedded 
in Wi-Fi card implementations. Only very simple metrics can be specified: for in-
stance, if the most important requirement is to minimize power consumption, a 
CAMPO system gives priority to the activation of low consumption interfaces, 
such as Bluetooth, without considering any other context indicator. In slightly 
more flexible cases, interface scope CAMPO solutions can also decide which 
connector to exploit among the available ones for a given interface, for instance 
the AP connector with minor congestion among the trusted ones. That is obvious-
ly possible only when interface implementation also supports connector selection. 
In these cases, CAMPO systems are in charge of comparing not only interface ca-
pabilities (often statically pre-defined) but also connector-related performance in-
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dicators, such as currently offered QoS level, thus calling for resource-demanding 
runtime monitoring functions. 
Let us note that interface scope CAMPO solutions usually consider no more 
than infrastructure-based connectors, such as IEEE 802.11 APs or UMTS BSs. 
Only recently, first CAMPO proposals have started to work on the possibility to 
exploit also nearby client nodes as peer connectors. A peer connector can either 
behave as a bridge between the client and the fixed Internet infrastructure or di-
rectly offer services in a peer-to-peer fashion. The possibility to consider peer 
connectors provides a deployment scenario that greatly differs from traditional in-
frastructure-based environments, by requiring to take into account peer characte-
ristics of various nature. In fact, while infrastructure-based connectors are usually 
fixed and reliable, peer nodes may be mobile, statically unknown, and with varia-
ble levels of trust. Moreover, clients and peer connectors should share a common 
goal to make their connectivity convenient for nearby peers. In addition, peer 
connectors typically provide connectivity in an intermittent way since i) their of-
fer produces additional computational, networking, and energetic loads for them, 
and ii) their possible mobility increases the probability of connectivity loss for 
their associated clients. These challenging aspects represent state-of-the-art open 
issues and call for original approaches to manage novel forms of context, e.g., 
peer mobility indicators.  
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Figure 3.5 An example of deployment scenario with peer connectors. 
 
Finally, let us rapidly observe that the CAMPO architecture model presented in 
Chapter 2 can also apply to the case of peer connectors, which in their turn can 
exploit channels to connect to the Internet or to other peer connectors. In the sim-
ple example of Figure 3.5, indeed, a client hosts only the Bluetooth interface, 
which is used to connect to a nearby peer connector offering Internet connectivity, 
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e.g., via its Wi-Fi interface connected to a free IEEE 802.11 hotspot (second con-
nector, in pipeline with the first one).  
3.2.1.2 Mobile Node Scope 
By focusing on the second category of our deployment scenario classification, 
CAMPO systems with mobile node scope may concentrate on exploiting either 
only one network interface at a time (single-on) or several interfaces simulta-
neously (multiple-on). For instance, 4G solutions usually exploit only one inter-
face at a time: every channel uses the same interface, the currently active one. On 
the contrary, ABC solutions can take advantage of several interfaces simulta-
neously and can establish different channels by exploiting different, concurrently 
activated interfaces. 
The choice between single-on and multiple-on deployment scenarios is proba-
bly the most important aspect affecting CAMPO design choices. Sometimes that 
decision is forced by the addressed execution environment. In fact, the possibility 
of having multiple active interfaces at the same time usually depends on client ca-
pabilities. Limited mobile nodes often prefer simple, lightweight, and energy-
preserving CAMPO solutions, e.g., there should be only one active interface at a 
time, selected according to a static priority order. As resource availability on 
common clients is increasing, CAMPO systems start to favor smarter and more 
resource-consuming solutions, e.g., which exploit several interfaces at the same 
time to widen the available bandwidth or to provide continuous connectivity via 
duplicated data flows during vertical handovers [Shenoy and Montalvo 2005].  
In addition, the single-on/multiple-on deployment category influences other re-
levant design choices. For instance, CAMPO single-on solutions have to choose 
the only one interface to activate at a node by taking into consideration the re-
quirements of the whole set of running applications and trading among them. 
Multiple-on solutions, instead, are inherently more complex because they must al-
low the simultaneous management of multiple interfaces. Anyway, in single-on 
solutions the decision to change the activated interface implies evaluating the 
costs to update all channels, while multiple-on solutions can activate new inter-
faces independently of other working channels. 
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3.2.1.3 Whole Environment Scope 
To the purpose of proper channel selection/update, CAMPO solutions may ad-
ditionally consider the possible availability of support components with different 
roles (evaluation process and continuity management) in the execution environ-
ment, located either on the client side or distributed on both client and infrastruc-
ture sides.  
About the role of support components in the execution environment, the varie-
gated set of mechanisms and tools of interest for CAMPO systems span from QoS 
channel monitoring to more general context gathering, from metric evaluation to 
the triggering of continuity management operations, from context transfer in re-
sponse to handovers to AAA support. Here, we do not provide the exhaustive de-
scription of CAMPO support mechanisms because they will be extensively de-
tailed in the following sections devoted to evaluation process and continuity man-
agement. 
About the location where support components execute, some CAMPO solu-
tions privilege the exploitation of only client-side components, while other ap-
proaches include components distributed both at clients and in the network infra-
structure. Client-side support components are generally simpler and focused on 
switching between available interfaces. Usually, both client- and infrastructure-
side components interwork to collect monitoring information about connectors, 
especially in flexible CAMPO systems where monitored context includes data 
from the whole execution environment. In addition, when infrastructure-side 
components have also the role of interface/connector selectors, they can take into 
account not only client capabilities/requirements but also global network objec-
tives, such as load balancing. Continuity management components are usually 
deployed on both the client side, e.g., pre-fetching buffers to sustain streaming 
continuity during handovers, and the infrastructure side, e.g., Session Initiation 
Protocol (SIP) servers for session transfer.  
As for the other deployment scenario categories, also the role and location of 
support components in the execution environment may depend on deployment 
constraints and are interrelated with CAMPO design choices. For instance, by re-
ferring to the already examined notable examples of 4G and ABC, 4G systems 
usually aim to maintain mobile nodes simple, by delegating to infrastructure-side 
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components as many tasks as possible, e.g., vertical handover triggering and traf-
fic re-routing. ABC solutions, instead, tend to favor limited coupling between 
mobile nodes and the network infrastructure: clients are usually smarter and di-
rectly manage interfaces/connectors. More generally, on the one hand, deploying 
special-purpose support components on mobile nodes is often the simplest way to 
CAMPO realization from the perspective of network providers because it does not 
force to modify network infrastructures, by imposing all the burden of hard-
ware/software adoption to interested end points. However, given the often limited 
capabilities of mobile nodes, the client-side approach does not enable flexible 
CAMPO solutions. On the other hand, the availability of a highly open and dy-
namic network infrastructure would permit to deploy special-purpose components 
on powerful infrastructure nodes, where and when needed, with obvious potential 
advantages in terms of performance. For instance, it would allow IEEE 
802.11/UMTS integration by dynamically injecting the needed continuity support 
capabilities in the UMTS network equipment at the edges with the Wi-Fi LANs of 
current interest. Network infrastructures, especially today’s telecommunication 
ones, often lack the needed degree of openness and dynamicity to achieve that 
goal, and there is the need of interacting with external support components, such 
as Mobile IP servers outside the UMTS infrastructure, to enable seamless network 
switching. 
3.2.2 CAMPO Evaluation Process  
The goal of CAMPO evaluation process is to quantitatively measure, in a 
homogeneous and comparable manner, the current suitability of possibly hete-
rogeneous interfaces and/or connectors to be included in active channels. That 
comparison is necessary whenever a decision is important, either at channel set up 
time (when an application starts and requires the instantiation of a new channel) 
or to update active channels during service provisioning (change of interface 
and/or connector). Figure 3.6 gives a high-level simple representation of the 
CAMPO evaluation process as the pipeline of three successive steps: the collec-
tion of input values describing the current and applicable context, the evaluation 
of a metric that processes context input, and the delivery of the output result pro-
duced by the processing step. Input, processing, and output are the three sub-
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classes of the evaluation process category of our taxonomy and will be extensive-
ly described in the following sub-sections. 
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Figure 3.6 CAMPO evaluation as a three-step process. 
 
More traditionally, it is possible to define the evaluation process as the set of 
operations needed to evaluate an adopted metric, represented by the cost function: 
resultType C (inputType1 staticContext, inputType2 dynamicContext) 
where the staticContext and dynamicContext input parameters are current values 
of entities of interest in the applicable context, respectively with less frequent or 
more frequent modifications, and resultType can largely vary in nature and 
represents the recommendation for channel instantiation/update, as better ex-
plained in the following. The distinction of input parameters depending on their 
expected change rate is crucial to enable effective CAMPO solutions, e.g., which 
continuously monitor only a limited set of context indicators while assuming fixed 
per-session values for static context parameters. 
The definition of a suitable evaluation process for a CAMPO system is a com-
plex task. A primary issue is to properly choose the context input parameters to 
consider. Input parameters should be easily measurable and comparable for the 
different interfaces/connectors available at runtime. In fact, to guarantee openness 
and easy extensibility, the evaluation process should not depend on any particular 
communication technology (and should be applicable also to newly introduced 
connectivity solutions). In addition, different evaluation processes may exhibit 
very differentiated complexity, changeability, and expressiveness, with a signifi-
cant impact and correlation with the addressed deployment scenario. Roughly 
speaking, very expressive processing with complex goals, such as fairly distribut-
ing bandwidth to clients in a network domain, may require frequent interactions 
with the deployment environment to collect monitoring indicators (to be included 
in the context input) and call for frequent re-evaluations (output result updates). 
On the contrary, simple evaluation processes, such as minimizing client power 
consumption by always exploiting the least consuming interface, can be provided 
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very easily with a pre-defined priority order for interfaces/connectors, with mini-
mum overhead. 
3.2.2.1 Input 
Input data may have different degrees of dynamicity and be at different layers 
of abstraction (variations and abstraction level sub-classes of our taxonomy). 
About variations, input data can be classified as either static or dynamic. Static 
context information, such as average power consumption for an interface, maxi-
mum data throughput for a connector, user preferences and application require-
ments, either slowly changes or does not vary at all for a given channel during a 
service session. Dynamic context data, such as the bandwidth/delay/jitter current-
ly provided by a connector, tends to vary frequently, also within the same service 
session, thus requiring proper context monitoring support. 
About levels of abstraction, context input may include physical-, network-, or 
application-layer information. Physical context data usually relates to dynamic 
monitoring information such as RSSI or Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). In addition, 
it may include static properties of a communication technology, e.g., average 
power consumption or maximum data throughput. Network-layer data comprise 
currently provided bandwidth, delay, and jitter, which typically are very dynamic 
context indicators. Application-layer data, instead, include user-related context 
(user requirements, priorities, history, …), terminal-related capability context 
(client hardware and software capabilities), and connectivity provider-related  
context (such as the enforced pricing model).  
As already stated for other CAMPO taxonomy categories, the choice of input 
parameters for the evaluation process depends on the target deployment environ-
ment and may strongly influence several CAMPO design choices. Since most ga-
thering/processing activities are performed at clients in usual CAMPO solutions, 
simple evaluation processes exploiting static input parameters better fit mobile 
nodes with limited capabilities. Clients with richer resource availability permit 
more dynamic and expressive input data, so to promptly react to even complex 
context variations, such as changes in client location and speed. Open/rich dep-
loyment scenarios with infrastructure-side components usually permit to monitor 
a larger set of state information about eligible connectors, e.g., the amount of cur-
rently served mobile nodes or the available bandwidth. In an evolutionary historic 
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perspective, let us note that first CAMPO approaches simply consider low-layer 
context information, by basing their choices over traditional and locally measura-
ble input values, such as network latency and RSSI, e.g., by choosing always the 
IEEE 802.11 AP with greatest RSSI. The trend in advanced CAMPO solutions is 
to include higher-layer input data to perform channel management decisions with 
full awareness of more expressive context information. 
3.2.2.2 Processing 
The choice of the processing method to adopt remarkably influences the ex-
pressivity and complexity of the evaluation process. Our claim is that the most 
important processing aspects are the level of flexibility (the capability to modify 
and adapt processing methods at runtime, either embedded or extensible) and the 
scope of the pursued objective (either local or global).  
About flexibility, embedded processing methods permit to define how to com-
bine input data only before starting CAMPO execution; any metric variation re-
quires stopping and restarting the CAMPO system. Extensible processing me-
thods, instead, are modifiable also during service provisioning. For this reason, 
most state-of-the-art proposals offer extensible processing solutions, either func-
tion-based or policy-based. Function-based metrics typically calculate output as a 
linear function of context input data and of weights, which may be adaptively con-
figured also at service provisioning time. To further increase processing flexibili-
ty, some CAMPO solutions propose general frameworks to define metrics de-
pending on high-level declarative obligation policies. Policies are activated by 
specified values of context input and may be specified/modified at runtime, with 
no impact on the implementation of CAMPO system and of service logic.  
About the processing objective scope, in the case of local goal, the processing 
method has visibility and tries to fit only the local requirements expressed by the 
client node, such as minimizing client power consumption and maximizing net-
work throughput. In the case of global objective, the processing method aims to 
achieve a network-wide objective, such as balancing network load among availa-
ble connectors at all clients and maximizing the global throughput of a network, 
e.g., by preferring connectors currently involved in the minimum number of chan-
nels.  
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Also in this case, the flexibility and the objective scope of the processing me-
thod affect CAMPO design choices and are influenced by the addressed deploy-
ment scenario. Even if less intrusive from the overhead point of view, embedded 
solutions seem unsuitable for highly dynamic CAMPO scenarios; some recent re-
search activities even claim the impossibility of adopting effective static defini-
tions of general-purpose processing methods because it starts to be recognized 
that metric suitability also depends on user-/application-level requirements. 
Usually there is the need for a high level of processing expressivity when exploit-
ing rich input data, in order to exploit at best the deep context visibility to achieve 
sophisticated interface/connector selections. Simpler processing methods are 
usually coupled with less complete context awareness and the willingness to 
achieve lightweight CAMPO solutions. In general, more complex and flexible the 
processing method, more context information needed (by generally requiring the 
execution of monitoring components with non-negligible overhead), and more ex-
pressive the resulting output, as detailed in the following.  
3.2.2.3 Output 
The evaluation process output may be of various nature. On the one hand, 
CAMPO solutions may differ on the type of entity provided as processing method 
result type (either interface or connector). On the other hand, and orthogonally, 
they can either directly provide their result as the best interface/connector/channel 
(value sub-class) or produce a set of values that continuity management can then 
exploit for channel update decisions (evaluation set sub-class). For instance, that 
set of output values may be the list of available interfaces in prioritized order, the 
list of available connectors in prioritized order, or a set of numerical values quan-
titatively evaluating any potentially available channel.  
Let us rapidly note that, in any case, the processing output is only the input da-
ta for the following continuity management stage and may differ from the final 
handover decision taken by the CAMPO system. For instance, the continuity trig-
ger component, described in the following section, can decide not to command the 
switching towards the first channel in the output prioritized list because that chan-
nel was recently used; CAMPO continuity management solutions may adopt hys-
teresis time intervals to prevent channel update bouncing.  
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The chosen sub-class of evaluation process output affects the design and im-
plementation complexity of a CAMPO system. In the case of interface selection, 
the output is simply the result of the evaluation of all the interfaces available at 
the client node, by considering or not the currently switched off ones. In the case 
of connector selection, the set of possibilities to take into account is noticeably 
larger: CAMPO systems have to evaluate all connectors associated with any inter-
face (in most CAMPO solutions also non-active ones). In addition, the ability to 
select connectors tends to increase the CAMPO complexity because it requires 
both managing the heterogeneity of interface features and deeply interacting with 
them, e.g., to extract context information about both IEEE 802.11 APs and 
GPRS/UMTS BSs. Moreover, the choice of an output result type may affect the 
level of abstraction of the context information to consider: in the case of interface 
selection, physical- and network-layer context is usually considered adequate; 
when the result type also includes connectors, there is usually the need for full vi-
sibility of more complex and articulated application-layer context, thus pushing 
towards more flexible CAMPO design choices.  
3.2.3 CAMPO Continuity Management  
After the initial phase of channel set up, there is the need to reconsider and 
possibly update working channels depending on context variations, including in-
terface/connector availability. In CAMPO solutions, continuity management 
components are in charge of receiving the output of the evaluation process, of 
consequently deciding channel updates, and of seamlessly performing inter-
face/connector switches at service provisioning time, for instance by ensuring 
content streaming continuity in despite mobile node movements between a Wi-Fi 
covered area and another location with only UMTS connectivity.  
Continuity management components can be grouped into two main classes: 
triggers and switchers. On the one hand, triggers may reside on either the client- 
or the infrastructure-side and play the role of monitoring active channels, by 
commanding channel update operations to switchers when needed. Triggers are 
clients of the evaluation processing output: they either gather evaluation results 
via polling or wait for event notifications related to context variations. On the oth-
er hand, when commanded by triggers, switchers perform all network/service 
management operations to maintain service session continuity notwithstanding 
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runtime channel modifications. Trigger classification and design choices are 
strongly interrelated with evaluation output sub-classes and the paper has already 
discussed that point in the previous section. For that reason, here we focus on 
switcher mechanisms, crucial for continuity management, and on their classifica-
tion and deriving design choices. 
Switcher solutions have been and still are one of the primary open points of in-
vestigation in CAMPO research activities. Switcher proposals in the literature 
may be classified along three primary directions: level of integration with the ex-
ecution environment, granularity, and level of client visibility. Integration 
represents the relationship among origin and destination connectors when 
performing handovers. In particular, from the integration point of view, connec-
tors may be either tightly or loosely coupled. Tightly integrated connectors are 
deployed in the same administrative domain, are supposed to know each other, 
and can communicate directly, e.g., via special-purpose protocols, thus reducing 
the complexity and the duties of switcher mechanisms. Loosely integrated con-
nectors, instead, are deployed in different administrative domains, typically 
communicate via standard IP-based channels, and require intra-domain agree-
ments in order to cooperate effectively.  
Granularity defines the target of the continuity management process. 
When triggered, per node switchers migrate every active channel between con-
nectors involved in the handovers, by adopting a coarse-grained approach and ex-
ploiting the most suitable interface/connector for the whole mobile node. On the 
contrary, per channel switchers can migrate even only one channel per time, 
in a finer-grained manner, thus enabling each channel to exploit its most suitable 
interface/connector.  
Client visibility permits to identify the degree of involvement of mobile 
clients in the continuity management process. Transparent CAMPO continui-
ty solutions usually perform their management actions on the infrastructure 
side, without any direct client involvement, thus enabling simple and lightweight 
mobile clients. On the contrary, end-to-end approaches tend to minimize infra-
structure-side requirements, by delegating the needed continuity management 
operations to mobile clients. 
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3.2.3.1 Tight/Loose Integration 
Network providers, especially cellular operators, have recently spent signifi-
cant efforts to address CAMPO integration issues, in particular with the specific 
challenge of WLAN/cellular integration in mind. Possibly biased by the expe-
rience of telecommunications providers, these solutions aim to extend the operator 
network infrastructure, often in a close and proprietary way, to seamlessly include 
additional connectivity opportunities, such as Wi-Fi. On the contrary, there is a 
recent emerging trend in integration systems that aim to provide seamless inter-
working of different connectivity solutions without deploying any novel equip-
ment on the operator-side part of the network infrastructure. The advantages are 
obvious in terms of dynamicity and easy deployment.  
Guided by the two exemplifications above, we have decided to classify conti-
nuity management CAMPO solutions in two integration sub-classes: tight integra-
tion solutions, e.g., where WLAN APs should be deployed as novel equipment in-
side a proprietary cellular network, or loose integration solutions, e.g., where 
WLAN APs are deployed outside a cellular network, typically at the boundaries 
between the cellular network and the traditional Internet, with no impact on the 
already installed network equipment [ETSI 2001]. Only to mention a notable ex-
ample, according to the proposed taxonomy, IEEE 802.11 APs are classified as 
tightly integrated within a GPRS/UMTS network when deployed as a part of the 
GPRS/UMTS infrastructure and seen as proprietary network equipment belonging 
to the telecommunication provider infrastructure. On the contrary, the same APs 
could be deployed in a loosely integrated way, when installed outside the operator 
infrastructure and possibly managed by a third party.  
First CAMPO solutions were focused on tightly integrated scenarios. By adopt-
ing primarily the network operator point of view, the most relevant issues they 
addressed was to find the optimal location where to deploy and integrate connec-
tors inside the already available telecommunication infrastructure (usually WLAN 
connectors in a cellular network) in order to provide continuity management ca-
pabilities.  
Most recent CAMPO literature is changing the point of view. It mainly focuses 
on loosely-coupled integration of heterogeneous networks, by assuming few or no 
capabilities at all to intervene on already deployed proprietary networks. That 
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change of focus has also influenced a terminology change: first CAMPO solutions 
classified handovers as intra/inter-domain depending on the possible change of 
administrative domains between origin and destination networks, usually ma-
naged in a proprietary way by their operators; currently, most CAMPO papers use 
the terms intra-horizontal, inter-horizontal, and vertical handover (see the defini-
tions in Chapter 2) to move the accent on the characteristics of evaluation process 
and continuity management.  
The set of needed switcher actions strongly depends on the integration relation-
ship between origin and destination connectors. In tightly integrated scenarios, in-
tra-domain handovers require a limited set of support mechanisms. In fact, since 
connectors belong to the same administrative domain, it is possible to assume that 
network-related client characteristics do not change, first of all client IP address. 
The only needed action is to update client location, i.e., to propagate the identity 
of the currently accessed connector in order to correctly re-route packets; that 
usually involves only lower layers of the OSI protocol stack. On the contrary, in-
ter-domain handovers usually force to change several network characteristics and 
require the coordination of connectors deployed in different administrative do-
mains, probably handled by different network operators. For instance, to support 
seamless connectivity for final users, origin and destination connectors have to 
agree on a common AAA mechanism to transparently migrate client credentials; 
in this case, packet re-routing usually interests also the higher layers of the OSI 
stack. In any case, in tightly integrated scenarios, all switcher operations on the 
client-side are delegated to embedded firmware, which transparently migrates ac-
tive channels among interfaces. In addition, in loosely integrated scenarios, intra-
horizontal handovers require the same mechanisms adopted for intra-domain han-
dovers, while inter-horizontal and vertical handovers are similar to inter-domain 
ones. However, let us note that in the case of vertical handovers switcher mechan-
isms on the infrastructure-side do not change considerably while on the client-side 
there is the need to perform several additional actions, specifically designed to ef-
fectively and seamlessly migrate active channels without affecting the lower layer 
implementation of the exploited interfaces. 
Also the decision of tight/loose integration relevantly influences the design 
choices available for effective CAMPO solutions. Tight integration solutions 
usually require low-layer interface integration and are characterized by little or no 
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handover control capabilities propagated up to the application level. Both inter-
face and connector selection are usually delegated to embedded solutions, e.g., in-
terface firmware. In addition, tightly integrated environments are possible only if 
promoted by network infrastructure providers (for instance, by cellular operators) 
because they require the exploitation of special-purpose integration equipment di-
rectly deployed in the cellular network. However, tightly integrated solutions are 
usually characterized by better performance, e.g., smaller handover completion 
times, because origin and destination connectors can benefit from the homogenei-
ty deriving from belonging to the same administrative domain. On the contrary, 
usually loosely integrated CAMPO solutions only require the deployment of spe-
cial-purpose components on mobile nodes, e.g., to evaluate when and to which 
network to make a handover, and/or on auxiliary distributed support components 
added with no impact on the cellular network, e.g., intermediary proxies working 
as care-of-addresses for mobile nodes. In addition, loosely integrated solutions 
may take advantage of already available standard supports for continuity man-
agement, e.g., Mobile IP and SIP, thus facilitating and accelerating the deploy-
ment of CAMPO systems. Notwithstanding the potential limitations in terms of 
achievable performance, flexibility and easy deployment make loosely integrated 
CAMPO solutions definitely more suitable in the execution environments envi-
sioned for the near future.  
3.2.3.2 Granularity 
From the granularity point of view, switching operations may be categorized in 
two main sub-classes: per node and per channel. Shortly, in per node CAMPO so-
lutions the main continuity management goal is to seamlessly re-route the whole 
node traffic from the origin to the destination network. In the case of per channel 
switching, instead, the CAMPO continuity support is in charge of updating any 
single node channel, possibly independently from one another.  
Per node switching requires reconsidering and possibly reconfiguring the 
whole set of resource bindings of a mobile node transparently, e.g., to autono-
mously discover a new printer in the destination network and to maintain updated 
references to remote resources such as network file systems. In addition, there is 
the need to disseminate information about node location, since a network change 
usually delves into location-related modifications such as IP address change. 
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Moreover, there is the need to manage traffic flows during handovers, e.g., by 
maintaining streaming continuity at the expense of additional computing/network 
overhead via bi-casting to both origin and new destination networks. Finally, the 
provisioning of common AAA/billing mechanisms could be indispensable for 
seamless handovers between networks owned/administered by different operators.  
Per channel switching tends to require only a subset of the above continuity 
management operations. First of all, there is no need to consider possible updates 
for any active channel. In addition, since several interfaces may be simultaneously 
active, in the case the channels exploiting one of them become abruptly inter-
rupted, CAMPO solutions can quickly update them with one of the other active 
and working interface. The main continuity management issues are how to cor-
rectly update channel references at end-points and how to perform per channel 
switching by minimizing packet loss while limiting computing/traffic overhead.  
The adoption of either per node or per channel solutions is strongly intercon-
nected with the chosen target deployment scenario, in particular with the adopted 
mobile node scope, and relevantly influences the CAMPO design choices. Single-
on CAMPO systems exploit only one interface at a time and the adoption of per 
node continuity management is the only possible choice for them. Deployment 
scenarios based on more powerful client nodes often push for the adoption of mul-
tiple-on solutions, and that is often connected with the possibility of having per 
channel continuity management granularity. For instance, per node granularity is 
the usual solution in 4G single-on scenarios where the evaluation output generally 
triggers the interface change for all the channels active at a node. That is typically 
achieved by exploiting infrastructure-side support components, e.g., Mobile IP to 
achieve care-of-address and traffic re-route. Per channel granularity, instead, is 
more common in ABC scenarios where continuity management support performs 
channel re-addressing and must inform involved clients of any change in channel 
end-points, e.g., by exploiting SIP as the signaling protocol. 
3.2.3.3 Client Visibility 
By focusing on the perspective of client involvement in continuity management 
switching operations, it is possible to identify two extremes: either transparent or 
end-to-end switching. Transparent continuity solutions completely hide mobile 
nodes from the actions performed to update channels. For instance, infrastructure-
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side switchers may redirect traffic from the origin to the destination interface, 
without requiring any client awareness. On the contrary, end-to-end continuity 
management solutions request full client visibility: for instance, peers with active 
channels usually have to inform their clients in the case of interface change, pos-
sibly by communicating also how to reach them after the modification. Most con-
tinuity solutions lie between these two extremes: often infrastructure-side compo-
nents operate transparent traffic re-routing, while mobile nodes are partially in-
volved in triggering handover procedures. 
To achieve the goal of decoupling client actions as much as possible from con-
tinuity operations, several recent CAMPO solutions, with both transparent and 
end-to-end visibility, are based on the adoption of intermediary support compo-
nents, i.e., proxies, especially to handle the case of vertical handovers. For in-
stance, continuity management proxies are used to predict vertical handovers in 
order to anticipate the associated management operations. The goal is to accele-
rate handover completion as much as possible to better support time-continuous 
service provisioning, such as interactive multimedia streaming. Some proxy-based 
continuity management proposals simply adapt and exploit support mechanisms 
non-strictly designed for CAMPO, e.g., by exploiting DNS or SIP to communi-
cate new IP addresses to mobile nodes. Other solutions adopt Mobile IP for care-
of-addresses and dynamic traffic re-routing.  
The adoption of either a transparent or an end-to-end continuity management 
solution primarily depends on CAMPO objectives and considerably affects its de-
sign choices. For instance, the main goal of a network operator could be to pro-
vide seamless handovers between its cellular network and other connectivity solu-
tions in order to provision services despite the actually exploited network inter-
face. In this case, transparent continuity management is desirable and to that pur-
pose network operators may deploy special-purpose continuity management com-
ponents on the infrastructure side, thus minimizing the needed modifications at 
clients to maximize the immediately available market of potential users. On the 
contrary, if it is impossible to modify the core cellular network infrastructure or in 
the perspective of CAMPO service providers, the most suitable solution is end-to-
end or proxy-based. Let us note that, in addition to the already sketched advantag-
es in terms of flexibility and dynamicity, continuity management solutions close 
to the end-to-end extreme of our classification can relevantly reduce the required 
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initial CAMPO investments: in fact, these approaches tend to share costs among 
interested users, who are requested to buy new client devices or to extend/update 
them in order to benefit from continuity management support.  
 
3.3 Classifying the Campo Literature According to the Proposed 
Taxonomy  
 
The CAMPO area is currently one of the most interesting and actively investi-
gated fields in wireless research. Nowadays, as the continuously emerging novel 
CAMPO proposals demonstrate, the complex and articulated issues of seamless 
integration of heterogeneous wireless technologies are not yet fully addressed. 
Despite the still dynamic evolution of the area, some first survey papers have been 
published. However, as better clarified in the following, they are focused on either 
some specific challenges or categories of solutions, without the ambition of pro-
viding a comprehensive unifying CAMPO overview.  
For instance, most proposed classifications only focus on infrastructure-based 
4G systems, by missing to point out the similarities with peer-based connector so-
lutions, and only provide a coarse-grained category classification. [Akyildiz et al. 
1999] represents a relevant seminal contribution about heterogeneous network in-
tegration: it is the first paper to analyze handover management by identifying 
three phases, handover initiation, generation of new connections, and data flow 
control. [Pahlavan et al. 2000] proposes another simple handover taxonomy based 
on two dimensions: handover architecture (which component is in charge of han-
dover decision and which is the supported degree of continuity?) and evaluation 
processing methods (which metric, by exploiting which handover indicators?). 
[Nasser et al. 2006], instead, proposes a handover classification based on network 
types, number of connections, number of administrative domains, and possibilities 
of user control, but not considers at all continuity management solutions. [McNair 
and Fang Zhu 2004] describes handovers as three-stage processes: handover deci-
sion, link transfer, and channel assignment. [Kappler et al. 2007] provides a cellu-
lar operator point of view, by delineating five primary steps to integrate heteroge-
neous networks: wireless medium sensing, discovery, establishment of security 
and internetworking relationships, composition negotiation, and composition rea-
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lization. [Niyato and Hossain 2005] only partially relates to CAMPO systems and 
specifically presents a survey about call admission control in heterogeneous wire-
less environments.  
In addition to the above papers about infrastructure-based 4G solutions, a very 
few other contributions, considering also ABC and with some survey content, ex-
ist in the literature. [Gustafsson and Jonsson 2003] discusses user experience and 
business relationships in ABC scenarios: its main contribution is the decomposi-
tion of solutions in functional blocks but it does not provide any CAMPO classifi-
cation. [Ferreira et al. 2005] presents a high-level integration analysis by focusing 
on the simultaneous usage of services from different systems and operators. [Ca-
valcanti et al. 2005] is partially devoted to discuss open issues to integrate cellular 
networks, WLANs, and mobile ad hoc networks: the paper briefly and simply 
classifies the related literature according to different layers of abstraction.  
Some other papers with survey content specifically concentrate on continuity 
management, without considering deployment scenarios and evaluation process 
issues, thus providing a very partial CAMPO perspective. [Reinbold and Bona-
venture 2003] overviews main differences between micro- and macro-mobility, by 
only comparing primary micro-mobility protocols. [Saha et al. 2004] provides a 
slightly more articulated classification, by differentiating contributions into micro-
, macro- and global-mobility. Other contributions adopt traditional layering classi-
fications: [Akyildiz et al. 2004] distinguishes continuity management solutions in 
link-, network-, and cross-layer approaches, while [Banerjee et al. 2003] addition-
ally takes into consideration transport and application layers. [Roberts et al. 2006] 
and [Lampropoulos et al. 2005], instead, focus on cellular networks: the former 
surveys cellular technologies by pointing out main issues for link- and network-
layer integration; the latter specifically addresses WLAN-cellular handovers by 
pointing out how required management actions strongly depend on network inte-
gration levels. 
Let us stress that, if compared with the above papers, our survey originally 
provides a unifying architecture model and a more comprehensive and fine-
grained CAMPO system classification. In particular, the evaluation process cat-
egory and the consideration of both infrastructure- and peer-based connec-
tors represent relevant innovative aspects of our taxonomy. In the following, the 
chapter describes the most important CAMPO contributions in the literature, by 
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presenting them in the grid of our taxonomy and by focusing on the specific as-
pects that make the examined proposals exemplar for their categories. 
3.3.1 Deployment Scenarios 
CAMPO-related papers usually do not explicitly point out the deployment sce-
nario they specifically address. However, each contribution has some relevant as-
pects that implicitly position it in a specific deployment sub-category of our tax-
onomy.  
3.3.1.1 Interface Scope 
In the perspective of interface scope, available CAMPO solutions can be classi-
fied according to their capability to select among either interfaces [Stemm and 
Katz 1998; Minji Nam et al. 2004] or interface-connector pairs [Cheng Wei Lee 
et. al 2005]. The latter case also includes CAMPO systems that can consider peer 
connectors [Hung-Yu Wei and Gitlin 2004; Lera et al. 2005; Luo et al. 2003; Frat-
tasi et al. 2006; Seung-Seok Kang and Matt W. Mutka 2005; Chunyan Fu et al. 
2006]. 
At the cost of imposing precise assumptions on deployment requirements, 
some CAMPO solutions give mobile nodes the only possibility to select inter-
faces. For instance, the scenario proposed in [Stemm and Katz 1998] is based on 
the wireless overlay network assumption: the network technology with wider cov-
erage provides connectivity everywhere and continuously, usually with limited 
bandwidth; other wireless technologies cover only limited and eventually spatially 
discontinued areas, but providing a larger bandwidth. [Stemm and Katz 1998] has 
the main goal of always exploiting the available network with larger bandwidth. 
As a consequence, vertical handover is performed only depending on the availa-
bility/unavailability of networks themselves, in an interface scope manner; it takes 
into account finer RSSI-based connector scope considerations only in horizontal 
handovers. Wise Interface SElection (WISE) adopts a slightly widened scope, by 
primarily concentrating on interfaces and secondarily on connector scope [Minji 
Nam et al. 2004]. In particular, WISE considers, with decreasing priority, mobile 
node requirements (with an interface scope, to minimize power consumption ac-
cording to interface nominal characteristics) and network infrastructure require-
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ments (with a connector scope, to redistribute network load when performance 
degrades). 
Most common CAMPO solutions in the literature offer both interface and 
connector selection. For instance, [Cheng Wei Lee et. al 2005] monitors perfor-
mance indicators of the currently used network and of other current connectivity 
(WLANs and cellular networks). That enables mobile nodes not only to choose 
the most proper interface but also the most proper interface-connector pair, at the 
expense of maintaining an almost updated view of context indicators describing 
the current state of the execution environment. 
The exploitation of peer connectors requires additional deployment scena-
rio capabilities and introduces further complexity in context evaluation. [Hung-
Yu Wei and Gitlin 2004] proposes a two-hop-relay architecture, based on Relay 
Gateway (RG) nodes that can behave both as usual mobile nodes and as cellular 
gateways. They can seamlessly switch interfaces depending on network availabili-
ty. In addition, they can improve WLAN coverage by exploiting cellular interfac-
es where WLAN connectivity is not available. Mobile nodes have to explicitly re-
quest for RG-based connectivity, in a non-transparent way. [Lera et al. 2005] pro-
poses a similar approach based on two-hop paths towards the fixed Internet infra-
structure. Other CAMPO solutions propose more flexible and complex multi-hop 
organizations. In [Luo et al. 2003] a peer connector, namely the Proxy Client, can 
interwork with both cellular and IEEE 802.11 ad hoc networks. Differently from 
previous examples, in [Luo et al. 2003] mobile nodes can interact with Proxy 
Clients not only directly but also via intermediate peer connectors, namely Relay 
Clients, in a multi-hop ad hoc manner. [Frattasi et al. 2006] provides several dep-
loyment scenarios for peer- and infrastructure-based connectors, by identifying 
associated service classes of primary relevance: for instance, cooperatives servic-
es, such as resource sharing, that exploit single-hop peer coverage; local retrans-
mission services where peer connectors operate local multicast retransmissions; 
improved QoS support services where multimedia streams are split into several 
parts, each one processed at a distinct peer. 
With still a greater degree of peer involvement, there are a very few CAMPO 
proposals aiming at the coordination of a set of mobile nodes to create Mobile 
Ad hoc Network (MANET) connectivity opportunities. Cooperating ad Hoc 
networking to sUpport Messaging (CHUM) dynamically elects one node to play 
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the role of gateway between MANET and the fixed network infrastructure 
[Seung-Seok Kang and Matt W. Mutka 2005]. In particular, CHUM exploits 
WLAN connectivity on the MANET side and 3G on the infrastructure side. [Chu-
nyan Fu et al. 2006] provides a similar example of MANET-3G integration, where 
SIP is exploited as the node-gateway signaling protocol. 
In short, interface-only CAMPO solutions are certainly simple, e.g., because 
they exploit only rather static context information such as interface nominal capa-
bilities. First CAMPO systems exploited this approach to accelerate their proto-
typing, to simplify their implementation, and to accelerate their adoption. Howev-
er, the need of a deeper context consideration and of a full exploitation of inter-
face capabilities has rapidly emerged. In fact, most current CAMPO proposals be-
long to the interface-connector deployment scenario category. In particular, most 
of them exploit only infrastructure-based connectors. However, increasing mobile 
node capabilities are opening new scenarios where mobile nodes are also ex-
ploited to offer connectivity opportunities, and thus the class of peer-based inter-
face-connector solutions is gaining relevance. We claim the crucial importance of 
considering also peer connectors in envisioned wireless environments and, for this 
reason, here we have devoted relevant space to the few related proposals in the li-
terature. Most state-of-the-art papers focus instead on more traditional infrastruc-
ture-based connectors, and will be extensively described also in the rest of the sec-
tion. 
3.3.1.2 Mobile Node Scope  
By focusing on mobile node scope, the crucial decision point for CAMPO sys-
tems is the capability to exploit either only one interface at a time (single-on solu-
tions such as [Buddhikot et al. 2004]) or several interfaces simultaneously (mul-
tiple-on solutions such as [Ylitalo et al. 2003; Chebrolu and Rao 2006; Kristians-
son and Parnes 2006]).  
[Buddhikot et al. 2004] is an exemplar case of CAMPO single-on solutions. It 
supports a Simple IP operating mode where each mobile node can activate a sin-
gle interface at a time; there is no support at all for continuity management and 
ongoing sessions are lost whenever a vertical handover occurs. In addition, it of-
fers a richer Mobile IP operating mode where, even if only one interface is actual-
ly exploited for communication purposes, multiple interfaces are kept active to 
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prepare handovers in background. In that way, it is possible to proactively per-
form handover management, by anticipating new IP address requests to destina-
tion networks in order to accelerate handover completion. 
Multiple-on solutions offer the additional capability of allowing each running 
application to exploit the available interface that best fits its specific require-
ments. For instance, [Ylitalo et al. 2003] uses multi-homing (see Section 3.3.3.3) 
to simultaneously enable multiple interfaces, even for the same application, and to 
update interface selection for each channel independently. In Bandwidth AGgre-
gation (BAG) the focus is on widening the bandwidth available for an application 
by splitting its traffic over different channels with simultaneous exploitation of 
different interfaces [Chebrolu and Rao 2006]. In addition, at the same time BAG 
simplifies seamless node mobility and enhances channel reliability because appli-
cations can send multiple packet copies through different channels.  
Finally, Simulcast represents an original hybrid solution between single- and 
multiple-on CAMPO systems [Kristiansson and Parnes 2006]. When different 
networks with similar suitability (according to a Simulcast embedded metric) are 
available, an application can exploit several interfaces simultaneously, even for 
the same traffic flow. On the contrary, Simulcast forces the exploitation of a sin-
gle channel when it is evaluated as the most suitable one (largely better than the 
others according to the metric). Simulcast vertical handovers may be time-
consuming because the system does not perform any handover prediction opera-
tion. Other multiple-on solutions are similar to the ones above and are listed here 
for the sake of completeness [Gazis et al. 2005; Fodor et al. 2003; Xing and Ven-
katasubramanian 2005; Adamopoulou et al. 2005; Jun-Zhao Sun et al. 2005]. 
In the perspective of identifying related trends in CAMPO system evolution, 
similarly to infrastructure-based connector proposals examined in the previous 
sub-section, single-on CAMPO solutions are certainly the most common ones in 
the literature. The primary reason is of limiting both power consumption and de-
velopment complexity (e.g., multiple-on solutions require finer-grained and more 
complex channel management). We claim that multiple-on CAMPO systems will 
be the most adopted ones in future wireless environments. In fact, the increasing 
mobile node capabilities and the always growing bandwidth/reliability/continuity 
requirements of envisioned applications push towards the research and the indus-
trial realization of multiple-on systems. For this reason, we have devoted wide 
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space in this sub-section for the overview of the few multiple-on systems current-
ly available. 
3.3.1.3 Environment Scope 
When considering the environment scope - the wider degree of visibility in the 
deployment scenario category - CAMPO proposals may differ in terms of adopted 
components, their deployment location, and their role. Here, we present most rep-
resentative related contributions, by starting with solutions deployed only on the 
client-side ([Jun-Zhao Sun et al. 2005; Minghui Shi et al. 2004]), then describing 
distributed CAMPO components ([Vidales et al. 2005; Akyildiz et al. 2005]), and 
finally presenting proposals based on deployment in the cellular infrastructure 
([Inoue et al. 2004; Karetsos et al. 2005]). 
Connectivity Middleware Management provides an API to enable adaptive 
connectivity in an end-to-end fashion by working primarily on mobile clients 
[Jun-Zhao Sun et al. 2005]. In particular, it offers functions for event-based moni-
toring of available interfaces and for commanding channel switching. [Minghui 
Shi et al. 2004] belongs to the same category but specifically deals with authenti-
cation management, by proposing an end-to-end scheme to maintain communica-
tion privacy notwithstanding the change of exploited access network. 
Other CAMPO solutions deploy their components on both mobile clients and 
the access network infrastructure. Policy-based system to ROam Transparently 
among Overlay Networks (PROTON) deploys highly demanding processing tasks 
related to policy specification/deployment in the infrastructure, while it operates 
policy enforcement on mobile nodes [Vidales et al. 2005]. Similarly to PROTON, 
Architecture for ubiquitous Mobile Communications (AMC) offers functions for 
evaluation process but originally adds support for continuity management [Akyil-
diz et al. 2005]. In particular, continuity management support functions are pro-
vided by infrastructure-side components for interoperability between heterogene-
ous networks of different operators, including authentication, accounting, and bill-
ing facilities. AMC performs evaluation in a distributed way: client-side compo-
nents gather information about network conditions and determine which is the 
best channel depending on exclusively local considerations; infrastructure-side 
components have a global state view and may override local choices for optimal 
traffic distribution. 
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Differently from the above proposals, [Inoue et al. 2004] and [Karetsos et al. 
2005] are based on component deployment on the infrastructure side. [Inoue et 
al. 2004] performs handover triggering, network discovery, and AAA operations 
by exploiting ad hoc components installed in the cellular infrastructure, transpa-
rently from the client point of view. Mobile nodes only have the burden to register 
themselves to request for seamless handover-transparent channels, to update their 
preferences, and to notify their location changes. In [Karetsos et al. 2005] infra-
structure-side components are organized hierarchically and provide both evalua-
tion process and continuity management. In the case of network degradation, e.g., 
traffic congestion, [Karetsos et al. 2005] tries to locally manage the situation by 
exploiting support components in the local network; if not enough, it involves 
global infrastructure-side components with multi-network visibility, e.g., to redi-
stribute traffic among overlapping heterogeneous networks.  
In short, with regards to role and location of CAMPO components, we do not 
observe any major evolution trend in state-of-the-art contributions. Client-side 
CAMPO solutions require greater resource availability on mobile nodes, in terms 
of both computing and energy power. More distributed CAMPO solutions require 
a certain degree of control on the network infrastructure, not always easy to 
achieve especially in cellular networks. However, the growth in mobile node ca-
pabilities coupled with the proliferation of heterogeneous wireless networks is 
pushing for privileging client-side CAMPO systems, mainly to facilitate CAMPO 
development and deployment over open wireless environments. In particular, re-
cent solutions are encouraging client-side evaluation process to achieve scalabili-
ty, while continuity management is often performed in a distributed way because, 
to some extent, some level of infrastructure-side involvement is useful to provide 
effective seamless connectivity, e.g., to bi-cast packets to both origin and destina-
tion connectors during handovers. 
3.3.2 Evaluation Process 
The evaluation process is one of the most important, characterizing, and widely 
investigated aspects of CAMPO systems. Within the evaluation process category, 
most CAMPO proposals focus on processing methods, in particular by identifying 
solutions with growing degrees of flexibility; a smaller set of solutions concen-
trate on local/global objective distinction. On the contrary, a very few papers in 
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the literature explicitly point out their characteristics in terms of input and output 
sub-categories.  
3.3.2.1 Input 
As already stated, most CAMPO solutions do not clearly describe which are 
the characteristics of their evaluation process input, by rapidly and implicitly as-
suming it depending on the exploited processing method. However, we claim the 
relevance of the input sub-category to understand the complexity of input gather-
ing and the correlated monitoring costs. For this reason, we have thoroughly ex-
amined the CAMPO literature and chosen to present here some exemplar contri-
butions exploiting simple input information ([Stemm and Katz 1998]), physical-
level input about the status of wireless communications ([Minji Nam et al. 2004; 
Mohanty and Akyildiz 2006]), and more expressive, complex, and innovative in-
put at the application level ([Cheng Wei Lee et. al 2005; Qian Zhang et al. 2003]). 
Finally, the section describes two CAMPO contributions explicitly working on 
input characteristics ([Stavroulaki et al. 2006; Balasubramaniam and Indulska 
2004]). 
Simplest CAMPO solutions, based on the overlay network assumption, ex-
ploit a static priority order among available interfaces; the only dynamic input 
data to consider is network availability, often based on beacon frames [Stemm and 
Katz 1998]. Most evaluation process proposals, instead, exploit more dynamic in-
put information [Minji Nam et al. 2004; Mohanty and Akyildiz 2006; Cheng Wei 
Lee et. al 2005; Qian Zhang et al. 2003]. Some contributions focus on a small set 
of physical-level network parameters. [Minji Nam et al. 2004] primarily considers 
power consumption and, secondarily, network conditions. In particular, the evalu-
ation process performed at mobile nodes exploits visibility of static physical in-
formation, such as interface power consumption in transmit/receive/idle state, and 
of variable communication states (mainly network residual bandwidth). Similarly, 
Cross-layer Handoff Management Protocol (CHMP) is primarily based on physi-
cal context input, i.e., current RSSI of APs in visibility and interface-embedded 
RSSI thresholds for handover triggering [Mohanty and Akyildiz 2006]. Different-
ly from [Minji Nam et al. 2004], CHMP presents a more articulated handover me-
chanism taking into account different signaling delays for intra- and inter-domain 
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handovers. Moreover, threshold values can vary dynamically, depending on mo-
bile node speed and on handover failure probability requirements.  
Other CAMPO solutions consider more expressive and complex input data 
[Cheng Wei Lee et. al 2005; Qian Zhang et al. 2003]. [Cheng Wei Lee et. al 2005] 
dynamically evaluates performance indicators for both WLAN APs and cellular 
network BSs. In the case of WLAN, it monitors RSSI variations (physical layer) 
and residual bandwidth (network layer), which are derived from direct measure-
ments of throughput, channel utilization, and frame loss rate (the last two indica-
tors available in QoS BSS beacon frames [IEEE 802.11e 2005]). In the case of 
cellular networks, it exploits statically defined nominal values. [Qian Zhang et al. 
2003], instead, applies the Fast Fourier Transform to RSSI values of APs in prox-
imity to quickly and accurately detect signal decay. In addition, it exploits net-
work-level information: the Network Allocation Vector provided by IEEE 802.11 
APs is used to infer bandwidth and access delay. In that way, given a set of eligi-
ble APs with RSSI over a threshold, it can select the one currently less loaded. 
Finally, only a very few proposals explicitly describe their context input. 
[Stavroulaki et al. 2006] considers as input data user profiles (subscribed services, 
corresponding QoS requirements, and maximum price allowed), terminal profiles 
(client device hardware/software capabilities), network offers (currently available 
services, supported QoS levels, and corresponding costs), and configuration costs 
(time and, more generally, resources required to perform channel reconfiguration). 
Let us note that, while user and terminal profiles are rather static, network offers 
and configuration costs may be very dynamic indicators. [Balasubramaniam and 
Indulska 2004], instead, presents a precise description of context input data, clas-
sified into static and dynamic. Static information relates to the mobile node as a 
whole and covers different abstraction layers, from device capabilities to personal 
settings such as user-defined interface priorities. Dynamic information can be ei-
ther associated with the whole mobile node, e.g., user location, or differentiated 
for each channel/interface, e.g., currently available bandwidth. 
By summarizing, only very first CAMPO solutions proposed the adoption of 
exclusively static input parameters, based on the overlay network assumption. In 
fact, the relevance of exploiting dynamic input to perform connector evaluation 
has rapidly emerged and is now widely recognized. Several CAMPO solutions 
still adopt only physical input data, e.g., RSSI and SNR, mainly inspired by the 
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traditional evaluation processes for horizontal handovers. To provide effective 
evaluation processes with a proper tradeoff between complexity of input gathering 
and expressiveness, some systems have claimed the inclusion of traditional QoS 
indicators in context input. Most recent solutions additionally exploits application-
level input information, which better describes the characteristics of terminal, us-
er, and environment context. However, at the current stage it is not yet fully ad-
dressed the issue of efficiently retrieve from context and exploit in the evaluation 
process information at a high level of abstraction.  
3.3.2.2 Processing 
The processing method is certainly the most characterizing aspect of the evalu-
ation process. Here we present CAMPO contributions taking into primary consid-
eration the flexibility of their processing methods: first embedded methods 
([Stemm and Katz 1998; Hongyang Bing et al. 2003; Hou and O'Brien 2006; Wei 
Song et al. 2005]), then dynamically configurable approaches, either function-
based ([Adamopoulou et al. 2005; Hasswa et al. 2005]) or not ([Xing and Venka-
tasubramanian 2005; Gazis et al. 2005; Qingyang Song and Jamalipour 2005; 
Ahmed et al. 2006; Luan Huang et al. 2006]), finally more flexible policy-based 
solutions ([Ylitalo et al. 2003; Vidales et al. 2005; Wei Zhuang et al. 2003; Jun-
Zhao Sun et al. 2004]). Let us note that the section is organized in terms of flex-
ibility degree and considerations about the objective scope of processing methods, 
either local or global, are presented along the overall description. 
Embedded processing methods are usually based on a fixed priority order 
among available interfaces, as in CAMPO systems based on the overlay network 
assumption, thus providing limited flexibility. For instance, [Stemm and Katz 
1998] triggers an upward vertical handover, from the current to an alternative 
wireless technology with smaller bandwidth and wider coverage, whenever the 
current interface becomes unavailable; similarly, downward vertical handovers 
are triggered whenever new interfaces with better performance and more limited 
coverage become available. Instead, the RSSI comparison is exploited to trigger 
horizontal handovers. [Hongyang Bing et al. 2003] adopts a slightly more com-
plex processing method by taking into account also some simple indicators to es-
timate QoS. In particular, it considers RSSIs of APs and BSs in visibility and their 
distance from mobile nodes. A vertical handover from UMTS to WLAN occurs 
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when the target AP is close to the client and its RSSI overcomes a threshold; 
WLAN-to-UMTS handovers are triggered whenever the AP RSSI is below a thre-
shold, a UMTS BS is close to the client, and its RSSI overcomes a threshold. 
UMTS RSSI is not considered at all because the proposal always prefers WLAN 
connectivity if available. [Hou and O'Brien 2006], instead, provides an embedded 
but slightly configurable solution. It enables different vertical handover strategies 
between two extremes: the former triggers a handover as soon as the correspond-
ing channel is interrupted, the latter waits for a fixed time interval after channel 
interruption before starting handover execution. [Hou and O'Brien 2006] decides 
which handover strategy to perform and with which delay by adopting fuzzy log-
ics to model input uncertainty, e.g., probability of link interruption, probability of 
handover failure, size of unsent messages.  
Let us note that the goal of [Stemm and Katz 1998; Hongyang Bing et al. 2003; 
Hou and O'Brien 2006] is local: they aim to select the most suitable channel from 
the mobile client point of view, by considering only context input evaluated at 
mobile nodes. Always within the embedded processing sub-category, other 
CAMPO solutions target a global objective, e.g., monitoring the performance of 
each considered network and optimally distributing load. For instance, [Wei Song 
et al. 2005] provides call admission control capabilities by taking into account 
network residual bandwidth and by differentiating handover management actions 
depending on traffic type, either voice or data: voice calls are preferably allocated 
to cellular networks, more suitable in terms of delay and coverage; data traffic is 
directed to WLANs, preferred for their larger bandwidth. 
To deal with dynamically variable requirements and network conditions, most 
state-of-the-art CAMPO proposals exploit general-purpose function-based 
processing methods. The processing function in Terminal Management System 
(TMS) considers quality and cost of eligible connectors and a user-specified prior-
ity order among operators and interfaces [Adamopoulou et al. 2005]. TMS eva-
luates the processing function for any available connector: each function term is 
weighted according to user-specified priorities, which can change at service pro-
visioning time. Also Vertical Handoff Decision Function (VHDF) provides users 
with the capability to specify a priority order among different network characteris-
tics, by defining a proper weight set [Hasswa et al. 2005; Nasser et al. 2006]. The 
VHDF processing function exploits the weight set to evaluate a linear combina-
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tion of network conditions, network performance, service cost, power require-
ments, security, proactive handoff, and client speed for each active interface.  
Other CAMPO proposals exploit more complex processing methods, based 
on the knapsack algorithm ([Xing and Venkatasubramanian 2005; Gazis et al. 
2005]) and on the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [Qingyang Song and Ja-
malipour 2005; Ahmed et al. 2006]. Knapsack-based solutions try to address the 
channel-to-interface or channel-to-connector assignment issue in a per-channel fa-
shion. For instance, [Xing and Venkatasubramanian 2005] exploits the knapsack 
algorithm to minimize average power consumption and user dissatisfaction in 
terms of distance from traffic requirements. Each traffic flow is modeled as the set 
of its associated bandwidth/delay requirements and a partitionability flag; any 
available network is represented by its maximum bandwidth, maximum delay, and 
power consumption indicators. [Qingyang Song and Jamalipour 2005] exploits 
AHP to decide weights for the considered criteria and Grey Relational Analysis 
(GRA) to rank channel alternatives. AHP splits a complex problem, in this case 
the provision of the best QoS as a local objective, into a number of decision fac-
tors: availability (decomposed in RSSI and coverage area), throughput, timeliness 
(delay, response time, and jitter), reliability (BER, burst error, and average re-
transmissions per packet), security, and cost. On the one hand, GRA normalizes 
and compares UMTS and WLAN QoS parameters; on the other hand, it exploits 
AHP to determine Grey Relational Coefficients and thus to chose the most suita-
ble interface. Also [Kibria and Jamalipour 2007] exploits AHP and GRA, while 
[Bari and Leung 2007] adopts the TOPSIS algorithm to perform connector rank-
ing by considering the distance between evaluated metric parameters and their de-
sired values. The above function-based processing methods pursue a local objec-
tive, often dependent on user requirements represented by weight sets. On the 
contrary, [Luan Huang et al. 2006] aims at a global objective: while the problem 
statement is similar to the knapsack one, [Luan Huang et al. 2006] tries to aggre-
gately maximize the set of utility functions representing the level of satisfaction of 
every user currently connected to the system.  
To further improve flexibility and extensibility, some CAMPO systems pro-
pose the adoption of policy-based processing methods. [Ylitalo et al. 2003] 
continuously monitors context input and checks whether there are conditional 
clauses that apply in the current set of enforced policies; the verification of a con-
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dition clause triggers a management action to perform, and each action associates 
with an ordered list of network interfaces. PROTON is a more complex and arti-
culated example of policy-based CAMPO solution [Vidales et al. 2005]. PRO-
TON exploits policies as event-condition-action rules, i.e., declarative rules that 
specify actions to execute whether conditions apply, with events that trigger con-
dition evaluation. Context input data are not considered aggregately, as in many 
function-based metrics: PROTON breaks down context into fragments and allows 
the specification of independent normalization functions for any fragment. In par-
ticular, PROTON permits to define tautness functions that evaluate how tautly a 
condition fits to an event: the closer is the returned value to 0, the tauter a condi-
tion is to a specific event.  
Other relevant policy-based solutions are [Wei Zhuang et al. 2003], [Wei Song 
et al. 2007] and [Jun-Zhao Sun et al. 2004]. [Wei Zhuang et al. 2003] proposes 
differentiated policy-based management depending on the integration degree be-
tween origin and destination networks. [Wei Song et al. 2007] performs policy 
decision and enforcement on both the client- and the infrastructure-side; the pri-
mary overall objective is to balance networking load among overlapping cellular 
and WLAN networks. [Jun-Zhao Sun et al. 2004] adopts a context-aware policy 
solution that permits the definition of policies with different scopes (interface, 
channel, or application). Let us finally note that, independently of the fact they in-
volve or not infrastructure-side components, [Ylitalo et al. 2003], [Vidales et al. 
2005], and [Jun-Zhao Sun et al. 2004] pursue a local objective, while [Wei 
Zhuang et al. 2003] and [Wei Song et al. 2007] target a global objective. 
By summarizing, the processing method objective scope, either local or global, 
simply represents a design choice that depend only on developer purposes. On the 
contrary, the evolution trend in CAMPO processing flexibility is worthwhile of 
some additional considerations. Initial CAMPO research efforts adopted embed-
ded processing solutions: they share the common non-negligible limitation of not 
allowing to change processing method requirements at runtime. That imposes 
strict static constraints that usually prevent taking optimal choices: for instance, 
the overlay network assumption usually does not apply, thus making impossible 
the adoption of a static priority order [Vidales et al. 2005]. Embedded processing 
solutions are still of some limited interest because of their efficiency and scarce 
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overhead, especially for mobile nodes with limited capabilities; however, their de-
creasing relevance is a clear trend.  
To provide greater flexibility, most recent CAMPO systems are proposing 
function-based solutions, which mainly differentiate in relation to the exploited 
mechanisms (from simple sums of addends to knapsack and AHP/GRA algo-
rithms). Their objective is to achieve the optimal tradeoff between flexibility and 
computational complexity. For instance, in most cases function-based processing 
permits to change parameter weights at runtime but statically imposes the number 
and type of parameters. Recently proposed policy-based solutions offer even 
greater flexibility, but are still in their infancy by often providing valuable policy 
frameworks but omitting to propose actually effective metrics in terms of imposed 
overhead. Our opinion is that the additional complexity of policy frameworks and 
the potentially limited efficiency imposed by policy management and evaluation 
at runtime are not sufficiently justified by current practical deployment scenarios. 
Therefore, we expect that function-based processing methods will continue to be 
the most adopted ones also in next generation CAMPO systems. 
3.3.2.3 Output 
Even if the current CAMPO literature usually skips over the explicit descrip-
tion of the main evaluation output characteristics, it is possible to identify two ma-
jor groups of contributions: a category of CAMPO solutions provide quantitative 
values that measure the suitability of eligible channels; another category of pro-
posals directly returns the most suitable channel to either activate or switch to. 
Function-based processing methods ([Adamopoulou et al. 2005, Hasswa et al. 
2005]) and AHP-based solutions ([Qingyang Song and Jamalipour 2005; Ahmed 
et al. 2006]) typically belong to the first group. Sometimes the set of output values 
is available to the application level, e.g., to enable direct decisions by the running 
applications; in other cases, at default, the output result is only the identification 
of the best channel, but applications can optionally request the output values de-
scribing all the currently available connectivity opportunities. Embedded and pol-
icy-based processing methods usually belong to the second group: applications on 
their top typically do not have any visibility of output values to compare eligible 
channels.  
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Let us note that most current CAMPO solutions are in this second group and 
completely hide the application layer from low-level evaluation process details. 
While a transparent approach is commonly desired to minimize application devel-
opment complexity, at the same time it may significantly reduce application capa-
bilities, thus making difficult to develop context-aware services. In particular, we 
claim the suitability of middleware-level CAMPO solutions that manage low-
level CAMPO implementation details but with some advanced and hybrid forms 
of visibility propagation up to the application layer, as processing methods that of-
fer output values do. 
3.3.3 Continuity Management 
Several CAMPO contributions address the increasingly relevant and challeng-
ing issue of continuity management in order to fully support seamless node mobil-
ity in heterogeneous networks even while accessing continuous services. State-of-
the-art solutions greatly differ in terms of integration level, granularity, and visi-
bility. Research activities coming from the telecommunication area often adopt a 
tightly integrated perspective, while loosely-coupled CAMPO solutions are re-
cently becoming more and more popular. Granularity aspects include both per-
node continuity management mechanisms, mostly adopted in 4G systems, and 
per-channel ones, more appropriate for ABC solutions. The visibility category, in-
stead, mainly affects the architecture of continuity management CAMPO solu-
tions, i.e., end-to-end, proxy-based, or mainly transparent. 
3.3.3.1 Integration 
The industrial efforts accomplished in the last years to provide a standardized 
architecture for heterogeneous connectivity integration have primarily adopted a 
cellular operator point of view. The main issue was to tightly integrate heteroge-
neous wireless networks by effectively including WLANs inside cellular net-
works. In particular, [3GPP 2002] identify six differentiated environments with a 
rising level of requirements: i) common billing and customer care, ii) common 
access control and charging, iii) WLAN-accessible cellular services, e.g., a Wire-
less Application Protocol (WAP) service available via WLAN connectivity, iv) 
service continuity, e.g., the possibility to access the same WAP service after cellu-
lar-WLAN handovers, v) seamless service, i.e., service continuity achieved in a 
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completely user-transparent way, and vi) access to traditional circuit-switched cel-
lular services via WLAN. 
By concentrating on loosely-coupled integration proposals, they share the 
primary goal of minimizing required modifications to GPRS/UMTS and 
WLAN deployment environments. For instance, to this purpose [Jyh-Cheng Chen 
and Hong-Wei Lin 2005] exploits special-purpose gateways deployed at the 
boundaries between GPRS and WLAN networks. Similarly, [Buddhikot et al. 
2004] proposes the deployment of gateway integrators over WLANs and con-
nected to the integrated cellular network via Internet, while [Bernaschi et al. 2005] 
exploits externally deployed Mobile IP support.  
Several recent CAMPO contributions tend to position themselves somewhere 
in the middle between the two extremes of tightly- and loosely-coupled integra-
tion. They usually implement hybrid solutions where there is the possibility to 
choose the level of integration at system deployment time [Salkintzis et al. 2004; 
Lera et al. 2005]. For instance, the [Salkintzis et al. 2004] tightly-integrated oper-
ating mode enables seamless service continuity independently of WLAN/GPRS 
roaming, by also enabling the reuse of GPRS AAA. The architecture is mainly 
based on two components, one deployed at mobile nodes (WLAN Adaptation 
Function, WAF) to transport GPRS signaling/data over IEEE 802.11 WLANs; the 
other on the infrastructure side (GPRS Interworking Function, GIF) to offer a 
standardized interface to the GPRS core network, thus hiding WLAN peculiari-
ties. By exploiting that tightly-integrated architecture it is possible to implement 
the first five scenarios identified in [3GPP 2002]. In addition, [Salkintzis et al. 
2004] can work in a loosely-integrated mode by exploiting the possible availabili-
ty of an IP network internal to the cellular operator network: in that case, WLAN 
data traffic is carried by the internal IP network and does not pass through the 
GPRS core infrastructure as it would in tightly-integrated CAMPO solutions. 
[Salkintzis et al. 2004] exploits Mobile IP for service continuity; it faces AAA and 
billing issues with an operator perspective, by introducing authenticator compo-
nents for WLAN users that permit to reuse the same AAA/billing mechanisms ex-
ploited in the cellular network. [Lera et al. 2005] is another valuable example of 
hybrid approach where both tight and loose integration are supported. The integra-
tion is based on a special-purpose UMTS/IEEE 802.11 gateway accessing the In-
ternet via UMTS and providing mobile clients with IEEE 802.11 connectivity. 
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However, differently from [Salkintzis et al. 2004], that gateway may also be a 
peer connector. In the case of tight integration, [Lera et al. 2005] deploys the ga-
teway inside the UMTS network, as if it were an UMTS device; in the loosely-
coupled integration case, the gateway acts as an IP router in its WLAN and does 
not require any intervention on the UMTS network.  
To briefly sum up the above aspects, first research work on CAMPO solutions, 
especially coming from the industrial telecommunication field, has primarily fol-
lowed a cellular operator perspective, by consequently adopting a tight level of in-
tegration. In particular, tightly-coupled CAMPO solutions were mainly motivated 
to minimize modifications needed at the client side, thus allowing operators to be 
the primary actor pushing for innovation. The current evolution trend, instead, is 
assigning growing and growing relevance to loosely-coupled integration, since it 
can enable the integration of several heterogeneous networks in an easier and 
more open way, by favoring heterogeneity also in terms of involved network op-
erators. Let us note that most state-of-the-art CAMPO systems in the previous 
sub-sections tend to position themselves closer to the loosely-integrated extreme: 
they typically assume limited or no capability to intervene on infrastructure-based 
connectors, which are managed as not modifiable legacy components. 
3.3.3.2 Granularity 
The granularity continuity management category discriminates per-channel and 
per-node CAMPO solutions, respectively better fitting ABC and 4G systems.  
Most spread per-channel ABC systems propose re-addressing mechanisms 
for continuity management, especially for application-specific provisioning en-
vironments, such as multimedia streaming. The Multipath Smooth Handoff 
scheme activates multiple channels along multiple paths from the stream sender to 
its receivers [Yi Pan et al 2004]. The primary idea is to exploit multiple paths si-
multaneously and, once evaluated path performance in an end-to-end fashion, to 
select the most suitable paths depending on service requirements. The main sup-
port components related to continuity management are i) a path management 
module running at both sender and receiver, which exploits Mobile IP simultane-
ous binding [Perkins 2002] and route optimization [Johnson and Perkins 2001], 
and ii) rate control modules at each path endpoints that perform the on-line band-
width monitoring for each channel. [Luo et al. 2003], instead, is a per-channel 
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ABC solution specifically focused on re-routing capabilities. It supports both in-
frastructure-based connectivity (assumed as always available but possibly with a 
low data rate) and ad hoc multi-hop networking (to explore the possibility of 
higher data rates, when needed, via peer connectors to the cellular infrastructure). 
Whenever an ad hoc path is broken, e.g., due to an intermediate node failure or 
movement, the interested client passes to infrastructure-based connectivity while 
starting the simultaneous discovery of other possible paths with greater QoS. Fi-
nally, an interesting per-channel ABC proposal is presented in [Ghini et al. 2005], 
where it is possible to exploit re-routing among not only different interfaces of the 
same mobile node, but also different mobile nodes belonging to the same group, 
e.g., from a specific user’s PDA to her car radio. 
Notwithstanding the relevance of the above ABC solutions, most CAMPO 
systems still provide simpler and less flexible per-node granularity. That is the 
case of 4G CAMPO contributions, despite their proposed architecture is either 
loosely or tightly integrated. Several 4G continuity management mechanisms deal 
with packet forwarding, AAA, and billing [Marques et al. 2005; Ahmavaara et al. 
2003; Hui Luo et al. 2003; Koien and Haslestad 2003]. As a general property, 
however, per-node CAMPO solutions exhibit a greater maturity if compared with 
the analogous continuity management support mechanisms available in per-
channel systems.  
In this sub-section we have devoted more space to the overview of continuity 
management aspects related to per-channel CAMPO systems, while continuity 
management support in 4G solutions will be more extensively described in the 
following sub-section. In fact, the family of 4G CAMPO systems is relevant not 
only because it is a notable example of per-node granularity but also for the asso-
ciated degree of continuity management client visibility. Let us finally note that, 
at the moment, CAMPO solutions with per-channel granularity are only sporadi-
cally adopted. However, as previously motivated in different points of the paper, 
we claim the suitability and the growing diffusion of ABC systems in the hetero-
geneous and open wired-wireless integrated networks of the near future, thus in-
creasing the importance and calling for novel solutions to efficiently deal with 
per-channel continuity management. 
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3.3.3.3 Client Visibility 
Client visibility may greatly vary from end-to-end continuity management so-
lutions where mobile nodes directly perform the needed management operations 
with limited or no external help ([Chuanxiong Guo et al. 2004; Snoeren and Bala-
krishnan 2000; Li Ma et al. 2004]), to proxy-based solutions at different levels of 
transparency for mobile nodes ([Bellavista et al. 2005a; Bellavista et al. 2005b; 
Politis et al. 2004; Qi Wang and Ali Abu-Rgheff 2006]), or even to fully transpa-
rent systems where infrastructure-side components perform all continuity man-
agement actions ([Shenoy and Montalvo 2005; Akyildiz et al. 2005]). 
In the end-to-end category, [Chuanxiong Guo et al. 2004] concentrates on how 
to split end-to-end handovers into two distinct phases: localization of mobile 
clients and channel continuity maintenance. DNS and peer-to-peer information 
distribution are suitable for the former phase, while a Subscription/Notification 
service is adopted for the latter one. Even [Snoeren and Balakrishnan 2000] ex-
ploits DNS for mobile node tracking, but proposes modifications to the standard 
TCP protocol to allow IP address change while ensuring channel continuity. [Li 
Ma et al. 2004], instead, is primarily based on the adoption of standard protocols, 
i.e., Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [Stewart et al. 2004] and Mo-
bile SCTP (mSCTP) [Riegel and Tuexen 2006]. The primary SCTP feature for 
continuity management is multi-homing, which enables an SCTP session to be es-
tablished over multiple interfaces identified by multiple IP addresses; mSCTP 
provides the additional capability to add, delete, or change IP addresses during ac-
tive SCTP associations. In particular, [Li Ma et al. 2004] supports two possible 
end-to-end handover procedures depending on the fact that the addressed deploy-
ment environment enables either single-homing or dual-homing. In the first case, 
[Li Ma et al. 2004] does not provide seamless mobility and the channel is inter-
rupted during handover. On the contrary, in the second case, it provides seamless 
mobility at the cost of traffic replication. In addition, it permits to deploy proxies 
with mSCTP capabilities that can perform as gateways for legacy fixed servers 
without mSCTP capabilities, thus providing a continuity management solution 
transparent also from the server point of view. 
As already mentioned, some CAMPO solutions are neither completely end-to-
end nor transparent because they exploit both intermediate proxies deployed on 
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the infrastructure and special-purpose components on mobile nodes. For in-
stance, [Bellavista et al. 2005a] and [Bellavista et al. 2005b] are based on shadow 
proxies and client stubs. Mobile agent-based shadow proxies run on the fixed 
network and dynamically migrate close to the APs currently providing connectivi-
ty to their associated mobile clients; client stubs run at mobile nodes and transpa-
rently interface with possibly legacy client applications. Both components adap-
tively resize their buffers depending on handover prediction, with the goal of sup-
porting seamless mobility while minimizing memory and computing overhead.  
Other CAMPO solutions exploit well-standardized proxy-based solutions, e.g., 
Mobile IP and SIP, adapted for seamless continuity management. The Enhanced 
Mobility Gateway (EMG) uses both Mobile IP and SIP, respectively for non-real-
time and real-time services [Politis et al. 2004]. On the one hand, Mobile IP is not 
appropriate for applications with strict real-time constraints, such as Voice over 
IP, because of the delay imposed by triangular routing; routing optimization en-
hancements could solve the problem, but requiring modifications of the standard 
IP stack over mobile clients. On the other hand, SIP natively supports only UDP 
because it has been designed mainly by considering streaming applications and is 
not suitable for highly reliable traffic. EMG components are deployed at the edges 
between wireless networks and the fixed Internet, by acting as both Mobile IP 
Foreign Agents and SIP proxies. Also [Qi Wang and Ali Abu-Rgheff 2006] ex-
ploits Mobile IP and SIP, by proposing two alternative solutions: i) it decomposes 
standard Mobile IP and SIP facilities to effectively merge them together in an 
original integrated support that eliminates redundancies and maximizes efficiency; 
and ii) it provides a continuity management support fully compliant with standard 
Mobile IP and SIP, but imposing a greater overhead. In addition, [Cheng Wei Lee 
et. al 2005] exploits Mobile IPv6, while [Nursimloo and Chan 2005] exploits Fast 
Mobile IPv6 and SIP to support real-time mobility. [Wi Wu et al. 2005] analyzes 
the delay due to the usage of SIP for vertical handover among WLAN and UMTS 
networks. [Sarikaya 2006] delineates five possible architectures to integrate 
WLANs and cellular networks that differ for the location where Mobile IP home 
agents are placed. 
In the transparent continuity management class, the common goal of [Shenoy 
and Montalvo 2005] and [Akyildiz et al. 2005] is to provide seamless mobility, 
the former focusing on traffic re-routing, the latter on interoperability. [Shenoy 
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and Montalvo 2005] supports seamless vertical handover in a transparent manner, 
by offering signaling capabilities among origin and destination networks. When a 
cellular-to-WLAN handover is required, infrastructure-side components proac-
tively perform both mobile node authentication and channel allocation; mobile 
clients have to wait for handover notification messages, to notify the starting of 
actual handovers, and to perform local channel update. [Akyildiz et al. 2005] spe-
cifically aims to support transparent heterogeneity management, by using IP as the 
gluing protocol: its main components are a Network Interoperating Agent (NIA) 
running in the fixed Internet and several Interworking Gateways (IGs) residing on 
the integrated and heterogeneous wireless networks. The centralized NIA provides 
interoperability capabilities between IGs, thus eliminating the need of direct ser-
vice level agreements between each pair of involved networks. 
By trying to identify a visibility evolution trend, in order to promote CAMPO 
diffusion, initial solutions have proposed the adoption of intermediary proxies 
based on standard protocols, e.g., Mobile IP and SIP. However, their limited per-
formance has motivated novel proxy-based solutions specifically designed to sup-
port continuity management. About transparent continuity management, this class 
of solutions usually take advantage only of infrastructure-side components, thus 
providing also legacy mobile nodes with seamless handovers. Since there is no 
CAMPO system providing complete transparency, we have included in this cate-
gory all the contributions that minimize the deployment of newly added compo-
nents on mobile clients (these CAMPO solutions often rely on a tightly-integrated 
architecture). End-to-end continuity management has the primary advantage of 
not requiring any additional CAMPO component running on the infrastructure 
side, thus being immediately deployable and distributing to interested users the 
burden/cost of installing and executing required components on mobile nodes.  
Currently, neither proxy-based nor transparent nor end-to-end solutions have 
clearly emerged as the most promising ones. We envision that cellular operators 
will continue pushing mainly transparent solutions for continuity management, of-
ten by exploiting special-purpose supports. However, the spreading of wireless 
networks based on unlicensed technologies, e.g., IEEE 802.11 WLANs and Blu-
etooth PANs, should promote the adoption of solutions based on proxies that are 
not directly managed by communication operators. Finally, at the moment, end-
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to-end proposals seem the most promising ones for QoS management purposes 
because of their direct involvement of endpoint nodes.  
3.3.4 Overall Considerations and Emerging Trends in CAMPO Lite­
rature  
In the above overview of the CAMPO literature we have tried to point out the 
most important aspects of each contribution, by using those primary aspects to po-
sition CAMPO systems in our articulated taxonomy. Table 3.1 has a twofold goal: 
on the one hand, it concisely summarizes what already presented for the most re-
levant CAMPO systems; on the other hand, it additionally indicates how each of 
these systems relates about the other categories of our classification, even if by 
providing partial contributions of minor relevance. Generally speaking, the table 
shows that many CAMPO systems provide only partial solutions concentrated 
on a specific subset of CAMPO issues. That is the case, for example, of most pa-
pers focused on tight/loose integration [Lera et al. 2005; Buddhikot et al. 2004; 
Jyh-Cheng Chen and Hong-Wei Lin 2005; Salkintzis et al. 2004], which do not 
provide any support mechanism for the evaluation process.  
By delving into finer details, it is possible to observe some other interesting 
trend. About deployment scenarios, the connector scope is currently the most 
adopted one, especially based on infrastructure components; peer connectivity is 
not yet commonly accepted. Moreover, single-on solutions are the most spread, 
while there are still a few multiple-on proposals, some of them for special-purpose 
mobile clients. By focusing on the evaluation process, the dynamicity of context 
input is growing in recent proposals and the considered input increasingly in-
cludes different abstraction levels. The objective scope is primarily local despite 
the degree of flexibility, and the selected entity is usually a connector. Finally, 
about continuity management, it is possible to observe that most CAMPO contri-
butions that do not adopt a cellular operator perspective exploit a loosely-
integrated approach. The most common granularity is per-node, while only few 
contributions provide per-channel continuity management. The most usual ap-
proach is proxy-based, independently of the adopted visibility sub-category. 
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Table 3.1 The CAMPO literature classified according to the proposed taxonomy 
(secondary aspects in brackets). 
interface mobile node
envi-
ronment input
pro-
cessing output
inte-
gration
granu-
larity
vis-
ibility
Stemm and 
Katz 1998 interface
mainly single-
on 
eval on client, 
cm on infra static, phy
embedded, 
local
interface, 
single value loose per node proxy
Wei Song et al. 
2005 infrastructure single-on eval on infra static, net
embedded, 
global
connector, 
single value na na na
Minji Nam et 
al. 2004 
interface 
(infrastructure) single-on
eval on client, 
cm on infra
primarily 
static, phy
embedded, 
local 
(global)
both, single 
value tight per node
tran-
sparent
Hongyang 
Bing et al. 
2003
infrastructure single-on eval on client dynamic, phy embedded, local
connector, 
single value tight per node
tran-
sparent
Hou and 
O'Brien 2006 infrastructure single-on eval on client dynamic, phy
embedded, 
local
connector, 
single value na na na
Cheng Wei 
Lee et. al 2005 infrastructure single-on
eval on client, 
cm on infra
dynamic, 
phy/net
embedded, 
local
connector, 
single value loose per node proxy
Chebrolu and 
Rao 2006 infrastructure multiple-on
eval on client, 
cm on both dynamic, net
embedded, 
local
connector, 
single value loose
per 
channel proxy
Mohanty and 
Akyildiz 2006 infrastructure single-on
eval on client, 
cm on both dynamic, phy
embedded, 
local
connector, 
single value loose per node proxy
Qian Zhang et 
al. 2003 infrastructure single-on both on client dynamic, phy
embedded, 
local
connector, 
single value loose per node end-to-end
Adamopoulou 
et al. 2005 infrastructure single-on eval on client
dynamic, 
phy/net/app
function, 
local
connector, 
value set na na na
Nasser et al. 
2006 infrastructure single-on eval on client
dynamic, 
phy/net/app
function, 
local
connector, 
value set na na na
Xing and 
Venkatasubra
manian 2005 
infrastructure multiple-on eval on client dynamic, phy/net/app
function 
(kn.), local
connector, 
single value na na na
Gazis et al. 
2005 infrastructure multiple-on eval on client
dynamic, 
net/app
function 
(kn.), local
connector, 
single value na na na
Qingyang 
Song and 
Jamalipour 
2005
infrastructure single-on eval on client dynamic, net function (ahp), local
connector, 
value set na na na
Kibria and 
Jamalipour 
2007 
infrastructure single-on eval on client dynamic, phy/net
function 
(ahp), local
connector, 
value set na na na
Bari and Leung 
2007 infrastructure single-on eval on infra
dynamic, 
phy/net/app
function 
(topsis), 
local
connector, 
value set na na na
Balasubramani
am and 
Indulska 2004 
infrastructure single-on both on infra dynamic, phy/net/app
function, 
both
connector, 
single value loose per node proxy
Luan Huang et 
al. 2006 infrastructure single-on eval on infra dynamic, net
function, 
global
connector, 
single value na na na
Vidales et al. 
2005 infrastructure single-on
eval on both, 
cm on infra
dynamic, 
phy/net/app
policy, 
local
connector, 
single value loose per node proxy
Jun-Zhao Sun 
et al. 2004 
infrastructure 
(path) multiple-on both on client
dynamic, 
phy/net/app
policy, 
local
connector, 
single value loose
per 
channel end-to-end
Ylitalo et al. 
2003 infrastructure multiple-on
eval on client, 
cm on infra
dynamic, 
phy/net/app
policy, 
local
connector, 
single value loose per node proxy
Jun-Zhao Sun 
et al. 2005 infrastructure multiple-on both on client
dynamic, 
phy/net/app
policy, 
local
connector, 
single value loose
per 
channel end-to-end
CAMPO 
System
Deployment Scenario Evaluation Process Continuity 
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Wei Song et al. 
2007 infrastructure single-on eval on both
dynamic, 
phy/net
policy, 
global
connector, 
single value na na na
Wei Zhuang et 
al. 2003 infrastructure single-on eval on both na
policy, 
global
connector, 
single value na na na
Hung-Yu Wei 
and Gitlin 
2004 
peer (single-
hop)
single-on, 
RG multiple-
on
cm on client na na na na na na
Luo et al. 2003 peer (multi-hop) single-on, PC multiple-on cm on client na na na na na na
Chunyan Fu et 
al. 2006 peer (MANET)
single-on, 
CGW 
multiple-on
eval on client, 
cm on both na na na na na na
Lera et al. 
2005 
peer (single-
hop)
single-on, 
GTW 
multiple-on
cm on both na na na both per node tran-sparent
Buddhikot et 
al. 2004 infrastructure single-on cm on both na na na loose per node proxy
Kristiansson 
and Parnes 
2006
infrastructure multiple-on (single-on) cm on client na na na loose
per 
channel end-to-end
Akyildiz et al. 
2005 infrastructure single-on
eval on both, 
cm on infra na na na loose per node proxy
Inoue et al. 
2004 infrastructure single-on cm on infra na na na tight per node proxy
Jyh-Cheng 
Chen and 
Hong-Wei Lin 
2005 
infrastructure single-on cm on infra na na na loose per node proxy
Salkintzis et al. 
2004 infrastructure single-on cm on infra na na na both per node
tight tran-
sparent, 
loose 
proxy
Yi Pan et al 
2004 infrastructure single-on cm on client na na na loose
per 
channel end-to-end
Snoeren and 
Balakrishnan 
2000 
infrastructure single-on cm on client na na na loose per channel end-to-end
Li Ma et al. 
2004 infrastructure single-on cm on client na na na loose per node end-to-end
Bellavista et al. 
LNCS 2005 infrastructure single-on cm on client na na na loose per node end-to-end
Bellavista et al. 
ICDCSW 2005 infrastructure single-on cm on infra na na na loose per node proxy
Politis et al. 
2004 infrastructure single-on cm on infra na na na loose per node proxy
Shenoy and 
Montalvo 2005 infrastructure single-on cm on infra na na na loose per node
tran-
sparent
Qi Wang and 
Ali Abu-
Rgheff 2006 
infrastructure single-on cm on both na na na loose per node proxy
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3.4 Conclusive Remarks on the CAMPO Taxonomy 
 
The CAMPO area has recently gained relevant interest from both academic and 
industrial researchers. In fact, the wide availability of several wireless communi-
cation technologies, coupled with increased resource availability at mobile clients, 
asks for novel support solutions to take full advantage of the new network/client 
capabilities. These research efforts have already provided several interesting con-
tributions, differing not only for the specifically addressed issue, e.g., seamless 
vertical handover, but also in relation to assumptions made about the targeted ex-
ecution environment, e.g., mobile node capabilities and available networks. How-
ever, common models and frameworks that permit to clearly describe CAMPO 
contributions and to easily compare them are still missing.  
This chapter aims to two primary goals. On the one hand, it originally identi-
fies three main categories for their classification, i.e., deployment scenario, 
evaluation process, and continuity management. The proposed taxonomy is ex-
ploited to clarify the characteristics of the two main families of CAMPO solu-
tions, i.e., 4G and ABC. On the other hand, it deeply analyzes the state-of-the-
art in the field, not only classifying the existing literature according to the pro-
posed taxonomy, but also pointing out current trends of evolution of the CAMPO 
research area. 
While already proposed contributions demonstrate ABS feasibility and poten-
tial benefits, there is still the need to face up some open challenges to leverage and 
accelerate the widespread ABS scenario adoption. By analyzing the evolution 
trends of not only ABS but also current CAMPO literature, we claim that future 
proposals should have the primary goal of integrating several technologies ma-
naged by multiple operators. These proposals should provide effective mechan-
isms to enable interoperability among heterogeneous components in an open and 
dynamic way. In particular, we claim that ABS researchers should mainly focus 
their current investigation efforts on: 
1. context-aware evaluation processes, with an optimal trade-off between 
evaluation flexibility/effectiveness and expressive power of context repre-
sentations. Evaluation processes should exploit context awareness to dy-
namically adapt their behavior to execution environments. Moreover, they 
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should primarily work on mobile nodes to improve scalability and to re-
duce dependence on external support; 
2. hybrid deployment scenarios, which include both infrastructure and peer 
connectors, the latter with possibly complex coordination capabilities as in 
multi-hop multi-path heterogeneous connectivity scenarios. In particular, 
we envision a growing involvement of mobile nodes to take full advantage 
of their increasing capabilities, e.g., by adopting multiple-on solutions; 
3. open and highly decentralized continuity management solutions. In 
fact, continuity management is the crucial issue not yet satisfactorily ad-
dressed by ABS proposals. We claim that next generation continuity man-
agement should be as much technology-independent as possible. While cel-
lular/IEEE 802.11 tight integration has represented a valuable first step to-
wards seamless connectivity, continuity management should be performed 
in a more distributed and open way. Open CAMPO systems should exploit 
third-party support components instead of ad hoc ones as in current tightly 
integrated scenarios. In addition, the distribution of continuity components 
on both client and infrastructure sides will permit to integrate heterogene-
ous technologies for wireless connectivity in a more effective and econom-
ically-efficient manner. 
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Chapter 4 ­ Translucent and Context­aware Integrated 
Management of Heterogeneous Positioning Systems 
 
The primary goal of this work is to take full advantage of the different connec-
tors, channels and paths provided by the envisioned ABS scenario. To correctly 
evaluate the suitability degree of these networking opportunities there is the need 
to consider many context information. The activity has allowed to consider and 
analyze several heterogeneous context sources, e.g., user mobility degree and mo-
bile client handover prediction as Chapter 5 will show. However, we have identi-
fied user location as one of the most valuable (and currently the most exploited) 
context information, as several location-based applications already available dem-
onstrate. For this reason the first part of the PhD activity has been devoted to the 
analysis and integration of several heterogeneous positioning systems. This chap-
ter focuses on positioning systems and geographical location. However, the pro-
posed architecture and developed middleware for positioning system integration is 
only a first step toward a generalization to wider set of context sources and infor-
mation. 
In particular, we have followed the design rules of translucent and cross-layer 
control to design and develop our Positioning System Integration and Man-
agement (PoSIM) middleware for the integrated management of heterogeneous 
positioning systems. PoSIM has the twofold goal of enabling both the mediated 
visibility of all the information provided by underlying positioning systems and 
the mediated control of their configurable characteristics for a synergic context-
dependent management. In particular, PoSIM provides the application layer with 
mediated and facilitated access to either low- and high-level API: LBSs can inte-
ract with underlying positioning systems in either a visible or transparent manner, 
respectively. Nevertheless, PoSIM can appear to the application level as a mid-
dleware offering a single, multi-faceted, and flexible API, thus simplifying its 
usage and potentially leveraging its adoption.  
Figure 4.1 depicts our PoSIM middleware architecture. To interact transparent-
ly with positioning systems, simple LBSs can exploit the Policy Manager (PM) 
and Data Manager (DM) high-level API to respectively control positioning sys-
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tems behavior and get their location information. To interact in a more visible and 
flexible way, smart LBSs can exploit the Positioning System Access Facility 
(PSAF) low-level API to directly access the Positioning System Wrappers (PSWs) 
for the currently available and integrated positioning systems.  
About control (top-down colored arrows) and data (bottom-up white arrows) 
flows in Figure 4.1, let us anticipate that i) PM is the middleware component de-
voted to control and enables application-level management capabilities based on 
context information gathered from PSAF, and ii) DM, instead, plays the role of 
exposing location information according to dynamically configurable differen-
tiated modes. PSAF, instead, can provide LBS with both control capabilities and 
positioning data. Let us stress PM and DM exploits low-level PoSIM API, i.e., 
PSAF methods, to offer an encapsulated high-level API with more articulated and 
easy-to-use services at a higher level of abstraction.  
 
Positioning
System
Wrapper
Policy
Manager
PoSIM API
transparent visible
low-
level
high-
level
Positioning
System
Wrapper
Positioning
System
Wrapper
Applications
Data
Manager
Positioning System
Access Facility
 
Figure 4.1 The PoSIM architecture (white arrows represent data flows, colored 
arrows are control flows). 
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PoSIM does not rely on any particular statically predefined ontology and on 
syntactic/semantic conventions on how to represent control capabilities and posi-
tioning data. It only defines a simple model distinguishing between positioning 
system features and infos. Features describe positioning system characteristics 
and capabilities, possibly with settable values useful for control/configuration, 
e.g., power consumption or ensured privacy level. Infos are not configurable lo-
cation-related data, e.g., positioning information and its accuracy. Infos are the 
only data provided to simple LBSs while smart LBSs have visibility of both fea-
tures and infos.  
In the following, a relevant part of this chapter is dedicated to the main design 
and implementation guidelines of the PoSIM middleware. For each PoSIM com-
ponent, we provide an overview of its functions and offered API, some practical 
usage examples to show how to take full advantage of its capabilities, and de-
sign/implementation insights. In addition, the final part of the chapter is devoted 
to our novel Privacy Enabler solution, which supports the management of the user 
privacy considering both user and LBS requirements. 
 
4.1 Policy Manager 
 
The Policy Manager (PM) is the PoSIM component responsible for enforcing 
the policies for dynamic control and management of heterogeneous position-
ing systems. In particular, the PM API allows simple LBSs to ask for pre-defined 
behaviors specified via default policies. PM is in charge of autonomously and dy-
namically interacting with positioning systems to transparently satisfy LBS re-
quirements. Let us point out that PM provides a context-aware control of position-
ing systems: it can take into account both application-level requirements, e.g., 
minimum power consumption, and current system state, e.g., by avoiding to turn 
off a positioning system in the case it is the only one switched on and there is at 
least one LBS calling for positioning data.  
Via the high-level and transparent PM API, LBSs can actively control position-
ing systems by simply specifying the desired behavior with no visibility of any 
low-level positioning detail. In particular, the PM provided methods are: 
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• insert(newBehavior)/delete(aBehavior), to add/remove a 
new/existing PoSIM behavior; 
• activate(aBehavior)/deactivate(aBehavior), to effectively re-
quire the activation of a behavior among the already defined ones. 
Behaviors are implemented as declarative policies, i.e., set of actions that 
PM must perform whenever conditions specified in the policy apply. Conditions 
are relational expressions related to positioning system infos/features; actions are 
management operations that PM performs over positioning system features. Let us 
observe that PoSIM allows not only to enable/disable a given behavior at service 
provisioning time by de/activating declarative policies, but also to introduce novel 
behaviors by adding new policies. In addition, any activity related to behavior de-
finition and de/activation is independent from the actual implementation of both 
PoSIM and positioning system components below the PM level. In this manner, 
on the one hand, changes in integrated positioning systems cannot affect beha-
viors; on the other hand, LBSs can actively specify the desired control behavior 
transparently, thus facilitating and leveraging their development. 
 
policy ::= [salience] name policy type
policy_type ::= isolated | ordering 
 
isolated ::= conditions actions 
ordering ::= ord_data bestN bestAct worstAct 
 
bestAct ::= actions 
worstAct ::= actions 
 
conditions ::= cond | cond conditions  
actions ::= action | action actions 
cond ::= data value operator 
action ::= Feature value 
ord_data ::= numeric data 
 
data ::= Info | Feature 
bestN ::= non negative integer 
salience ::= integer 
name ::= string 
value ::= string | integer | double 
operator ::= =|!=|<|>|<=|>=|eq|neq
Figure 4.2 PoSIM policy representation. 
 
As Figure 4.2 shows, PoSIM supports the specification and activation of two 
types of policies: isolated and ordering policies. Isolated policies separately ap-
ply the same condition-action rules to each positioning system retrieved at run-
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time in the execution environment. Conditions are a set of relational expressions, 
each one described with a data name/value and a relational operator. Supported 
relational operators include =, !=, <, >, <=, >=, and 'eq'/'neq' (i.e., =/!= 
among strings). Actions are a set of operations on modifiable features, each one 
with an associated name and value. Given a positioning system, if all conditions 
are satisfied, the policy is triggered, namely fired, and all the features in actions 
are set to the values indicated in the policy, i.e., the policy actions are enforced. 
For instance, a PoSIM isolated policy could turn off the positioning systems with 
higher energy consumption if that does not endanger application-specific re-
quirements about positioning precision and accuracy.  
 
name:lowPowerConsumption
conditions:  
 Feature(name:Power, value:8) op:> 
 Info(name:Accuracy, value:5) op:< 
actions: 
 Feature(name:State, value:off) 
Figure 4.3 The lowPowerConsumption isolated policy. 
 
Figure 4.3 reports the lowPowerConsumption policy that switches off a cur-
rently available positioning system if its power consumption is greater than 8 and 
its accuracy below 5 (rapid notes about the mapping between power/accuracy val-
ues in the policy and their actual, possibly proprietary, counterparts in the inte-
grated positioning systems are in Section 4.4). 
 
name: onBestAccuracy
ord_data:  
 Info(name:Accuracy) 
bestN: 
 1 
best actions: 
 Feature(name:State, value:on) 
worst actions: 
 none 
Figure 4.4 The onBestAccuracy ordering policy. 
 
Ordering policies, instead, can compare available positioning systems in or-
der to sort them according to a desired indicator, e.g., listing positioning systems 
from the best to the worst one in terms of accuracy. In other words, in a sense the 
scope of ordering policies is wider than that of isolated ones, since ordering poli-
cies tend to intrinsically manage positioning systems aggregately. Ordering policy 
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actions consist of two sets of features, best and worst: PM enforces best actions 
for the best bestN positioning systems, while it executes worst actions for the 
remaining ones. For instance, an ordering policy could request to always turn on 
the positioning system with best accuracy. Figure 4.4 depicts the onBestAccu-
racy policy that sorts positioning systems in relation to provided accuracy, and 
turns on the one with maximum accuracy. 
In addition to the above examples, we have specified default policies in Po-
SIM, ready to be activated by simple LBSs. PoSIM already includes the following 
isolated policies of common usage: 
• onlyPhysical/onlySymbolic, which activates only the positioning 
systems that offer physical/symbolic location information; 
• highAccuracy(threshold), which switches off all positioning systems 
whose accuracy is below threshold; 
• highPrivacy(threshold), which sets the privacy level of available po-
sitioning systems (at least) to the threshold value. 
In addition, PoSIM defines the following ordering policies of common usage: 
• onlyBestAccuracy(bestN), which activates the bestN positioning 
systems (in terms of accuracy) by switching off all the others; 
• onlyBestConsumption(bestN), which keeps active only the bestN 
positioning systems in terms of lower consumption. 
Let us notice that isolated policies compare info/feature values gathered at run-
time with thresholds: a given isolated policy can be concurrently fired on different 
positioning systems (its triggering condition could be verified for several position-
ing systems at the same time); that should be carefully considered when specify-
ing policies to avoid undesired behaviors. For instance, the above described low-
PowerConsumption isolated policy is badly defined for most deployment envi-
ronments because it could turn off all available positioning systems, thus making 
impossible to obtain any updated positioning information. This is one of the moti-
vations why PoSIM also integrates ordering policies that provide the additional 
capability to manage positioning systems comparatively. In fact, ordering policies 
can enforce different actions depending on positioning system order and do not 
require specifying threshold values, which may be a hard task in many real-world 
deployment scenarios. 
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When different policies are simultaneously fired, in general there is also the 
possibility of conflicting actions. For instance, in the case of lowPowerCon-
sumption and onBestAccuracy firing in the same time interval, the former 
may request switching off every positioning system, while the latter would turn on 
the positioning solution with highest accuracy. To help avoiding possible con-
flicts, any PoSIM policy is associated with a priority, either provided at develop-
ment time (namely salience) or depending on policy activation order, e.g., recent-
ly activated policies are favored. Fired policies are enforced from the most priori-
tized to the least one, as further detailed in the following.  
Let us also note that the definition of conflicting rules may not always be erro-
neous. For instance, consider again the simultaneous firing of lowPowerCon-
sumption and onBestAccuracy, the former with less priority than the latter. If 
any integrated positioning system provides limited accuracy and imposes too high 
power consumption, lowPowerConsumption would turn off every positioning 
system. On the contrary, since onBestAccuracy has higher priority, certainly at 
least one positioning system will be maintained on, i.e., the one with best accura-
cy. In fact, as better detailed in the following, PoSIM recognizes conflicting ac-
tions (sets of operations working on the same positioning system features) and, in 
the case, only executes actions with higher priority. 
Figure 4.5 depicts the PM architecture. The Policy Controller (PC) i) provides 
the capability to insert/delete and de/activate policies, ii) interacts with PSAF to 
get up-to-date info/feature values needed to evaluate the conditions of activated 
policies,  iii) requests the Policy Engine (PE) to check for policy condition satis-
faction and to execute the actions specified in fired policies.  
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Figure 4.5 The architecture of the Policy Manager. 
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Delving into finer implementation details, the PoSIM PE exploits Jess [Jess], a 
rule engine based on the Rete algorithm [Forgy 1982]. PC automatically trans-
forms new policies, described as Java classes, in Jess rules and, at their activation, 
provides PE with them. The Jess knowledge base includes only the infos and fea-
tures that appear in at least one active policy condition, i.e., only infos and fea-
tures relevant for currently activated policies. In that way, PC only retrieves the 
needed monitoring indicators from the underlying positioning systems, thus limit-
ing the PoSIM middleware overhead.  
By default, PE enforces policies by following the standard Jess “depth” (age-
based) strategy, i.e., if several policies are simultaneously fired, PE performs the 
enforcement of the most recently activated one first and then fires the remaining 
ones in activation order. In addition, PoSIM administrators can add new policies 
by explicitly specifying a salience integer value, thus possibly affecting the order 
of policy enforcement. In particular, when specified, PoSIM policies are fired in 
relation to their salience, from the highest to the lowest: policies with the same sa-
lience value are fired with the Jess standard strategy (depth first); policy salience 
is set to 0 by default.  
Let us observe that the PoSIM goal is not to specifically provide an original, 
powerful, and general-purpose policy management support. PoSIM simply ex-
ploits a subset of Jess existing capabilities, with the purpose of providing LBSs 
with the capability of dynamically adding and/or removing policies, even at ser-
vice provisioning time, in an easy but conveniently flexible way. In fact, while in 
principle it could be possible to add in PoSIM whatever policy written in the Jess 
native language, we decided to limit the range of valid policies by imposing the 
mandatory structure reported in Figure 4.2. On the one hand, that simplifies the 
work of PoSIM administrators by providing a rigid but sufficiently expressive 
discipline for policy specification. On the other hand, that limitation reduces the 
risks of erroneous policy specification, by also paving the way to effective auto-
matic tools for conflict identification and analysis. Moreover, Jess policies do not 
apply actions directly; in other words, Jess has no direct access to the PSAF com-
ponent. When policies are fired, requested actions are not performed immediately 
but first ordered according to policy priorities. Then, if PoSIM recognizes con-
flicting actions, it only executes the actions related to the policy with highest 
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priority, by inhibiting remaining actions. For instance, if both policy1 and policy2 
are fired and the higher-priority policy1 requires to set power consumption to 3 
while policy2 would set consumption to 5, then PoSIM sets power consumption to 
3 by not considering policy2 at all. Finally, PM does not allow Jess loop rule acti-
vation, i.e., action enforcement does not produce the immediate re-evaluation of 
the conditions of all activated policies in a cyclic way, in order to simplify policy 
management and to limit enforcement costs. 
 
4.2 Data Manager 
 
The Data Manager (DM) is the PoSIM component responsible for offering an 
aggregated view of positioning information to the application level, thus pro-
viding differentiated context-dependent views of location data. In particular, DM 
aggregately provides PoSIM-based LBSs (specifying when and which positioning 
information they are interested in via the DM API) with the location info pro-
duced by the different integrated positioning systems and collected together in a 
single XML document. Let us stress that DM provides context-aware location in-
formation: PoSIM returns positioning data by taking into consideration both LBS 
requirements and positioning system information, e.g., by comparing the mini-
mum accuracy required by an LBS with the accuracy level offered by each posi-
tioning system available. 
In particular, LBSs can ask to be provided with the XML location data docu-
ment in three different ways: 
• on demand, exploiting either onDemand() or onDemand(listener) me-
thods, which immediately provide the already estimated positioning data 
(last performed estimate). The latter method additionally applies LBS-
specific filters, as better detailed in the following; 
• at regular time intervals, exploiting the periodical(interval, lis-
tener) method, which commands a periodical delivery process to notify 
the listener every interval milliseconds; 
• in an event-driven fashion, exploiting the addEvent(event, listen-
er) method, which permits to specify a specific event to trigger future de-
livery of the location document. 
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LBSs can simply exploit easy-to-use pre-defined conditions to trigger loca-
tion data delivery. For instance, the pre-defined atLocation condition triggers 
location notification only when the current symbolic location coincides with what 
specified as the invocation parameter. In addition, the addFilter(filter, 
listener) method provides a simple way to filter positioning data: for in-
stance, the pre-defined highAccuracy filter automatically discards location in-
formation whose accuracy is below a given threshold. In addition, the proper ex-
ploitation of filtering rules permits to relevantly reduce the middleware overhead 
by avoiding useless notifications of non-relevant location changes. In summary, 
by exploiting the above methods, LBSs can specify both which information they 
are interested in and when they are interested in getting it without specific know-
ledge about the implementation details of the positioning systems they are using. 
Let us notice that declarative policies and filter rules have very different 
roles in PoSIM and behave much differently. Policies actively control position-
ing system behaviors: they can modify positioning system features, which may 
impact on other features and on positioning info performance. For instance, the 
lowPowerConsumption policy deactivates positioning systems with a too high 
power consumption level, by possibly affecting positioning accuracy since some 
systems could be switched off by the policy enforcement actions. Moreover, a 
policy activation impacts on any LBS on top of PoSIM. For instance, the hig-
hAccuracy policy forces LBSs not to exploit positioning systems with low accu-
racy. On the contrary, a filter rule just avoids to deliver positioning informa-
tion considered useless by a specific LBS, without any impact on positioning 
system working. Each LBS can declare its filtering rules, without any possible in-
terference with other simultaneously working LBSs. 
As rapidly mentioned, DM offers the access to any information generated by 
the integrated positioning systems, possibly added with context data from other 
sources, as an XML document. In that way, smart LBSs can have access to the 
wide set of location data and feature-related information available, in order to 
flexibly decide which information to exploit at the application level. In particular, 
the provided XML document consists of: 
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• a timestamp describing when DM created the XML document; 
• a source for each exploited positioning system (embedded in a common 
sources parent tag); 
• an info tag for each information provided by a source. 
 
<Data> 
    <timestamp time=docTS/> 
    <sources> 
        <source name="GPS"> 
            <info Location="xyz" /> 
            <info Accuracy="high" /> 
            <info Timestamp =locTS /> 
        </source> 
        ... 
    </sources> 
</Data> 
Figure 4.6 The structure of the PoSIM document with positioning data and their 
characteristics. 
 
PoSIM describes a delivery triggering event as a triple including an info name, 
a value, and an evaluate(...) method, which returns true if the positioning in-
fo must be delivered, false elsewhere, usually depending on the evaluation of the 
positioning info itself. In particular, we have decided to implement two main trig-
gering event categories of common usage: isolated and comparing. An isolated 
event exploits an evaluate(Info threshold) method that compares the cur-
rent info value with a fixed threshold. A comparing event, instead, uses an eva-
luate(Info currentValue, Info previousValue) method to compare 
the current info value with the data provided in the previous delivery.  
To clarify how these two event types can cover most common usage scenarios, 
let us rapidly present the following simple examples of pre-defined PoSIM events: 
• atLocation(loc) is an isolated event that triggers data delivery only if 
the current symbolic location is equal to loc; 
• distance(dist) is a comparing event that triggers data delivery only 
when the current location differs from the previously delivered positioning info 
for more than dist meters. 
Let us note that the distance(...) triggering event has the result of provid-
ing positioning information by exploiting spatial variation as the triggering period 
(“space-periodical” positioning update). For instance, that could be useful for an 
advertising LBS interested in providing new information to the user whenever she 
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moves more than 50 meters from the previous update location. In addition, PoSIM 
allows to specify and/or-aggregated events, i.e., sets of isolated/comparing events 
that trigger information delivery whenever all events occur (and modality) or at 
least one event occurs (or modality) during a specified time interval. 
Filtering rules, instead, consist of an info name, a value, and an eva-
luate(...) method which, given the gathered info value, returns true if the info 
should be discarded, false otherwise. In other words, whenever an integrated posi-
tioning system (or any context source more generally) has the specified info and 
that info does not satisfy the given evaluate(...) method, DM discards the en-
tire source (see Figure 4.6). For instance, one of the PoSIM pre-defined filter rule 
is called onlyHighAccuracy(acc) and discards every source whose accuracy 
is below acc (in a scale from 0 to 9, see Section 4.5.2).  
Finally, let us note that expert users, such as PoSIM administrators, can de-
velop and deploy new policies, new triggering events, and new filtering rules 
in a relatively easy way. In fact, all of them are implemented as Java classes that 
can be simply sub-classed to specify new specialized policies, events, and filters. 
In that way, the PoSIM behavior can be easily extended with impact on neither its 
implementation nor the application logic code. At the same time, simple LBSs and 
novice LBS developers can also work by only selecting their policies, events, and 
filters of interest among the set of pre-defined and most common ones already 
provided by default in the PoSIM distribution.  
Figure 4.7 depicts the DM architecture. Data Builder (DB) collects infos from 
the currently exploited positioning systems and possibly aggregates them with 
context information of interest. DB periodically (every configurable polling pe-
riod, 2 seconds is the default value) gets information from PSAF and provides ga-
thered data as an XML document. Data Disclosure (DD) is the component that ac-
tually exhibits DM API, by exposing appropriate methods to specify how interest-
ed LBSs can get data. In other words, fed by DB monitoring information, DD de-
livers the XML document with positioning data to every registered LBS listener 
when either the polling period expires or an associated event occurs. 
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Figure 4.7 The Data Manager architecture. 
 
The delivered XML document is the result of filtering the raw positioning data 
produced by the activated positioning systems with the filters specified by the in-
terested listeners. Let us observe that each method of the DM API allows to speci-
fy a listener, apart from onDemand(); that increases the flexibility of our mid-
dleware solution if compared with other recently emerging proposals for position-
ing integration [Di Flora et al. 2005]. In fact, LBSs not only are able to simply 
gather location information with a one-shot interaction with PoSIM (onDe-
mand() method), but also can ask for a more personalized delivery based on 
LBS-specific requirements implemented via the listener parameter. PoSIM can 
perform several articulated positioning data management actions, such as conti-
nuous location monitoring to verify if the available data are really of interest 
(addFilter(...) method) or if relevant events occur (addEvent(...) me-
thod). In that way, LBS development and deployment are greatly simplified; the 
only burden for LBS providers is to decide the triggering events, filtering rules, 
and time intervals for each of their listeners. 
 
4.3 Positioning System Access Facility 
 
Smart LBSs and PM/DM can directly control the integrated positioning sys-
tems by exploiting the lower level API of the Positioning System Access Facility 
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(PSAF). PSAF supports APIs to dynamically handle the registration/cancellation 
and to retrieve/control infos/features of all the positioning systems locally 
available at the controlled mobile client. In particular, the PSAF API allows: 
1. to dynamically un/register a positioning system implementation in the set 
of locally available positioning solutions (the only constraint is that the reg-
istered positioning implementation offers a PSW-compliant interface, see 
the following); 
2. to interact with registered positioning systems via the Query/Control inter-
face. 
The PSAF Query/Control interface enables the interaction with registered posi-
tioning systems in an aggregated and synergic way, by taking decisions depending 
on the whole set of available systems. In particular, the Query interface includes 
the following methods: 
• getInfos(posSysSet)/getFeatures (posSys-Set), which returns 
the set of info/features for the specified set of positioning systems; 
• getInfo(posSysSet,name)/getFeature (posSys-Set, name), 
which returns the value of a specific info/feature for the specified set of po-
sitioning systems; 
• getAvailable(), which returns the list of the currently available posi-
tioning systems. 
The Control interface, instead, offers the method: 
• setFeature(posSysSet, name, value), which changes the value of 
the name feature for the specified set of positioning systems. 
For instance, in response to the invocation of getInfos(null), PSAF pro-
vides all the info of every registered positioning system, while the invocation of 
setFeature(GPS, State, off) commands PSAF to change to off the value 
of the feature State of the positioning system named GPS. 
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Figure 4.8 The architecture of the Positioning System Access Facility. 
 
Smart LBSs and PoSIM middleware components can invoke the Query/Control 
methods; only PoSIM administrators, instead, can access the Register/Cancel in-
terface. Let us stress that PSAF is the only way for higher middleware and appli-
cation layers to access integrated positioning systems, thus guaranteeing con-
trolled and system-safe accesses to low-layer positioning components, indepen-
dently of their specific technique and implementation peculiarities. The only re-
quirement is that positioning systems provide their infos/features via a specified 
interface; that interface is practically obtained by wrapping the implementations 
of positioning systems with PoSIM Positioning System Wrappers (PSWs). PSAF 
exploits Java introspection to dynamically determine and access the set of in-
fos/features exposed by the wrappers and actually implemented by the underlying 
positioning systems that are currently available in its deployment environment.  
 
4.4 Positioning System Wrapper 
 
As already pointed out, the Positioning System Wrapper (PSW) is the crucial 
middleware component that hides positioning system heterogeneity. It exposes 
to the upper middleware layers a common API, independent of the wrapped posi-
tioning system and of its implementation details, by providing infos/features com-
pliant to the exploited ontology for representing positioning-related data. For in-
stance, if the ontology in use specifies that accuracy values are integers in the [0, 
9] range, the PSW getAccuracy() method will provide location accuracy as an 
integer value. Any PSW component will interact with its wrapped positioning sys-
tem, retrieve the associated accuracy value by exploiting positioning-specific 
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awareness and syntax, and transform it accordingly to the adopted  ontology, e.g., 
transforming a “high accuracy” string return value in the correspondent integer. 
That ontology is the only knowledge to be shared among the PoSIM components, 
which allows policies, triggers, and filters exploiting that ontology to be specified 
independently of the positioning implementation details. 
Delving into finer details, PSW offers: 
• a getX() method for each feature provided by the wrapped positioning 
system, where X is the name of the feature; 
• a setX(value) method for each available modifiable feature, where val-
ue is the new value to be set for that feature; 
• an infoX() method to read each location-related information provided by 
the wrapped positioning system, where X is the info name. 
PSAF exploits Java reflection to correctly map its getX()/setX()/infoX() 
methods to the corresponding (sets of) lower-level invocations in the wrapped im-
plementations of currently available positioning systems. For instance, given the 
wrapper of a particular positioning system, to get the current value of the Location 
info, PSAF invokes its infoLocation() method, while, to change the value of 
the PowerConsumption feature, PSAF invokes its setPowerConsump-
tion(newStrategy) method, which changes the value of that feature to new-
Strategy.  
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Figure 4.9 The Positioning System Wrapper API. 
 
As already pointed out, the distinction between infos and features is the only 
assumption PoSIM performs on provided information. In fact, thanks to the adop-
tion of Java introspection, PoSIM components are independent from the details of 
information representation. The integration of a new and unexpected type of posi-
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tioning system into PoSIM only requires encapsulating it in a PSW that provides 
its infos and features through the above PSW interface.  
We have already stated the flexibility stemming from not relying upon any stat-
ically specified ontology. In this manner it is possible to adapt PoSIM to any lega-
cy component/application, even if not known at middleware development time. In 
the current PoSIM prototype implementation, we propose and adopt a simple on-
tology that should be taken into account when defining declarative policies, filter 
rules, and triggering events. The definition of such an ontology is not the specific 
scope of our research work and the currently exploited ontology can be easily 
modified/replaced without affecting the implementation of PoSIM components. In 
particular, the adopted ontology defines three main feature/info categories: man-
datory, common, and peculiar. According to the ontology, any integrated position-
ing system must offer mandatory features/infos. We consider as mandatory: 
• Location info, the last location information provided by the wrapped posi-
tioning system, 
• Timestamp info, the time in which the provided location info has been es-
timated,  
• PSState info, either on or off to indicate whether the positioning data has 
been obtained either correctly or not,  
• Name feature, to get positioning system name,  
• State feature, a modifiable feature to switch on/off a positioning system,  
• ExploitedComm feature, e.g., IEEE 802.11 for Ekahau and Bluetooth for 
the GPS solutions using Bluetooth connectivity towards their clients, and,  
• LocationType feature, whose value can be physical, symbolic or both.  
The infos/features classified as common are optional (some positioning sys-
tems may decide not to implement them) but pre-defined as they are of common 
and frequent usage. For instance:  
• Accuracy info, related to the provided location information, 
• PrivacyLevel feature, to indicate if the positioned client can hide its loca-
tion information, 
• PowerConsumption feature.  
Finally, we consider also the possibility to include other a-priori unknown in-
fos/features, peculiar to a specific positioning system and thus not usually shared 
between PSWs. For instance:  
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• GPS FixType info, which can be 2D, 3D or no fix and that makes sense on-
ly when considering the GPS positioning system, 
• the Ekahau Status feature, providing detailed Ekahau-specific information 
about the working status of the Ekahau Positioning Engine. 
Let us stress again the differences between common and peculiar fea-
tures/infos. For instance, PoSIM models the power consumption feature as com-
mon (not mandatory) because it is not always possible to evaluate power con-
sumption for every positioning system but the feature is of common usage and 
LBS developers could be aware of its possible availability. When the feature is 
available, there is the need to agree on the measurement unit of its returned value, 
e.g., in mwatt or in a scale from 0 to 9, and that is specified in the ontology. On 
the contrary, peculiar features/infos can be added freely by PSW implementers, 
with no impact on the adopted ontology and without any requirement on returned 
value semantic.  
Table 4.1 reports mandatory, common, and some examples of peculiar fea-
tures/infos. In the implemented ontology, the physical location information is 
modeled in terms of latitude, longitude, and altitude, while symbolic location in-
formation is represented as a layered (hierarchical) location, e.g. [Italy, Bologna, 
EngSchool, Lab2] (additional details in Section 4.6). Accuracy is represented by 
an integer value between 0 (minimum) and 9 (maximum). The privacy level has a 
value between 0, uncontrolled location information delivery, and 9, stealth mode, 
i.e., only the positioned client has access to its own location. Power consumption 
is modeled with a value in the [0, 9] range, usually measured in a static way (see 
the PoSIM implementation insights in the following section).  
Among the above listed infos/features, let us rapidly focus on two of them, 
State and PSState, to better explain their semantic. The State feature returns on/off 
depending on the fact that the positioning system is switched on/off, thus being 
exploitable or not to obtain positioning data. Even if a currently switched off posi-
tioning system cannot provide localization info, the correspondent PSW can con-
tinue to offer old positioning data based on previous values, implicitly specifying 
they are history-based estimations via the timestamp info. Also PSState is either 
on or off, representing if the positioning operations of a switched-on positioning 
system have been performed in a correct way in the last time interval. For in-
stance, even if a GPS device is active (State is on), it could not be able to provide 
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a correct location information (PSState is off) since there are not enough satellites 
in line of sight (no fix according to the GPS terminology). 
 
Table 4.1 Mandatory, optional, and peculiar infos/features as defined in the de-
fault PoSIM ontology. 
Category Name Modifiable
Mandatory 
Info 
Location n.a. 
Timestamp n.a. 
PSState n.a. 
Feature
Name no 
State yes 
ExploitedComm no/yes 
LocationType no/yes 
Common 
Info Accuracy n.a. 
Feature PrivacyLevel no/yes PowerConsumption no/yes 
Peculiar Info FixType (GPS) n.a. Feature Status (Ekahau) no 
 
4.5 PoSIM Implementation Insights 
 
In this section we present the PoSIM middleware at work in our actual experi-
mental test-bed; the main purpose is to exemplify how it is possible to provide in-
fos and set/get features of three off-the-shelf positioning solutions (GPS, an IEEE 
802.11-based positioning system, and a Bluetooth-based one) and a generic posi-
tioning system compliant with the JSR-179 Location API for J2ME. We provide 
some details about the operational mode of each integrated positioning system and 
compare exposed control capabilities and provided information. Furthermore, we 
point out how we have actually integrated these positioning systems implementing 
proper PSW components. Finally, we present an example of development and 
deployment of an LBS built on top of PoSIM together with some considerations 
related to the achieved experimental results. Additional information and the 
downloadable code of the PoSIM prototype, together with the PSWs for the pre-
sented positioning systems, are available at the PoSIM Web site [PoSIM]. 
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4.5.1 Integrated Positioning Systems 
Several heterogeneous positioning systems are currently widespread. Here we 
focus our attention on three of them, GPS, Ekahau and BTProximity, because they 
exemplify positioning system heterogeneity in terms of exploited positioning 
technique (e.g., triangulation, proximity), provided information (e.g., physical, 
symbolic location), and positioning delivery mode (e.g., on demand, event-
driven). The sub-section provides the few needed implementation insights about 
these three positioning techniques to understand the implementation decisions de-
scribed in the following. 
GPS is currently the most spread positioning system, exploited in several 
commercial applications ranging from navigation aid to car tracking. GPS deter-
mines node location via triangulation by exploiting knowledge about satellite con-
stellation position and node-satellite constellation distance [McNeff 2002].  
Ekahau [Ekahau] is a positioning system for Wi-Fi-based nodes and is based 
on techniques of scenario analysis and on characteristics of IEEE 802.11 commu-
nications, similarly to RADAR [Bahl and Padmanabhan 2000]. Scene analysis 
techniques include two phases: a preliminary off-line phase and an operational 
one. In the former phase, the positioning system gets knowledge about AP RSSI 
in the monitored environment, i.e., it associates physical locations with neighbor 
AP MAC addresses and corresponding RSSIs. In the latter phase, nodes send 
RSSI data to the Ekahau Positioning Engine (EPE), the Ekahau component which 
actually calculates node localization. EPE compares historical and currently ob-
served RSSI data, inferring node current location.  
BTProximity [PoSIM] is our original positioning system with user privacy ca-
pabilities, based on proximity techniques and Bluetooth communication technolo-
gy. In particular, BTProximity simply associates one node with the location of the 
closest reference point, i.e., Bluetooth device, whose distance is inferred by ex-
ploiting baseband connection RSSI. Other Bluetooth-based positioning systems 
are available in the literature [Genco 2005, Anastasi 2003]. Differently from them, 
BTProximity specifically focuses on privacy management: user privacy is 
achieved by carefully hiding node presence to reference points, that is not reveal-
ing to infrastructure nodes where the node is notwithstanding the node exploits 
reference points to determine its location. In particular, BTProximity supports the 
provisioning of three privacy levels: low, medium, and high. Each privacy level 
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corresponds to a different Bluetooth device configuration, as better detailed in the 
following. In particular, when BTProximity privacy level is 
• Low, the Bluetooth node periodically broadcasts a message, as reference 
points do, by revealing its presence to anyone (the Bluetooth node is in 
Page/Inquiry Scan mode [Bluetooth]); 
• Medium, the Bluetooth node does not broadcast messages but only accept 
incoming connections (the Bluetooth node is in Page Scan mode). If an ex-
ternal device knows the MAC address of the Bluetooth node, it could try to 
connect to it by performing a sort of blind connect; if the connection at-
tempt is successful, node location is revealed. Moreover, the Bluetooth 
node connects to visible reference points to determine RSSI values, by po-
tentially revealing its presence (the Bluetooth protocol requires active ba-
seband connections to determine RSSI); 
• High, the Bluetooth node completely hides its presence (stealth mode – the 
node is in No Scan mode). It neither broadcasts messages nor accepts in-
coming connections; it can only listen to reference points broadcasting 
messages. To maximize user privacy, the Bluetooth node does not even 
connect to reference points. Since without connection RSSI data is not 
available in Bluetooth, the Bluetooth node cannot understand which is its 
closest reference point. In this case, BTProximity provides, as current loca-
tion, the set of the locations of all reference points in radio communication 
range. 
Let us rapidly observe that BTProximity accuracy relevantly depends on re-
quired privacy level: the high-privacy level is intrinsically associated with a sig-
nificantly lower accuracy than low and medium BTProximity privacy levels. 
4.5.2 PSW Implementation Insights and Supported Infos/Features 
The current PoSIM prototype includes wrappers for all the positioning systems 
presented in the previous section plus an additional generic PSW suitable for any 
positioning solution exposing a JSR-179-compliant API. Table 4.2 reports infos 
and features offered by the implemented PSWs and describes how they trans-
form/represent gathered information to comply with the proposed ontology. 
GPS provides physical location information in terms of latitude, longitude, and 
altitude: no additional transformation actions on determined positioning data are 
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required to be compliant with our default PoSIM ontology. The GPS PSW gathers 
information from a GPS device communicating through a serial port (possibly via 
a Bluetooth-based virtual serial port) by exploiting the standard Java Communica-
tion API [JavaComm]. This permits to achieve full portability independently of 
the underlying operating system.  
In particular, when the State feature is on, the GPS PSW reads and parses 
NMEA 0183 sentences to achieve location information from the wrapped GPS 
positioning system. When that info is valid, i.e., the GPS device has a 2D or 3D 
fix, the PSState info value is set to on. The privacy level is fixed at the maximum 
value because the node computes its location in a completely decentralized man-
ner, without any support by neighbors or network servers. Finally, the GPS accu-
racy is dynamically inferred from the Horizontal Dilution Of Precision (HDOP), a 
GPS-specific value dependent on the current configuration of the satellite constel-
lation. In particular, our experiments have pointed out a rather linear relationship 
between HDOP values and accuracy in meters (see Figure 4.10). Therefore, the 
GPS PSW sets accuracy to 9 when HDOP is close to 0, to 0 when HDOP is great-
er than 30, and to linearly determined intermediate values otherwise. 
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Figure 4.10 Experimental results about the relationship between HDOP and accu-
racy in GPS. 
 
Ekahau can provide both physical and symbolic location data via event-driven 
API. However, positioning info is provided in relation to Ekahau internal maps; 
therefore, the Ekahau PSW must perform actions to transform the “proprietary” 
Ekahau location info accordingly to the exploited ontology. In particular, the Eka-
hau PSW is in charge of transforming physical coordinates and logical areas of 
Ekahau maps into latitude/longitude/altitude and layered location information, re-
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spectively, by exploiting additional context data related to maps. To this purpose, 
the only requirement is that Ekahau administrators orient their Ekahau maps to 
north and specify their top-left and bottom-right point coordinates, altitude, and 
possibly higher-layer symbolic location information, e.g., [Italy, Bologna], the 
country and the city where the map is located. When State is off, the Ekahau PSW 
stops locally gathering and sending RSSI data to EPE, with the benefit of rele-
vantly limiting power consumption. To this purpose, we do not exploit the pro-
prietary non-controllable Ekahau client but our own original and more flexible 
Ekahau client implementation with power consumption optimizations [PoSIM]. 
The Ekahau privacy level is limited: in fact, to gather RSSI values, the IEEE 
802.11 node willing to be positioned must turn on its wireless card, thus providing 
the network infrastructure with a certain degree of knowledge of its location. 
Moreover, when the EPE server is not local (the location estimation is made by an 
EPE server not running on the mobile client itself), the location info is necessarily 
disclosed to the EPE node. Finally, let us note that Ekahau allows accuracy tun-
ing: it is possible to request either an accurate or a latest computed location. 
BTProximity only provides symbolic information via event-driven API, di-
rectly in the form required by the ontology. The BTProximity PSW accuracy de-
pends on the number of locations provided; when only one location is provided, 
the accuracy is 8 (due to Bluetooth short range), when BTProximity provides a set 
of multiple locations corresponding to the visible Bluetooth reference points (e.g., 
because the privacy level is set to high), the accuracy level is set to 6.  
Finally, as already stated, the JSR-179 PSW implements a generic wrapper 
to every JSR-179 compliant positioning system. The JSR-179 PSW provides 
both physical and symbolic information (when made available by the wrapped po-
sitioning solution). To test our implementation, we have developed a JSR-179 
PSW encapsulating GPS devices and offering an interface that partially imple-
ments the JSR-179 API [PoSIM]. 
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Table 4.2 Features/infos for the 4 positioning systems integrated in the current 
PoSIM prototype. 
Positioning 
System Category Capability PSW Implementation 
Modifi-
able 
GPS 
Info 
Location no required actions n.a. 
PSState off if invalid fix, on if valid fix n.a. 
Timestamp time of the last location update n.a. 
Accuracy dependent on HDOP n.a. 
FixType no fix, 2D fix, 3D fix n.a. 
Feature 
Name GPS no 
State on: reading and parsing NMEA sentences off: not reading  yes 
ExploitedComm serial port name, e.g., COM2 or rfcomm yes 
LocationType physical no 
PrivacyLevel 9 (stealth mode) no 
Ekahau 
Info 
Location actions required to transform Ekahau map depen-dent information in absolute information n.a. 
PSState off: location information are not available on: location information are available n.a. 
Timestamp time of the last location update n.a. 
Accuracy either 5 (LatestLocation) or 7 (AccurateLocation) n.a. 
Feature 
Name Ekahau no 
State on: RSSI sending and location gathering off: neither RSSI nor location gathering yes 
ExploitedComm IEEE 802.11a/b/g no 
LocationType both yes 
PowerConsum-
ption 
dependent to the underlying IEEE 802.11 net-
work interface (7 if always on, 4 if in power sav-
ing) 
yes 
PrivacyLevel either 3 (remote EPE) or 6 (local EPE) no 
Accuracy either 5 (LatestLocation) or 7 (AccurateLocation) yes 
Status detailed state information provided by EPE no 
BTProximity 
Info 
Location no required actions n.a. 
PSState off: positioning deactivated, on: elsewhere n.a. 
Timestamp time of the last location update n.a. 
Accuracy 8 if only one location, 6 if more than a location n.a. 
Feature 
Name BTProximity no 
State off: positioning deactivated, on: elsewhere yes 
ExploitedComm Bluetooth device name, e.g., hci0 yes 
LocationType symbolic no 
PowerConsum-
ption 
2 (Bluetooth imposes limited power consump-
tion) no 
PrivacyLevel 5 (low), 7 (medium), 9 (high) yes 
JSR-179 
(Location 
API for 
J2ME) 
Info 
Location no required actions n.a. 
PSState on: state is AVAILABLE, off: elsewhere n.a. 
Timestamp time of the last location update n.a. 
Accuracy horizontal accuracy dependent n.a. 
Feature 
Name JSR179 no 
State on: gather location every second off: location gathering deactivated yes 
ExploitedComm JSR179 no 
LocationType both  yes 
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Figure 4.11 provides a global overview of our integrated positioning systems 
and related PSWs. An interesting aspect is that most middleware components are 
completely independent of the underlying operating system. On the contrary, each 
positioning system actively interacts, to some extent, with the operating system, 
often in a proprietary and non-portable way. Therefore, to maximize portability, 
we have designed and implemented a few interoperability middleware compo-
nents (striped in the figure). GPS, Ekahau, and BTProximity PSWs are widely 
portable: on the one hand, the Comm API provides a portable access to serial port; 
on the other hand, the IEEE80211NetInt/BluetoothNetInt component allows to 
portably access IEEE 802.11/Bluetooth features (we exploit the Comm API im-
plementation provided by the rxtx project since the Sun Comm API does not sup-
port MS Windows anymore). However, while BTProximity can fully work on Li-
nux since BlueZ drivers provides RSSI estimation, similar drivers are not yet 
available for MS Windows (in particular, it is impossible to gather Bluetooth con-
nection RSSI on MS XP/Vista). On MS Windows BTProximity cannot determine 
which is the closest visible reference point and thus provides every visible refer-
ence point as current location. IEEE80211NetInt and BluetoothNetInt functions 
are provided by the Network Interface Provider (NIP) component; additional de-
tails about NIP and how it transparently gathers RSSI values are extensively de-
scribed in the following chapter. 
Another interesting implementation insight is that PSW complexity greatly de-
pends on the characteristics of wrapped positioning systems, in particular the posi-
tioning data format and the adopted access method. For instance, the BTProximity 
PSW can access the underlying positioning system via event-driven API, thus re-
ducing possible overhead due to unnecessary polling; in addition, in this case, ga-
thered information are already compliant with the adopted ontology. On the con-
trary, the GPS PSW has to command the reading of NMEA 0183 sentences pro-
vided by GPS via serial port and to parse these sentences to extract location in-
formation, while the Ekahau PSW has to transform map-related location informa-
tion in absolute coordinates, thus increasing PSW implementation complexity. 
Further implementation details, out of the scope of this paper, and the PoSIM pro-
totype source code are available at the project Web site [PoSIM]. 
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Figure 4.11 The detailed architecture of the implemented PSWs and integrated 
positioning systems.  
 
4.5.3 An Example of PoSIM­based LBS  
To practically show how PoSIM integrates heterogeneous positioning systems 
and supports rapid LBS prototyping and deployment, this section presents an ex-
ample of LBS that takes advantage of PoSIM capabilities. In particular, we report 
about the development and testing of an Advertising service, deployed in a wide 
shopping mall consisting of several distributed buildings. The Advertising LBS 
aims to offer commercial information whenever a user is in the proximity of pre-
defined locations, such as previously registered shops. Moreover, if the user ac-
cepts to disclose her location data, the LBS wants to record user paths for user 
movement pattern analysis, both inside buildings and in the paths between build-
ings. To gather the maximum amount of positioning-related data, the LBS needs 
to simultaneously exploit all the available positioning systems: GPS for outdoor 
localization, Ekahau for indoor physical and symbolic localization, and BTProx-
imity for indoor symbolic localization. 
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Delving into finer details, it is possible to summarize the Advertising LBS re-
quirements as follows: i) to simplify LBS working, the collected location informa-
tion must be represented in a uniform way, ii) to correctly perform user tracking, 
physical information must be delivered at least every 10 meters, despite the ac-
tually exploited positioning system, and iii) a secondary requirement is to improve 
the robustness of LBS results by exploiting the location information from the most 
accurate source whenever multiple sources are simultaneously available. 
 
<Data> 
  <timestamp time="1173974696718" /> 
  <sources> 
    <source name="GPS"> 
      <info Location = "physical: latitude = 00.00 N, longi-
tude = 00.00 E, altitude = 50.0" /> 
      <info PSState="off" /> 
      <info Accuracy="0" /> 
      <info FixType="No fix" /> 
      <info Timestamp="..." /> 
    </source> 
    <source name="Ekahau"> 
      <info Location = "physical: latitude = 44.48 N, longi-
tude = 11.32 E, altitude = 103; symbolic: [(Italy, Bologna, 
ShopCentre, TravelAgency)]"/> 
      <info PSState="on" /> 
      <info Accuracy="7" /> 
      <info Timestamp="..." /> 
    </source> 
    <source name="BTProximity"> 
      <info Location= "symbolic: [(Italy, Bologna, ShopCen-
tre, TravelAgency), (Italy, Bologna, ShopCenter, CoffeShop)]" 
/> 
      <info PSState="on" /> 
      <info Accuracy="6" /> 
      <info Timestamp="..." /> 
    </source> 
  </sources> 
</Data> 
Figure 4.12 The positioning information document provided by LBS in the Ad-
vertising LBS example. 
 
PoSIM dramatically facilitates the design and implementation of such an Ad-
vertising LBS. First of all, PoSIM provides uniform location information in com-
pliance with the representation syntax and semantic described in the adopted on-
tology. For instance, Figure 4.12 reports the information provided by PoSIM in-
side a building: note that GPS accuracy is minimum because GPS is unsuitable for 
indoor localization (PSState is off), Ekahau provides both physical and symbolic 
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location data, and BTProximity accuracy is only 6 because in this case it can only 
provide multiple locations of Bluetooth reference points in visibility. 
Since Ekahau provides physical information in terms of latitude, longitude, and 
altitude, the distance(...) triggering event presented in Section 4.2 could be 
exploited even when the user moves from inside to outside a building, i.e., even 
when Ekahau becomes unavailable and GPS starts to be the positioning system 
actually providing the location data (and vice versa). In that way, the second re-
quirement is easily fulfilled.  
Finally, it is possible to answer to the third requirement by simply activating 
the highAccuracy(8) isolated policy and the onBestAccuracy(1) ordering 
policy. The former automatically deactivates positioning systems with accuracy 
lower than 8; the latter, with higher priority, always maintain the positioning sys-
tem with highest priority switched on. Therefore, consequently to the enforcement 
of these two policies, the only positioning system available outdoor is GPS, and 
both Ekahau and BTProximity are deactivated there. When the node to be posi-
tioned moves indoor, the GPS accuracy rapidly decreases while Ekahau and 
BTProximity become available (BTProximity with high privacy level and thus 
with limited accuracy). When GPS accuracy goes lower than 8, the highAccu-
racy policy would try to deactivate it but the prioritized onBestAccuracy poli-
cy keeps GPS active because it is still the only positioning system available. Only 
when GPS accuracy goes lower than 7, i.e., below Ekahau accuracy, PoSIM deac-
tivates GPS and activates Ekahau.  
In place of highAccuracy and onBestAccuracy policies, the Advertising 
LBS could exploit the onlyHighAccuracy filter rule, thus gathering information 
only related to positioning systems with high accuracy. However, by adopting the 
two policies above, it is possible to achieve the additional goal of limiting power 
consumption because policies switch off positioning systems instead of just dis-
carding unnecessary positioning information. 
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4.6 Privacy Enabler: Effective and Privacy­enabled Location 
Management  
 
When LBSs will get out from research labs and will involve a wide public of 
final users, two primary issues will come out as essential: the former is the tech-
nical challenge of how to effectively manage the exchange of positioning infor-
mation (and of its variations), also by considering the high heterogeneity of cur-
rently used positioning systems and location information; the latter is a social is-
sue, i.e., how to guarantee the proper level of user privacy given the need to dis-
close, to some extent, user location information to enable LBSs. 
While our PoSIM middleware provides a valuable support to easily and quick-
ly develop and deploy LBSs based on heterogeneous positioning systems, it does 
not consider user privacy requirements when disclosing location information to 
LBSs themselves. In fact, LBSs can be deployed on remote untrusted nodes and 
can potentially harm user privacy, e.g., publishing her location on public Web 
pages. 
In addition to the PoSIM middleware, we have developed the Privacy Enabler 
solution; its objective is to support the management of the user privacy consi-
dering both user and LBS requirements. In particular it discloses user location 
at the proper degree of accuracy, to correctly invoke LBSs while not providing the 
actual user position. Note that the Privacy Enabler is external to the PoSIM mid-
dleware itself and can be even regarded as an example of LBS application, e.g., 
exploiting high-level API provided by the DM component. However, it can be 
used also as an additional and optional PoSIM component LBS clients can take 
advantage of. 
Delving into finer details, the original contribution of our Privacy Enabler solu-
tion is the extension of the PoSIM middleware with functions for efficient han-
dling of location information with privacy requirements. Our extended mid-
dleware prototype can provide LBSs with location data exposed at the most prop-
er level of precision (location granularity); the main idea is to manage user priva-
cy by disclosing user location only partially, i.e., at a lower accuracy. The defini-
tion of proper granularity strictly depends on the applicable privacy and efficiency 
requirements, dynamically negotiated between clients and LBSs. This is important 
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particularly when LBSs are deployed on remote nodes; once the mobile client has 
disclosed user location information, there is no guarantee the remote LBS actually 
exploits this information only to properly provide the required service and then 
discards it. In fact, the LBS could even spread this information without any capa-
bility of the user to prevent or even only monitor it. In this section we specifically 
consider the case of remote LBSs, since more challenging in relation to user pri-
vacy management. 
In addition note that Privacy Enabler manages user location privacy in a greatly 
different manner if compared with positioning systems described in the previous 
sections. In fact, Privacy Enabler does not aim to change the behavior of underly-
ing positioning systems. Instead it actively downgrades the accuracy of the loca-
tion information retrieved by positioning systems or the PoSIM Data Manager 
component. The primary goal is to disclose the location information only partial-
ly. 
A first element to consider in LBSs with user location privacy requirements is 
to determine who is in charge of positioning. We claim that privacy-enabled LBSs 
are simpler to develop and deploy when clients (or trusted positioning servers in 
client localities) are the only entities fully aware of their location and are respon-
sible for communicating it to LBSs. Note that the spread of client-based position-
ing systems, such as GPS and BTProximity, is pushed not only by their great sca-
lability, but also by their gained acceptance in user communities. Positioning sys-
tems able to compute the user location without any external component aid are in-
herently considered as more suitable in relation to privacy concerns, and thus 
more widely adopted. Therefore, we focus our work on localization solutions 
where clients estimate their positions either in a completely autonomous decentra-
lized way or via local trusted servers close to them, such as in the case of Ekahau.  
Another relevant factor to improve location privacy is to disclose positioning 
information at the proper granularity, i.e., with the minimum precision needed to 
satisfy the LBS provisioning requirements. To this purpose we have focused on 
the simple symbolic representation model with variable granularity levels. Table 
4.3 exemplifies possible client positions with different granularity: depending on 
the precision required by an LBS, the useful position information for a mobile 
client may be either α (granularity=3) or β (granularity=4). In particular, if an LBS 
requires granularity x, even if the client can obtain its position with granularity 
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y>x, the client should only divulgate its localization with granularity x, i.e., with 
the minimum possible precision. For instance, locations from 1 to 7 may represent 
successive positions in a user path with granularity=6, while LBS-required granu-
larity could be lower; that example will be exploited in the experimental result 
section in the following.  
 
Table 4.3 Our Granularity-differentiated Symbolic Location Model. 
Location ID Granularity Location information 
α 3 Italy, Tuscany, Florence 
β 4 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, EngFaculty 
l1 6 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, EngFaculty, Lab2, PhDZone 
l2 6 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, EngFaculty, Lab2, Office 
l3 6 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, EngFaculty, Lab2, StudZone 
l4 6 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, EngFaculty, CommLab, BTStation 
l5 6 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, EngFaculty, CommLab, Admin 
l6 6 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, MathFaculty, Floor1, Room12 
l7 6 Italy, Emilia, Bologna, MathFaculty, Floor1, Room5 
 
The proper location granularity should be negotiated, for any client-LBS 
pair, depending on both user preferences and LBS requirements. Our primary 
solution guideline is to adopt middleware-level proxies, which execute on the 
fixed network in client proximity, for granularity negotiation and location obfus-
cation on behalf of their associated clients. Proxies can alleviate resource-limited 
devices from location management operations and, most important, can enforce 
location privacy requirements with no impact on client application logic. By fo-
cusing on middleware efficiency, let us point out that usual CPU/memory limita-
tions of mobile clients suggest deploying middleware components over the fixed 
network, possibly in proximity of the served mobile clients, while portable devic-
es should only host thin clients, loaded by need and automatically discarded after 
service. In addition, by choosing appropriate granularity, they can significantly 
reduce the network traffic exchanged due to position modifications. For instance, 
in the case of LBSs with results to update at location changes with granularity=4, 
our proxies can inform LBSs about the movements of their associated clients only 
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when changing faculty buildings and not when entering new rooms in the same 
building. 
We have identified two different proxy-based architectures for privacy-
enhanced efficient management of location data: with proxies only on client side 
(CProxies) and with both client- and server-sided proxies (CProxies and SProx-
ies). Middleware solutions based on CProxies only are simpler to deploy since 
there is no need for server-sided support infrastructure; however, the achievable 
privacy is intrinsically limited by the fact that LBSs could identify clients by 
tracking associated proxies (the countermeasure is overloading clients by forcing 
them to continuously change exploited proxy instances). A double level of mid-
dleware proxies can achieve greater privacy and anonymity: when using CProxies 
and SProxies, the middleware can mediate any communication between clients 
and LBSs; in addition, CProxies/SProxies can be the only entities to know the 
specific privacy preferences of their associated clients/LBSs.  
Figure 4.13 depicts the architecture of our middleware solution, based on two 
level of proxies (CProxies and SProxies). Each mobile client hosts the execution 
of a lightweight Mobile Node Stub (MNStub) and is assisted by one CProxy run-
ning on the fixed network, in the same network locality of the Wi-Fi access point 
that currently provides client connectivity. MNStub works to achieve seamless 
roaming by pre-fetching data when its mobile client is expected to perform a han-
dover, by alleviating problems due to temporary network unavailability. CProxy is 
a mobile agent that migrates by following mobile client changes of access points, 
thus maintaining co-locality with the served MNStub (the dotted line in the figure 
represents wireless communications between MNStub and its CProxy). CProxy 
co-locality with its associated MNStub notwithstanding client roaming permits to 
reduce network latency and overhead during service provisioning. CProxy is in 
charge of client-side privacy maintenance and granularity negotiation. Finally, 
each deployed LBS interworks with one server-sided SProxy that transparently 
enhances its LBS with privacy negotiation functionality. 
CProxy and SProxy exploit a secure SSL communication channel to negotiate 
the appropriate location granularity and to exchange the needed position modifica-
tions. Note that, in our middleware solution, users should exclusively trust their 
CProxies and the same applies to LBSs with their SProxies, thus requiring the es-
tablishment of only local trust relationships with middleware components.  
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To better detail how our middleware works, the mobile client informs CProxy 
about its privacy level requirements, i.e., the maximum granularity at which it 
agrees on exposing its location. CProxy possibly decreases exposed location gra-
nularity in the case that LBS requirements are compatible (lower than privacy-
related ones). Then, CProxy invokes service execution to SProxy, which finally 
contacts the actual LBS component. Let us note that each proxy level can contri-
bute to reduce network traffic to preserve wireless link bandwidth: CProxy does 
not communicate location changes not relevant for LBS granularity requirements; 
similarly, SProxy does not notify service result variations with finer granularity 
than client privacy requirements in the case of publish/subscribe model of interac-
tion.  
Our flexible middleware architecture can simply enable alternative solutions 
for location granularity filtering: for instance, CProxy could forward mobile client 
location at maximum precision, together with user privacy requirements, to 
SProxy; SProxy could be the only responsible for granularity reduction, by in-
creasing location update traffic but potentially enlarging the usability of location 
data if SProxy serves different LBS components with differentiated granularity 
requirements in its locality. It is also possible to downscale location granularity 
only to respect LBS desiderata, thus obtaining only a form of user anonymity and 
not location obfuscation. 
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Figure 4.13 The Architecture of our Proxy-based Middleware for Location Man-
agement. 
 
Let us finally point out that, to achieve stronger user anonymity, our middle-
ware can be easily extended by implementing either Onion or Mix mechanisms in 
CProxy [Dingledine et al. 2004, Berthold et al. 2000]. These solutions both specif-
ically focus on providing users with strong anonymity, independently of position 
and movements, by concentrating on real-time Internet services and on malicious 
attackers capable of observing any communication link. Another possibility is to 
associate one CProxy with all mobile clients served by one access point, thus mix-
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ing the requests of different users to the same LBS but introducing a potential per-
formance bottleneck.  
 
Experimental Results 
To quantitatively evaluate the performance of our two-level proxy-based mid-
dleware, we have considered the case of a simple LBS that provides clients with 
the list of all resources available in their locality. Suppose that clients move from 
l1 to l7 (see Table 4.3) at provision time; the positioning system can estimate user 
location with granularity 6, the LBS requests granularity 5, and users desire to 
disclose their position with granularity 4; each location has the same number of 
resources (10) and resource descriptions have all the same size (3.3KB each).  
To identify the isolated overhead contribution due to our middleware, we have 
decided to consider four possible working modes: 
• PrivacyOff – the proposed middleware is not used, i.e., mobile clients re-
quest service provisioning directly to LBS; 
• Anonymous – the middleware does not perform any location granularity 
downscaling; 
• Server Side Privacy Management (SSPM) – the middleware SProxy per-
forms granularity downscaling and resource filtering; 
• Client Side Privacy Management (CSPM) – the same as SSPM but with 
CProxy in charge of downscaling and filtering. 
The experimental results reported in the following are specific for the above 
scenario. However, similar results can be obtained in any deployment environ-
ment where potential positioning granularity is greater than LBS requirements 
(that condition applies to most LBSs, such as in city/museum guide assistants 
based on Wi-Fi positioning estimation. 
From the deployment point of view, in the experimental testbed CProxy, 
SProxy, and LBS run on different nodes with different available bandwidths. In 
particular, the mobile client and CProxy communicate through a wireless link 
with limited bandwidth of 500Kbit/s; CProxy and SProxy can exploit a 2Mbit/s 
wired connection to mimic geographic distribution; the bandwidth between 
SProxy and LBS is 8Mbit/s. We have deployed our middleware components on 
Pentium4  2.8GHz desktops with 1GB RAM connected to the same 100 Mbit/s 
LAN; differentiated bandwidths are obtained via emulation. 
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Since LBS granularity is greater than user privacy level, when the middleware 
performs location downscaling for privacy requirements, LBS tends to send more 
service results than needed. For instance, when a client is in l1, LBS provides all 
the objects in EngFaculty and not only Lab2 objects. To reduce useless traffic and 
service response time, the middleware tailors LBS results accordingly to actual 
user location, independently of enforced privacy. Moreover, when a client moves 
from l1 to l2/l3, or from l4 to l5, or from l6 to l7, the middleware does not propa-
gate new mobile client service requests (request dropping) since it is aware that no 
location variation of interest for LBS has occurred.  
We have identified one synthetic performance indicator, Cumulative Service 
Time (CST), defined as the sum of all service response times experienced in the 
current and already visited locations. For instance, CST at l3 is the sum of re-
sponse times measured in l1, l2, and l3. The CST indicator is relevant to under-
stand middleware performance while used in the typical usage scenario of clients 
continuously accessing their LBS while moving along a path, where it is some-
times possible to reduce response time and network traffic thanks to request drop-
ping.  
Figure 4.14 reports CST for the different middleware working modes (not in-
cluding the delay for SSL channel instantiation between CProxy and SProxy - 
about 547ms – which has to be sustained only once at CProxy startup).  
In the case of PrivacyOff, the mobile client directly contacts LBS and performs 
service requests anytime the mobile client changes location, regardless LBS gra-
nularity. Therefore, CST exhibits an almost linear growth when increasing loca-
tion ID. When the working mode is Anonymous, instead, service response time in 
each location greatly depends on current and already visited locations: the two 
proxies introduce a nonnegligible delay when the mobile client does its first re-
quest to LBS (l1) due to request/response propagation through our middleware 
components (1438ms instead of 813ms for PrivacyOff). However, successive res-
ponses, e.g., the ones from l2 and l3, are prompter (about 200ms in place of more 
than 700ms) because CProxy can also perform request dropping. 
In all cases where location management has the twofold goal of privacy en-
forcement and traffic reduction, the most interesting middleware working modes 
are SSPM and CSPM. In both modes, LBS sends more objects than strictly 
needed because our middleware provides it with downscaled client location. In 
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SSPM mode, it is the SProxy that performs service tailoring and unfiltered data 
only overload the LBS-to-SProxy link: CST at l7 is only 140ms higher than in 
Anonymous mode. In CSPM mode, since CProxy is in charge of service tailoring, 
unfiltered results also overload the SProxy-to-CProxy communication link, by in-
troducing additional delay. However, actual user location is visible only at the 
client side in CSPM, thus achieving a stronger and more secure level of privacy. 
Finally, let us note that the middleware performance can be further increased in 
any deployment case where i) the difference between location granularity and 
LBS requirements is large, thus enabling frequent request dropping at CProxy, 
and ii) the caching of either client location data or service results makes sense (for 
instance, result caching at SProxy when it serves multiple clients and at CProxy 
when it deals with successive requests of the same user).  
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Figure 4.14 CST for different working modes. 
 
4.7 Summary of Contributions and Original Aspects 
 
As Chapter 3 has already shown, several research activities have recently ad-
dressed the area of dynamically integrating positioning systems, in particular to 
fuse location information from different sources [Ranganathan et al. 2004, Spa-
noudakis et al. 2003]. Most solutions propose transparent approaches that hide 
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applications from positioning complexity, but do not support any application-
specific form of control on the positioning techniques currently available at a 
node. Instead, PoSIM provides a uniform access to both gather data and control 
the behavior of integrated heterogeneous positioning systems. 
Only a few proposals have just started to delineate cross-layer supports that 
provide application-level visibility of low-level details and control features of 
available positioning techniques [Graumann et al. 2003, Agre et al. 2002]. How-
ever, [Graumann et al. 2003] only claims the need for cross-layer middleware so-
lutions to smartly select the most suitable positioning system at runtime. [Agre et 
al. 2002], instead, supports the control of positioning systems in a hard-coded and 
not flexible manner. In addition, to achieve the visibility of data and control fea-
tures of a specific positioning system, [Agre et al. 2002] requires its full static 
knowledge, thus significantly increasing the LBS development complexity. In-
stead, PoSIM not only provides full visibility of low-level details, but permits 
even to dynamically change the adopted control policy. 
In other words, PoSIM considers the aforementioned contributions and answers 
similar issues by greatly improving the dynamicity, flexibility, and extendibility 
of the support for positioning integration and management. To the best of our 
knowledge, no support solution in the literature addresses the challenge of cross-
layer integrated control of available positioning systems by considering run-
time application-level requirements in a flexible and extensible way and at dy-
namically differentiated levels of visibility. 
In fact, the original translucent approach of the PoSIM middleware permits to 
access integrated positioning systems in both a transparent and middleware-
mediated way, respectively fitting simple and smart LBS requirements. PoSIM 
not only supplies low-level information, but also permits an active control of in-
tegrated positioning systems, via the proper exploitation and/or definition of pol-
icies, events, and filters. In addition to providing a useful integration tool freely 
available for download and further refinement to the LBS community, the PoSIM 
project has also demonstrated, via practical examples, how the adoption of our 
middleware can leverage LBS development by relevantly facilitating both the 
synergic exploitation of positioning systems and the rapid LBS prototyp-
ing/deployment.  
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In addition, to the best of our knowledge, there are no research activities pro-
posing middleware solutions to simultaneously face location privacy issues and 
efficient management of positioning data, by exchanging location information 
with differentiated granularity levels. Some interesting work in the literature al-
ready handles some partial aspects related to client-based positioning and user lo-
cation privacy. [Ward et al. 2004] proposes location obfuscation: LBSs can only 
access a uniformly downscaled location information (with lower precision and 
lower geographical granularity) instead of exact client positions. [Titkov et al. 
2003] realizes user anonymity through a Mediator Agent, i.e., either a user-
controlled or a trusted-third-party mediator that separates mobile terminals from 
service providers on the fixed network. Differently from the above contributions, 
our solution performs location management in a simple and lightweight man-
ner, by providing a partial form of anonymity, suitable and sufficient for most 
LBSs. However, let us rapidly observe that solutions like [Dingledine et al. 2004, 
Berthold et al. 2000] are complementary to our proposal and can be integrated 
with it.  
Let us finally note that our novel Privacy Enabler solution supports the priva-
cy-enabled location management decoupling the responsibility of location main-
tenance/processing from service-side application components. In this manner it 
also simplifies the design and implementation of LBSs. The most novel contribu-
tion of our Privacy Enabler is that it discloses user location only when actually 
required and at a proper granularity considering both user and LBS re-
quirements. Our Privacy Enabler prototype demonstrates that it is possible to 
achieve feasible performance even without sacrificing portability, by adopting de-
centralized proxy-based solutions capable of reducing network traffic via proper 
management of different location granularities. 
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Chapter 5 – Middleware for Seamless ABS connectivity 
in Multi­hop Multi­path Scenarios 
 
The widespread availability of multiple wireless interfaces (Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, 
UMTS, …) and of increasing computing resources at portable devices is pushing 
towards the novel ABS scenario where there is a wide set of connectivity oppor-
tunities, changing at anytime. We have already showed the need of innovative 
models and original context-aware middlewares to face the challenge of ABS 
connectivity management over multi-hop, multi-path, heterogeneous wireless 
networks. In particular, the full exploitation of multi-hop multi-path connectivity 
opportunities offered by heterogeneous wireless interfaces could enable innova-
tive deployment scenarios where mobile nodes dynamically self-organize to of-
fer/exploit Internet connectivity at best.  
In this chapter, we propose a novel middleware that tries to find the optimal 
balance in several directions by following a general solution of a tradeoff between 
the extreme ones. We have decided to follow design rules of tradeoff between lo-
cal and global management, tradeoff between single- and multi-path granular-
ity, and tradeoff between static and dynamic responsiveness. On behalf of run-
ning applications, the middleware aims to seamlessly exploit the available con-
nectivity opportunities at best (in terms of bandwidth, economic costs, durability, 
…), by composing them at runtime depending on context, e.g., application re-
quirements, user preferences, and expected node mobility. In particular, our novel 
middleware can enable the ABS scenario by effectively considering a limited set 
of practical indicators for a coarse-grained estimation of expected reliabili-
ty/quality of multi-hop paths available at runtime.  
In short, our innovative middleware manages the durability/throughput-aware 
formation and selection of different multi-hop paths simultaneously, based on 
practical lightweight indicators on node mobility and wireless network characte-
ristics. In addition, it proactively manages active connections in order to minimize 
user perceived service interruption whenever a mobile client perform a handover 
procedure. 
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Differently from first middleware proposals emerged for the ABS scenario, we 
have focused our attention to the support of continuous services via multi-hop 
multi-path heterogeneous connectivity. To that specific purpose, we claim the 
need for innovative evaluation processes with the primary goal of maximizing 
connectivity durability, e.g., to minimize the number of channel reconfiguration 
unless quality requirements cannot be met with currently used connectors. As a 
secondary but crucial goal, these evaluation processes should work to maximize 
useful throughput for the served services while minimizing power consumption 
at mobile clients. In addition, for the sake of performance and scalability, evalua-
tion metrics should be primarily based on context data that can be directly ga-
thered at mobile nodes, limiting interaction with the network infrastructure to cru-
cial context information to reduce the imposed monitoring overhead.  
About context awareness, let us notice that we do not aim to provide here a 
general-purpose framework for the gathering and disclosure of high-level context 
information. Our solution only aims to identify and exploit a limited subset of re-
levant context information, e.g., dynamically changing degree of node mobility, to 
effectively address mobility-related multimedia management issues. 
Based on the above guidelines, we have designed and implemented the Multi-
hop Multi-path Heterogeneous Connectivity (MMHC) middleware, which specifi-
cally targets the support of continuous services in ABS scenarios.  
In particular, the chapter presents how MMHC models any possibly available 
connector, how it performs its original evaluation process based also on connector 
classification, and how it manages connectivity continuity. In fact, there are three 
primary novelty aspects in MMHC: i) the support to very heterogeneous type of 
connectors, by considering their differentiated characteristics, ii) the wide set of 
context information, at different levels of abstraction, exploited by the evaluation 
process, and iii) the dynamic management of connectivity opportunities and 
connections, to achieve the most suitable channels and minimize user perceived 
service interruption when a channel re-configuration is required.  
First, we provide a description of the supported connector types and analyze 
our middleware architecture from a high-level point of view (Section 5.1); note 
that the provided connector classification reflects our primary guideline of consi-
dering user mobility as the most crucial context information. Then, we point out 
how the proposed MMHC middleware actually supports multi-hop multi-path he-
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terogeneous connectivity, by analyzing its primary components in charge of man-
aging networking opportunities and presenting achieved performance results (Sec-
tion 5.2). Finally, we describe how the middleware provides the application layer 
with continuous connectivity by considering the challenging case of a service with 
strict continuity requirements, e.g., audio/video streaming (Section 5.3). 
 
5.1 MMHC Deployment Scenario and Architecture  
 
MMHC originally supports different types of connectors and classifies them 
according to the taxonomy depicted in Figure 5.1. MMHC supports infrastructure-
based connectors with IEEE 802.11 and GPRS interfaces. In addition, MMHC 
supports peer-based connectors with IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth interfaces. Infra-
structure connectors are always fixed, i.e., it is assumed they cannot move; peer 
connectors can be either fixed or mobile. 
 
Connector
jointtransient
fixed
peer
(un/trusted)
infrastructure
(trusted)
mobile
mobile
client
joint
transient
Figure 5.1 Types of connectors supported in MMHC. 
 
MMHC considers crucial aspects that deeply differentiate the runtime behavior 
of peer and infrastructure connectors. First of all and most important, MMHC dis-
tinguishes fixed and mobile connectors. Understanding whether a peer connector 
is fixed/mobile is crucial (and a challenging issue) because it directly impacts on 
the stability of offered connectivity: mobile peers usually become unavailable 
with higher probability because more easily they can exit the client radio range. In 
particular, MMHC considers an innovative and highly dynamic context indicator: 
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the mutual degree of mobility between a mobile client and the associated mobile 
peer connector. MMHC classifies mobile connectors as either transient or joint, 
depending on the fact that, respectively, the connectors move with either different 
or the same speed (in both module and direction) of the associated mobile client. 
The transient/joint sub-class obviously depends on mobility behaviors at runtime 
and its correct dynamic determination/update is a key point for MMHC effective-
ness in terms of limited overhead and durable evaluation process results. In fact, 
MMHC supports the exploitation of both transient and joint mobile connectors, 
but transient ones usually have higher probability of becoming rapidly unavaila-
ble, e.g., because the transient mobile peer is a PDA carried by a user walking on 
the same sidewalk with opposite direction. On the contrary, joint mobile peers, 
such as a PDA connector sharing the same train wagon with its client, can proba-
bly provide a more suitable connectivity offer with greater durability. 
Besides client and connector mobility, MMHC considers even the trust de-
gree. Infrastructure connectors are considered always trusted, i.e., MMHC as-
sumes that this type of connectors always try to forward the traffic of associated 
clients (and are expected to succeed, apart from dependability issues due to traffic 
congestion) and do not endanger user privacy (no traffic auditing). Security issues 
are not the primary focus of the MMHC research project and are not addressed in 
the thesis. Instead, MMHC dynamically determines the trust level of peer connec-
tors depending on connector runtime behavior (based on user preferences, past in-
teraction history, and client location). MMHC evaluates the above classification 
for the eligible connectors of a given client only at the beginning of its service 
session. The classification of connectors into trusted/untrusted sub-classes is a ra-
ther infrequent decision, expected not to change during a service session.  
 
Starting from above connector considerations, we have designed and imple-
mented the MMHC middleware to support the ABS scenario, by originally and 
specifically considering client mobility degree as primary context information. 
Figure 5.2 represents how the MMHC middleware is logically organized. The 
MMHC layered architecture reflects the major phases in handover procedures al-
ready presented in Chapter 3: Context Gathering to collect information about mo-
bile clients and remote connectors, Metric Application to evaluate interfac-
es/channels/paths suitability, and Continuity Manager to support the seamless 
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handover among connectors. The Context Gathering layer consists of the Net-
work Interface Provider (NIP) and the Mobility & Peer Estimator (MPE) compo-
nents, which are the primary context sources in MMHC. NIP provides a uniform 
and aggregated access to underlying network interfaces, e.g., by providing the set 
of available connectors for each interface; MPE determines mobility state for 
clients and connectors, e.g., whether a client is currently still or mobile and the 
probability a handover will occur in a short time interval. MPE strictly reflects the 
importance of the mobility degree in our original solution. The Metric Applica-
tion layer consists of Connector Manager (CoM), Routing Manager (RoM) and 
Path Application Selector (PAS) that respectively evaluate connectors, channels, 
and paths. CoM identifies the list of suitable connectors and performs one-hop 
channels with them depending on context information locally available and on the 
whole mobile client requirements to perform to; RoM considers both local and 
remote context information and accordingly changes routing rules between chan-
nels provided by CoM in order to achieve multi-hop paths; PAS selects the most 
suitable path in the RoM-provided list by additionally considering application-
specific requirements. The Continuity Management layer is mainly composed of 
the Smart Buffer (SB) that proactively adapts client-side buffer size and trigger 
reconfiguration/migration of infrastructure-side components (further details in 
Section 5.3).  
Let us note that Figure 5.2 not only points out each MMHC component role, 
but also delineates the associated abstraction layer: MIP provides information 
about available connectors; MPE is at a slightly higher abstraction level and ex-
ploits NIP output to dynamically evaluate mobile client and connector mobility 
degree; CoM interacts with connectors to estimate their suitability for realizing re-
liable and durable channels; RoM provides durable paths based on both local and 
remote information; PAS evaluates RoM-provided paths to select the best one for 
each application; SB provides applications with the abstraction of a continuous 
connectivity. 
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Figure 5.2 MMHC logical organization. 
 
Figure 5.3 depicts how we have implemented the model of Figure 5.2 in the 
design and implementation of the MMHC prototype architecture. Differently from 
the purely layered model of Figure 5.2, the MMHC architecture adopts a cross-
layer solution for the sake of performance: NIP behaves as input for both MPE 
and CoM; MPE provides information to both CoM and SB, and is configured by 
CoM by exploiting a feedback loop; moreover, each MMHC component not only 
provides its features and information to other middleware components, but also to 
the application layer. In this manner, MMHC is able to behave both as an auto-
nomous and self-contained system providing the most suitable path and as a sup-
port component useful for other support infrastructure, e.g., the SB solution which 
is actually implemented as an external middleware for continuity management 
deployed on top of MMHC. In any case, a clear distinction between context ga-
thering, metric application and continuity management is ensured. The rest of the 
chapter provides details about the primary components of the current MMHC 
middleware prototype: NIP and MPE for context gathering, CoM, RoM and PAS 
for metric application, SB for continuity management. 
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Figure 5.3 MMHC architecture. 
 
5.2 MMHC Evaluation Process  
 
The evaluation process is in charge of gathering context information, evaluat-
ing the suitability degree of networking opportunities, and of providing applica-
tions with connections they can exploit to access remote resources. 
First of all this section shows how it is possible to evaluate networking oppor-
tunities based on the two crucial context information we believe a middleware so-
lution for ABS scenario consider, i.e., connectivity durability and throughput 
(Section 5.2.1). Then, it presents how it is possible to gather these context infor-
mation via both previous considerations related to multi-hop heterogeneous paths 
and runtime wireless environment monitoring (Section 5.2.2). Finally, it points 
out how the context information above are exploited to achieve the most suitable 
channels and paths (Section 5.2.3). 
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Let us rapidly note that the section not only provides details related to compo-
nent implementation, but also performance results achieved deploying and testing 
our MMHC middleware in simulated environments and actual on-field test-beds. 
5.2.1 Adopted Context Information 
By looking at the CAMPO area state-of-the-art, it is possible to note that most 
work proposes elegant but complex models for dynamic selection of network op-
portunities, without considering practical mobility aspects that can relevantly sim-
plify the management with notable advantages in terms of performance and with 
limited negative effects on decision optimality.  
In fact, based on our on-the-field experience, we claim that two main parame-
ters have a key impact on networking opportunity characteristics: expected dura-
bility and throughput, which are specific representatives, respectively, of the gen-
eral properties of reliability and quality. On the one hand, given that clients and 
peers are all mobile and may join/leave their networks abruptly, ABS connectivi-
ty durability is far more “fragile” than in traditional single-hop connections 
to APs/BSs. As better detailed in the following, our practical experience shows 
that it is crucial to favor networking opportunities by devices that are relatively 
slow (not transient) relatively to requesting clients/peers and to consider paths 
with only very small number of hops. On the other hand, once that durability is 
potentially ensured, it is reasonable to operate connectivity management based 
on coarse-grained estimated throughput. Throughput has demonstrated to 
mainly depend, in most practical scenarios, on a few factors that are relatively 
easy to determine and keep updated, such as number of served clients at any peer 
and number of path hops (see the following). 
Let us rapidly observe that the possibility of exploiting multiple multi-hop mul-
ti-path heterogeneous connectivity opportunities has a cost in terms of manage-
ment complexity and power consumption, e.g., at least the different wireless inter-
faces at collaborating nodes should be switched on. However, this cost is widely 
compensated by the major benefit of prompt replacement of paths when they are 
abruptly lost, which is very frequent in the dynamic environments addressed by 
our proposal.  
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5.2.1.1 MMHC Durability 
We have experimentally found that it is possible to obtain significant network-
ing management indicators for single-hop path decisions by exploiting only 
lightweight local monitoring. In particular, we claim that, in first approximation, 
single-hop connection durability depends on mutual mobility of connected 
nodes and coverage range of employed wireless technology. These two parame-
ters concisely summarize two main properties affecting reliability in wireless en-
vironments: user mobility, as the inclination to either stay close to or move away 
from nodes offering connectivity, and wireless technology characteristics, e.g., 
higher durability of medium-range IEEE 802.11 links if compared with short-
range Bluetooth ones. 
We define mutual mobility as the mobility relationship between a given partic-
ipating node X and a fixed/mobile connector to X, such as an AP or a collaborat-
ing mobile peer. We introduce two indicators: i) CMob to measure X's mobility 
with regard to a fixed connector; ii) Joint to evaluate X's tendency to move to-
gether with another mobile peer connector (relative stillness). Both indicators are 
inferred via a simplified technique based on the measurement of RSSI values at X 
and on their variation in a recent timeframe. We compute CMob and Joint via the 
linearization in the [0, 1] range of the first harmonic module of the low-pass fil-
tered RSSI sequence, as Section 5.2.2.2 better details. 
For each single-hop path opportunity, we propose to quantitatively evaluate its 
Endurance Estimation (EE), i.e.:  
 
EE = (1 - CMob) • CR for APs/BSs 
EE = Joint • CR for mobile peers 
 
where Coverage Range (CR) is in [0, 1] and, in first approximation, only de-
pends on the exploited wireless technology.  
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Figure 5.4 Our coarse-grained PM estimation. 
 
Let us observe that PM quickly degrades while increasing path length, to mod-
el the desired effect of strongly favoring the selection of short durable paths, as 
better described in the following. 
5.2.1.2 MMHC Throughput 
Based on our large campaign of measurements on heterogeneous wireless net-
works, we have observed that three factors are decisive to determine path 
throughput: i) the wireless technology of each single-hop sub-path, ii) the num-
ber of hops in the path, and iii) the number of clients/peers simultaneously 
served by any path node. Other factors, which have non-negligible effects on path 
throughput, e.g., node mobility, are not so influential in first approximation. As 
better detailed in the following, about iii), we have verified that in the challenging 
case of simultaneous transmit/receive operations by all clients over the same sin-
gle-hop link up to throughput saturation, competing devices tend to fairly share 
the total bandwidth.  
Just to give some experimental details, to quantitatively evaluate the costs of 
multi-hop paths, we have tested various ABS environments with different sets of 
clients and peer connectors. By using iperf on the root peer connector attached to 
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the Internet, we have measured throughput and Round Trip Time (RTT) for sin-
gle/multi-hop scenarios. Delving into finer details, a single-hop path based on 
Bluetooth/IEEE 802.11 PROWireless/IEEE 802.11 Orinoco Gold has exhibited 
average throughput of 68.63/85.22/582.4KB/s and RTT of 31.6/3.9/3.01ms. In a 
multi-hop heterogeneous scenario (Figure 5.5a), with one hop based on Bluetooth 
and the other on IEEE 802.11, throughput is 50.75KB/s and RTT is 34.2ms, with 
negligible variations if the first hop is Bluetooth or IEEE 802.11-based. Note that 
while RTT is about the sum of each single-hop RTT, overall throughput slightly 
degrades the performance of the worst hop. That also measures the little addition-
al overhead (which has shown to increase linearly with throughput) imposed by 
the operating system to forward packets between two heterogeneous interfaces. 
Finally, in the case of multiple clients concurrently exploiting the same connec-
tor (Figure 5.5b), we have measured good scalability unless the overall bandwidth 
requested to the connector is below the 75% of its maximum nominal bandwidth. 
RTT is similar to the single-client single-hop scenario. For instance, for two 
clients, each one has a throughput of 34.92/40.1/549.12KB/s when exploiting 
Bluetooth/IEEE 802.11 PROWireless/IEEE 802.11 Orinoco Gold, fairly distri-
buted between the clients (throughput discrepancies between nodes are below 
4%). 
 
Ethernet
Internet Internet
Ethernet
either Bluetooth
or IEEE 802.11
either IEEE 802.11
or Bluetooth
either Bluetooth
or IEEE 802.11
a) b)  
Figure 5.5 Evaluation in different ABS environments: a) serialized connectors in 
a multi-hop path and b) connector/channel scalability with multiple clients. 
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These results are a useful feedback on when MMHC should profitably exploit 
multi-hop connectivity, in particular depending on the number of hops and of al-
ready served clients. In particular, we adopt the conservative simplifying assump-
tion that in any case a node can achieve a maximum throughput that is inversely 
proportional to the number of active nodes on that single-hop link (see Figure 
5.6). 
 
Internet
ETA = (1–0.2) • 4 Mbps / 3 clients 
= 1.07 Mbps
ETB = (1–0.2) • 1.07 Mbps / 2 clients
= 0.428 Mbps
AP
A
B
ETAP = 4 Mbps
 
Figure 5.6 Our coarse-grained ET estimation.  
 
Given the above considerations, we propose to adopt a simplified lightweight 
model to evaluate Estimated Throughput (ET): 
 
ET = NB for APs/BSs 
ET = (1 - HD) • MT / #clients for mobile peers 
 
where Nominal Bandwidth (NB) depends on the exploited wireless technology, 
e.g., 4 Mbps for IEEE 802.11, Hop Degradation (HD) represents per-hop 
throughput degradation (we consider an average 20% value) in first approxima-
tion independently of the number of local clients, and Maximum Throughput 
(MT) is the expected maximum throughput toward the traditional Internet, i.e., 
min {ET of previous single-hop sub-path, NB of the considered single-hop sub-
path}. Note that the number of clients is not considered in the case of direct con-
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nections to APs/BSs, also given the practical impossibility to portably obtain this 
information when working with currently deployed AP/BS network equipment. 
Let us stress again that the proposed procedure for ET estimation is certainly only 
a rough calculation of actual runtime values, but is extremely simple and 
lightweight, thus enabling the scarcely intrusive comparison of multi-hop paths 
(see Section 5.2.3). 
Figure 5.7 practically exemplifies how we propose to jointly exploit PM and 
ET indicators. Both A and B can offer connectivity opportunities that are consi-
dered durable (PM=1). Based on ETA and ETB, D selects the two-hop A-AP1 
path, while B chooses the one-hop AP2 connection for itself and its E/F/G clients. 
If A moves away, D perceives PMA degradation and switches to B before A dis-
appears, thus limiting user-perceived service degradation. Otherwise, if AP2 ab-
ruptly becomes unavailable, B can re-route its client connections to A. Even if this 
new path selection certainly limits E/F/G throughput, i.e., from 0.8 to 0.214Mbps, 
it ensures connectivity maintenance. In short, the spreading of very few and sim-
ple management indicators, most of which can be fully computed locally, permits 
us to reasonably manage and take advantage of ABC opportunities, even if sub-
optimally. 
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Figure 5.7 Exploiting PM and ET to evaluate MMHC opportunities. 
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5.2.2 Context Gathering 
To correctly estimate each connector and path suitability degree, MMHC has to 
gather several context data at different levels of abstraction. To that purpose, 
MMHC requests users and applications to express their requirements related to 
the whole mobile client. User requirements are assumed not to change too often 
and may include energy consumption (power saving or maximum performance), 
maximum affordable cost, and required level of trust. Application requirements 
are assumed not to change during a service session and may include bandwidth, 
channel endurance, and other channel related requirements.  
Due to the importance we devote to user and connector mobility, we dedicate 
most space of this sub-section to our novel mechanism able to estimate CMob and 
Joint required to correctly compute the PM parameter. In addition, we provide ex-
perimental results demonstrating the soundness of our solution.  
5.2.2.1 Network Interface Provider (NIP) and Mobility & Peer Esti‐
mator (MPE) 
Network Interface Provider (NIP) is the component in charge of actively in-
teracting with network interfaces. NIP provides upper layers with a transparent 
access to interface capabilities, by completely hiding low-level details related to 
underlying interface drivers and operating system. In fact, to simplify interface in-
teraction, NIP offers a uniform API to heterogeneous interfaces while preserving 
peculiar characteristics an interface could be able to provide, as better detailed in 
the following.  
NIP is structured in two layers: feature and wrapper. At middleware initiation 
time the feature layer considers the underlying operating system and loads the 
right wrappers to communicate with interface drivers. In addition, it exposes an 
API to upper layers to access interfaces without knowledge of low-level and inter-
face-specific implementation details. The wrapper layer is in charge of directly in-
teracting with interface drivers to perform required commands, possibly in an op-
erating system-dependent way. Note that the upper layer is developed once for 
every interface, while the lower layer once for every exploited operating system. 
In this manner, NIP facilitates the introduction and exploitation of new interfaces 
over different operating systems. 
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Figure 5.8 Network Interface Provider. 
 
Delving into finer details, the feature component provides a set of capabilities 
common to any interface: 
• get available single-hop opportunities, i.e., to obtain the set of 1-hop-
distant connectors offering connectivity and the related management infor-
mation. The function is transparently performed via inquiry procedures for 
Bluetooth interfaces and scan operations for IEEE 802.11; 
• connect to single-hop devices, which allows to connect one of the local in-
terfaces to a discovered connector. It is transparently implemented via Per-
sonal Area Network (PAN) connections for Bluetooth and associations for 
IEEE 802.11; 
• provide connectivity, which allows the node administrator to simply de-
cide whether to behave as a peer connector, offering local connectivity 
through a given interface, via PAN service for Bluetooth and Independent 
Basic Service Set (IBSS) for IEEE 802.11. 
Not any interface could be able to provide the above features and, in any case, 
the same feature applied to different interface types could behave in a slightly dif-
ferent manner, depending on the capabilities offered by the underlying wrapper. 
For instance, peer-to-peer connectivity in Bluetooth could be offered via the Per-
sonal Area Network (PAN) service, in IEEE 802.11 by creating a new ad hoc 
network, while it is not possible for UMTS devices. In addition, some interfaces 
may provide additional capabilities: for instance, the Bluetooth interface can ob-
tain the set of currently connected remote devices, while IEEE 802.11 can connect 
to a specific AP (via BSSID identification) and even to a specific target network 
(via ESSID identification).  
The current MMHC prototype supports IEEE 802.11 and Bluetooth interfaces, 
by including wrappers for both Windows XP/Vista and Linux. The former inter-
face is accessed on Linux mobile clients via the Linux Wireless Extensions, on 
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Windows XP/Vista mobile clients via the Microsoft Network Driver Interface 
Specification User-mode I/O (NDISUIO), which is platform-dependent but porta-
ble among different wireless interface implementations. For instance, MMHC ex-
ploits the NDISUIO function DeviceIOControl() to query the OID_802_11_ 
BSSID_LIST_SCAN object to retrieve the complete list of currently reachable 
connectors, either IEEE 802.11 APs or peer nodes in ad hoc configuration. The 
latter interface is accessed on Linux mobile clients via the standard API provided 
by the BlueZ protocol stack, on Windows XP/Vista mobile clients via API pro-
vided by the Windows Driver Kit and the Software Development Kit tools. For 
example, MMHC becomes aware of the set of available Bluetooth devices close 
to a client by invoking BluetoothFindFirstDevice and BluetoothFind-
NextDevice functions. 
 
While NIP provides raw information and access to interfaces, Mobility & Peer 
Estimator (MPE) provides context information at a higher abstraction level. It 
provides a dynamic estimation of CMob, i.e., the client node movement degree, 
and Joint for each peer connector, i.e., its mobility degree in relation to the mobile 
client. As already stated, the correct estimation of CMob and Joint parameters is 
crucial, since they directly affect the PM value. To estimate these values, MPE 
monitors the execution environment and collects RSSI data about any eligible 
connector. In addition, based on the monitoring of RSSI values MPE provides 
handover prediction estimation the SB component exploits to provide continuous 
connectivity. Since mobility prediction is specifically related to the SB compo-
nent, we postpone the description of this NIP feature to Section 5.3. 
By delving into finer details, for each local wireless interface at client, MMHC 
determines the list of available connectors and collects RSSI sequences for each 
connector. Then, for each fixed (mobile) connector CMob (Joint) is set linearly 
depending on the variability of the RSSI sequence for that connector. To estimate 
RSSI sequence variability, MPE adopts the processing chain in Figure 5.9a. First 
of all MPE low-pass filters RSSI fluctuations due to signal noise, in order to iden-
tify only RSSI modifications due to actual client node movements. RSSI low-pass 
filtering is achieved applying the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to 4s-long 
RSSI sequences (additional details are available in Section 5.3.2) and regenerating 
the RSSI sequence via the Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) exploiting 
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only the first harmonic, thus discarding high frequency signal components. In par-
ticular, when evaluating IEEE 802.11 (Bluetooth) connectors, MPE gathers 4 (1) 
RSSI values per second, thus applying the DFT to 16 (4) values. We exploit dif-
ferent RSSI sequence lengths since IEEE 802.11 RSSI values show greater noise 
if compared with Bluetooth ones, thus requiring more aggressive RSSI low-pass 
filtering. Then, mobility degree indicators are computed via the linearization in 
the [0, 1] range of the first harmonic module of the low pass filtered RSSI se-
quence. We have experimentally validated how CMob and Joint depend on RSSI 
variability and the values used in MMHC are the result of these experimental 
evaluations. Additional implementation details and performance results are pre-
sented in the following.  
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Figure 5.9 Mobility and Peer Estimator: a) processing chain and b) still/motion 
state diagram. 
 
Let us note that MPE only performs local monitoring at client nodes. In that 
way, it achieves a twofold benefit. First, MPE exploits only local information that 
is available despite clients are currently connected to other clients. Then, it does 
not require any external special-purpose support component, e.g., monitoring 
components working on the infrastructure side, thus enabling the potentially im-
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mediate MMHC adoption in any ABS scenario by only deploying MMHC com-
ponents at mobile client. However, even the only local monitoring of network in-
terfaces is a power consuming process [Ferro and Potorti 2005]. Therefore, to mi-
nimize power consumption, MPE performs “aggressive” context gathering only 
when required (client in research state), while performing “lazy” monitoring oth-
erwise (client in connected state). In addition, MPE considers even the client mo-
bility state, either still or motion, by performing an aggressive monitoring when-
ever client state changes because each connector suitability degree may vary dra-
matically, as better detailed in the following section. To understand whether a 
client is in still/motion states, MPE exploits CMob monitoring and its time evolu-
tion according to the state diagram in Figure 5.9b. MPE switches the client state 
from still to motion whenever CMob becomes greater than 0.6, while it performs 
the inverse switch when CMob passes below the 0.4 threshold. The adoption of 
different thresholds for the two state transitions has been decided to prevent from 
bouncing effects. In fact, frequent switching between still and motion states would 
impose repeated perturbations in connector/channel selection, by possibly causing 
frequent and expensive connector/channel changes and by consequently degrading 
connection quality. 
5.2.2.2 Context Gathering Performance Results  
We have performed several experiments to accurately establish effective confi-
gurations of MPE and of metric parameters fitting most common deployment sce-
narios. For instance, only to mention some practical configuration details, our ex-
periments in IEEE 802.11 (Bluetooth) testbed environments suggested us to set 
CMob (Joint) to 0 (1) when the first harmonic module is <= 0.35 (0.15), to 1 (0) 
when the module is >= 0.85 (0.60), to a linearly dependent intermediate value 
otherwise. Additional information about MMHC implementation and the down-
loadable code of the mobility estimator prototype are available at: http:// 
lia.deis.unibo.it /Research/MAC/ 
Here, for the sake of briefness, the main purpose of this section is to point out 
the robustness of MPE in relation to several different wireless environments. The 
reported experimental results are mainly focused on the CMob parameter gathered 
via an IEEE 802.11 simulated environment (simulations permit to achieve several 
performance results in different deployment environments with easily controllable 
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configurations). However, our experience has demonstrated that very similar per-
formance results may be achieved also in actual IEEE 802.11/Bluetooth environ-
ments for both CMob and Joint indicators. In particular, to evaluate the MPE per-
formance, we have defined the following indicators: 
hitRate% = ( Correct / Total ) * 100 
where Correct is the number of correctly estimated client node mobility states, 
either still or mobile, and Total is the total amount of sampled states (sample fre-
quency = 1 Hz); 
Responsiveness = [ ∑ (correctly perceived state change time - actual state 
change time ) ] / correctly perceived state changes 
where Responsiveness models how quickly MPE is able to perceive the state 
change from still to mobile or vice versa; 
longTermHitRate% 
the same as hitRate but without considering samples in a 5s-long time window 
after any mobility state change. 
The primary environment characteristics that may affect MPE performance are 
RSSI noise, strongly dependent on concrete walls disposal and human presence, 
and client node mobility pattern, e.g., maximum user speed. We have compared 
MPE performance in a simulated environment with 17 APs deployed in a hex-
agonal grid, adopting the following parameters: RSSI with a noise standard devia-
tion of 1, 3 or 5 dBs; a waypoint mobility pattern with a speed in the [0.5, 1.5], 
[1.5, 2.5] or [2.5, 3.5] m/s range.  
 
Table 5.1 MPE performance results. 
RSSI Std. Dev. (dB) 1 3 5 
Average Speed (m/s) 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 
Hit Rate (%) 72 73 73 70 73 67 65 61 53 
Respon- 
siveness (s) 
average 13.5 4.7 4.3 12.8 5.2 5.1 9.6 9.9 9.3 
std. dev. 12.7 1.3 1.9 10.0 3.2 2.9 7.5 6.4 6.0 
Long Time Hit Rate (%) 84 99 97 85 96 94 78 74 65 
 
In general, MPE has shown to correctly evaluate client node mobility state; in 
particular, after the 5-s transition period following still/mobile state change, MPE 
achieves great performance. As Table 5.1 shows, only imposing very relevant 
RSSI noise, i.e., with a 5dB standard deviation, the achieved performance starts to 
decrease because RSSI fluctuations due to signal noise are more frequently eva-
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luated as client movements. Another interesting aspect to underline is that MPE 
usually behaves better when client node speed is relatively high. In fact, MPE is 
less effective in recognizing slow movements and, in any case, it requires a non-
negligible time interval to recognize mobility state changes. Finally, let us stress 
that RSSI gathering and CMob/Joint estimation are performed in a completely au-
tonomous and decentralized manner, thus introducing a limited overhead. The re-
ported performance results, coupled with the low overhead imposed, demonstrates 
the MPE capability to provide mobility-related context information in an effective 
manner, by actually permitting to compute and exploit channel durability in the 
evaluation process for mobility-aware always best connectivity. 
5.2.3 Metric Application 
As already stated, the evaluation process involves multiple steps and considers 
several entities, i.e., interfaces, connectors, channels, and paths. In particular, 
Connector Manager (CoM) and Routing Manager (RoM) are the MMHC compo-
nents that respectively evaluate connectors and channels, thus actively interacting 
with interfaces and the operating system. In fact, they actually change the client 
node behavior, e.g., by establishing a channel with a given connector or by chang-
ing routing rules from a previous to a novel channel. Instead, Path Application Se-
lector (PAS) simply evaluates RoM-provided paths to estimate which is the most 
suitable one for a given application. Coupling CoM, RoM and PAS makes possi-
ble to provide a flexible, context-aware, and effective evaluation process, by 
clearly separating connector/channel/path evaluation and system/user/application 
requirements. 
5.2.3.1 Connector Manager, Routing Manager, Path Application Se‐
lector 
CoM is a crucial component of the MMHC middleware because it directly af-
fects the mobile client channel decisions. In fact, it interacts with the underlying 
interfaces to change their configuration. Due to the criticality of the actions it per-
forms, CoM cannot be directly set by applications: indeed, applications could be 
selfish, requiring always as much performance as possible, even if their require-
ments may affect other applications. For these reasons, CoM provides RoM and 
applications with a limited set of channel possibilities, i.e., only with the channels 
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suitable for the entire client node with “no risks” for other running applications. 
While this may decrease the potential capabilities of applications, it ensures the 
safety of the whole client. In order to correctly estimate whether a connector is 
suitable for establishing a channel, CoM has to gather and consider many client-
related context data, since channel realization may affect the capabilities of the 
whole mobile client. For instance, preferring Bluetooth connectors could become 
compulsory in the case of battery shortage, while accessing an untrusted peer 
connector may affect mobile client security. 
In particular, CoM determines the set of single-hop paths to activate based on 
durability estimation (EE): if several 1-hop-distant devices have EE values com-
pliant with application requirements, the manager prioritizes APs and BSs. In ad-
dition, it periodically monitors the activated single-hop connections to check 
whether they are correctly working; only when one activated path is found dis-
connected, the manager re-applies the above selection metrics. This reactive ap-
proach is motivated by the relatively high overhead imposed by single-hop con-
nection establishment: for instance, remote node discovery, connection, and 
DHCP configuration require, on average, about 5s for IEEE 802.11 and more than 
10s for Bluetooth, as better detailed later. 
 
RoM primarily works to ensure path durability, while throughput is considered 
only in a second step. It interacts with CoM to get the set of activated single-hop 
connections. When notified of a single-hop path disruption, it autonomously 
changes routing rules. In addition, routing rules are updated in an on-demand way 
anytime a new device becomes available or there is the need for a path renegotia-
tion, e.g., because a path goes below the negotiated thresholds for expected 
throughput.  
At any update, RoM first selects paths with PM equal or greater than 80% of 
the Required Reliability (RR), i.e., the client-specified preference on desired re-
liability (RR ranges in the [0,1] interval, with 1 for maximally privileging reliabil-
ity at the expense of throughput). If at least one path is found, the procedure stops; 
otherwise, Connector Manager starts examining also paths with PM greater than 
50% RR. If no valid path is identified also in this way, in the third phase the man-
ager takes into account any potentially available path. That permits to limit path 
selection overhead, while taking reasonably consistent decisions.  
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On the contrary, as shown by the performance results reported in the following, 
routing management is much less time-consuming than single-hop connection es-
tablishment; for this reason, our Routing Manager can be configured to update 
paths only at connection disruption (minimum intrusion) or also whenever the ex-
pected durability/throughput goes out of the allowed, application-specific, varia-
tion range (maximum responsiveness). 
 
Finally, PAS interacts with the lower layers of our middleware to achieve visi-
bility of the set of available paths. At the beginning of any service session, it 
works to provide the requesting application/flow with the most suitable path 
among them depending on application-specific requirements. In other words, PAS 
operates the path choice based on per-application requirements, while RoM ap-
plies per-node requirements to change node routing behaviors. 
Note that the monitoring data transferred among participating nodes is limited 
because restricted only to the events of relevance for the adopted indicators, such 
as modifications in the number of served clients. That permits to impose a neglig-
ible overhead on totally available bandwidth, even in the case of bandwidth-
limited Bluetooth links. 
 
Looking at metric application components together, it is possible to do some 
interesting considerations. Since every channel provided by CoM/RoM is consi-
dered suitable for connectivity provisioning, PAS gives the possibility to applica-
tions to specify their specific requirements and then accordingly selects the most 
suitable path. PAS evaluation metric considers the only context information re-
lated to the available paths, e.g., path durability and bandwidth, thus relevantly 
reducing the optimal path selection complexity. Note that PAS scope is rather li-
mited: it cannot either interact with interface or change mobile client routing 
rules.  
In other words, CoM/RoM and PAS behave greatly differently. While the for-
mers interact with interfaces, actively changing their configuration, and operating 
system, changing routing rules, the latter simply monitors available paths to select 
the most suitable one for each application separately. PAS does not change the 
behavior of underlying components; it simply provides each application with the 
best path considering application specific requirements. Another relevant differ-
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ence is that while CoM/RoM actively monitor available connectors and determine 
potential connectors/channels despite application-level connectivity requirements, 
PAS evaluates provided paths only as consequence of application path requests. 
Once an application has obtained a path from PAS and started its session, PAS 
performs neither path monitoring nor connection re-establishment in case of lost 
path; the application (or the Continuity Manager component on top of PAS) has to 
explicitly require path re-establishment whenever its path does not fit its require-
ments anymore.  
5.2.3.2 Experimental Evaluation of Cost/Effectiveness of MMHC 
Metric Application  
We have tested our MMHC middleware in different wireless environments, 
with changing sets of mobile nodes getting/offering connectivity via Bluetooth 
and IEEE 802.11. The primary goal was to quantitatively evaluate the connection 
establishment performance and the overhead/delay introduced by our MMHC 
middleware. The reported results concentrate on channel establishment, path up-
date responsiveness, and path selection; they are average values over hundreds of 
experiment repetitions over a typical MMHC environment (see Figure 5.10). As 
already stated, in practically useful self-organizing networks, the number of hops 
is limited as well as the number of collaborating clients at each topology level; the 
reported results have been measured by exploiting Linux-based nodes equipped 
with IEEE 802.11 PROWireless/Orinoco Gold cards and Mopogo Bluetooth 1.2 
dongles (the MMHC prototype is also available for MS Windows XP/Vista and 
includes modules for several interfaces, such as IEEE 802.11 Orinoco Gold cards 
and all MS-BluetoothAPI-compliant dongles).  
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Figure 5.10 Test-bed scenario. 
 
For the sake of simplicity and rapid presentation, let us consider the initial case 
of three IEEE 802.11 nodes, A (still) and B (moving) that offer connectivity, and 
C that requires connectivity. At test-bed startup, CoM at C estimates EEA and EEB 
and to consequently select A because of reliability, mainly due to the long time 
for the needed construction of the time series of RSSI samples. To have a concise 
evaluation of CoM performance when performing new channels, we report as in-
dicator the time needed to update the set of available channels when a new 
connector becomes reachable. In the case of a new Wi-Fi/Bluetooth connector ar-
rival, e.g., node A and C, CoM spends 5.137/22.808s to configure the new chan-
nel, due to 3.041/14.370s to discover the connector, 0.039/0.116s to evaluate its 
suitability, 0.022/3.430s to connect to it via association/PAN connection, and 
2.035/3.292s to complete the needed IP configuration via DHCP. The main per-
formance differences between the two interface types have been exhibited for 
connector discovery and connection: Bluetooth inquiries and PAN connections 
are slower than IEEE 802.11 scans and associations [Ferro and Potorti 2005]; the 
longer IEEE 802.11 discovery phase is mainly due to the time needed to set up the 
ad hoc mode, which is of infrequent usage and not optimized in several Wi-Fi 
cards. In addition to interface types, the reported performance indicators have 
demonstrated to highly depend on card model and driver implementations. For in-
stance, in our testbed the IEEE 802.11 ad hoc throughput is much higher for Ori-
noco Gold than for our PROWireless 3945ABG interfaces (about 6 times) be-
cause the latter only support ad hoc transmission at 1MB/s. Similarly, MMHC can 
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halve the Bluetooth inquiry period over MS operating systems at the expense of 
risking not to sense only a small fraction of connectors as proposed first in [Peter-
son et al. 2006]; that optimization is impossible with Linux-based BlueZ drivers. 
In any case, CoM operations for connector evaluation and channel establishment 
are very time-consuming, especially for Bluetooth; that makes necessary the 
proactive approach adopted in MMHC, where CoM operates continuously to offer 
an already determined set of channels to RoM. 
Starting from this initial situation, to evaluate middleware responsiveness, con-
sider the case of D, E, and F that join the self-organizing network. The middle-
ware decides to connect them to C, which routes their packets toward A (greater 
throughput than G). RoM at C requires 273ms on average to establish the new 
paths between A and the new clients: 60ms to select the best path and to conse-
quently update routing rules, the remaining part to distribute monitoring data.  
About responsiveness to path disruption, for instance in the case that A ab-
ruptly leaves the network, RoM at C needs 1357ms on average to re-establish a 
new path from its clients to G. That relatively relevant delay is mainly due to the 
fact that our CoM does not aggressively monitor all the available paths: to reduce 
communication overhead, it only pings remote devices with a default (dynamical-
ly reconfigurable) period of 1s.  
About responsiveness to the availability of new suitable paths, if A returns 
to join the network, the middleware will reconnect C to it again, while E and F 
will continue to exploit their path to G. On the opposite, D will switch to the new-
ly available path because it requires greater throughput toward C. RoM at C em-
ploys 258ms, from path renegotiation request by D to actual path reconfiguration. 
Finally, we have evaluated the time needed to PAS to re-qualify a path in re-
sponse to the abrupt disappearance of the associated channel. PAS has shown to 
require only 0.106/0.228s to re-establish connectivity via another path. Let us 
stress that the PAS performance is also compatible with seamless soft handover in 
challenging deployment scenarios, such as for video-on-demand applications, es-
pecially if coupled with context-aware pre-fetching techniques [Bellavista et al. 
2007]. 
 
These results show that the MMHC middleware can effectively manage multi-
hop multi-path heterogeneous connectivity opportunities by imposing limited de-
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lay, fully compatible with currently available device characteristics and widely 
within the order of magnitude of usual time intervals that standard IEEE 
802.11/Bluetooth requires to simply establish single-hop connections. Finally, let 
us note that, in response to availability or reliability/quality variations, our 
MMHC middleware updates the exploited paths by operating local management 
actions on the limited sub-set of nodes in the locality where variations occur. Lo-
calized management operations, which do not propagate with domino effects 
along the whole paths, favor limited middleware intrusiveness and good scalabili-
ty while growing the number of hops/nodes. 
 
5.3 Middleware Continuity Management 
 
Service provisioning in ABS scenario must dynamically consider the characte-
ristics of currently served mobile clients, primarily their possible limits on local 
resources and their high heterogeneity. Limited processing power, memory, and 
file system make portable wireless devices unsuitable for traditional services de-
signed for fixed networks. These constraints call for both assisting mobile clients 
in service access and downscaling service contents depending on terminal re-
source constraints. In addition, as already stated, in ABS scenarios mobile clients 
exhibit extreme heterogeneity of hardware capabilities, operating systems, in-
stalled software, and connectivity technologies. This heterogeneity makes hard to 
provide all needed service versions with statically tailored contents and calls for 
on-the-fly adaptation of service contents.  
Client resource limits and heterogeneity are particularly crucial when providing 
continuous services, i.e., applications that distribute time-continuous flows of in-
formation to their requesting clients, such as in the case of audio and video 
streaming [Ramanathan et al. 1999]. Continuous services provisioning in ABS 
scenario should address several challenging issues, from quality management to 
runtime personalization of streaming contents. A particularly hard task, especially 
when associated with the above issues, is to avoid temporary flow interruptions 
when clients roam from one connector to another, also by considering the of-
ten strict limits on client memory, which do not allow traditional buffering solu-
tions based on proactive client caching of large chunks of multimedia flows.  
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We have developed, deployed, and tested an original middleware solution for 
the provisioning of continuous services to portable devices in ABS scenarios, by 
locally mediating their access and by dynamically adapting service content to 
client terminal properties, client location, and runtime resource availability [Stal-
lings 2001, Ramanathan et al. 1999, Saha et al. 2001, Curran and Parr 2003]. Our 
novel middleware components are dynamically deployed by following client 
roaming among wireless localities, i.e., on the infrastructure-side close to the mo-
bile client, in order to locally assist clients during their service sessions. Client 
memory limitations suggest having middleware components executing on the 
fixed network, where and when needed. Instead, mobile devices should only host 
thin clients, loaded by need and automatically discarded after service and only to 
support the management of local resources, e.g., performing new channels or pro-
viding applications with suitable paths.  
Our middleware solution for continuity management is based on the already 
proposed Secure and Open Mobile Agent (SOMA) [SOMA] proxies and partially 
deployed on top of our original MMHC middleware, to support continuous ser-
vices to mobile clients with strict limits on on-board resources [Bellavista et 
al. 2003a, Bellavista and Corradi 2004]. The primary idea is to dynamically dep-
loy mobile proxies acting on behalf of clients over the fixed hosts in the network 
localities that currently offer client connectivity. Mobile proxies hide the com-
plexity of maintaining personalized service sessions (notwithstanding provision-
time client roaming) from device clients, which can remain simple and 
lightweight. 
The section focuses on an essential aspect of our middleware: how to avoid in-
terruptions of continuous service provisioning when a client performs and han-
dover from a connector to another at runtime. To achieve this goal, handover 
prediction is crucial. On the one hand, it permits to migrate mobile proxies in 
advance to the wireless localities where mobile clients are going to reconnect, so 
to have enough time to proactively reorganize user sessions in newly visited local-
ities. On the other hand, service continuity requires maintaining client-side buf-
fers of proper size with flow contents to play during the handover process and to 
reconnect to corresponding nodes, e.g., a Web server providing on-demand au-
dio/video streams, from the new locality. Handover prediction can enable the 
adaptive management of client buffers, by increasing buffer size (of the amount 
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expectedly needed) only in anticipation of client handovers, thus improving the 
efficiency of memory utilization, which is essential for portable devices.  
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Figure 5.11 Smart Buffer solution: handover prediction triggers buffer resize and 
mobile-proxy proactive migration. 
 
The rest of the section specifically consider the case of IEEE 802.11 interfaces 
directly connected to infrastructure connectors and where the firmware triggers 
the handover procedure with no control capabilities by external components; in 
addition, the type of handover procedure is hard, i.e., during the handover proce-
dure for a short time interval mobile clients are connected neither to the previous 
nor to the destination locality. However, the SB solution is suitable for many ABS 
scenarios with horizontal/vertical handover procedures, e.g., considering a han-
dover from an IEEE 802.11 connector to a Bluetooth one. Furthermore, SB can be 
effective even in the case of the soft handover supported by the MMHC middle-
ware, i.e., mobile clients access two channels simultaneously while performing a 
handover. In particular, SB permits to easily ensure seamless handover minimiz-
ing service reconfiguration procedures in the new locality, thus maximizing user 
perceived quality of service. In fact, the proposed adaptive buffering, specifically 
developed for our mobile proxy-based middleware to avoid streaming interrup-
tions, can help any class of ABS applications that benefit from content pre-
fetching in the client locality. In addition, the predictor runs at the client side, is 
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completely decentralized, and only exploits locally available RSSI monitoring da-
ta; RSSI awareness is achieved in a completely portable way over heterogeneous 
platforms. 
In the following we present how our solution performs handover/mobility pre-
diction, by showing that the achieved performance results greatly vary in relation 
to the adopted low-pass filter to reduce RSSI fluctuation due to signal noise. In 
addition, we describe performance results of our client- and proxy-side adaptive 
buffer when adopting the Grey Model low-pass filter, evaluated the most suitable 
one for handover/mobility prediction purposes. 
5.3.1 Handover and Mobility Prediction 
The goal of our handover/mobility prediction solution is to provide information 
about the probability a handover process is going to start and to which locality the 
involved mobile client is going to connect at. To precisely describe how our han-
dover/mobility prediction mechanism performs, it is first necessary to exactly cla-
rify how communication-level handover works. In fact, the IEEE 802.11 standard 
does not impose any specific handover strategy: that permits network equipment 
manufacturers to be free to implement their own handover strategies, as detailed 
in the following. The different communication-level handover strategies in the 
market motivate different variants of our handover/mobility prediction mechan-
ism: therefore, we propose and compare two implementations specifically de-
signed for the two most relevant classes of possible handover strategies, i.e., Hard 
Proactive (HP) and Soft Proactive (SP). 
Delving into finer details, cell-based wireless communications can adopt di-
verse strategies for communication-level handover, which mainly differ in the 
event used to trigger the handover process. In particular, it is possible to identify 
two main handover classes: reactive and proactive. Reactive handover tends to 
delay handover as much as possible: handover starts only when wireless clients 
completely lose their current AP signal. These strategies are effective in minimiz-
ing the number of handovers, e.g., by avoiding to trigger a handover procedure 
when a client approaches a new wireless cell, without losing the origin signal, and 
immediately returns back to the origin AP. However, reactive handovers tend to 
be long because they include looking for new APs, choosing one, and asking for 
re-association only after having lost previous AP signal.  
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Proactive handover, instead, tends to trigger handover before the complete 
loss of origin cell signal, e.g., when the new cell RSSI overpasses the origin one. 
In general, these strategies are less effective in reducing the number of useless 
handovers, but are prompter by performing search operations for new APs before 
the handover procedure starts. By concentrating on proactive handover, a further 
classification is possible. On the one hand, HP strategies trigger a handover any 
time the RSSI of a visible AP is greater than the RSSI of the currently associated 
AP plus an Hysteresis Handover Threshold (HHT); HHT is introduced mainly to 
prevent heavy bouncing effects. On the other hand, SP strategies are “less proac-
tive” in the sense that they trigger handover only if i) the HP condition applies 
(there is an AP with RSSI greater than current AP RSSI plus HHT), and ii) the 
current AP RSSI is lower than a Fixed Handover Threshold (FHT). 
For instance, the handover strategies implemented by Cisco Aironet 350 and 
Orinoco Gold Wi-Fi cards follow, respectively, the HP and SP models. More in 
detail, Cisco Aironet 350 permits to configure its handover with the “Scan for a 
Better AP” option: if the current AP RSSI is lower than a settable threshold, the 
Wi-Fi card monitors RSSI data for all visible APs; for sufficiently high threshold 
values, the Cisco cards be-have according to the HP model. Orinoco Gold cards 
exactly implements the SP strategy, without giving any possibility to configure 
the used thresholds. 
Our handover/mobility prediction solution is based on a pipelined architecture 
consisting of two modules. The first one (Filter) is in charge of filtering RSSI 
sequences to mitigate RSSI fluctuations due to signal noise. The second mod-
ule (Prob) tries to estimate the probability a handover happens in the near fu-
ture (handover prediction) and which is the most probable next AP (mobility 
prediction) based on RSSI values provided at its input from Filter.  
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Figure 5.12 The modular Handover Prediction architecture. 
 
The modular architecture of our predictor permits a completely separated im-
plementation and deployment of Filter and Prob, thus simplifying the exploitation 
and experimentation of different filtering and handover/mobility prediction me-
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chanisms, even dynamically composed at provision time by downloading the 
needed module code [Bellavista et al. 2003b]. The experimental results in Section 
5.3.2 will show the performance of our middleware when the Prob module is fed 
with either actual RSSI sequences (Filter is the identity function) or filtered RSSI 
values produced by 4 alternative filters. 
In particular, we have implemented two variants of the Prob module, one suita-
ble for communication-level HP handovers and the other for SP ones. We have 
decided not to work on Prob prototypes for reactive strategies because of two rea-
sons: first, handover prediction is less challenging in the case of reactive handov-
ers than of proactive ones since the triggering of a reactive handover only depends 
on the RSSI data from one single AP; secondly, reactive communication-level 
handovers are of minor interest for services with session continuity requirements, 
given their longer time needed to complete handover.  
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Figure 5.13 The different states of our two Prob variants: HP (left) and SP (right). 
 
The HP-variant of our Prob module is in the state: LowProb, if the filtered 
value for the current AP RSSI is greater than the filtered RSSI values for any visi-
ble AP plus a Hysteresis Prediction Threshold (HPT); HighProb, otherwise. The 
SP-variant of the Prob module can assume the following states: LowProb, if the 
filtered RSSI value for the current AP is greater than either a Fixed Prediction 
Threshold (FPT) or the filtered RSSI value for any visible AP plus HPT; 
HighProb, otherwise. Figure 5.13 represents filtered RSSI values for current and 
next APs, in proximity of a HP (left) and SP (right) handover. A client, moving 
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from the origin AP locality to the destination AP one, is first associated with the 
origin AP (white background), then with the destination AP (grey background).  
Let us rapidly anticipate that the performance of our prediction mechanisms 
can be quantitatively evaluated in terms of hit rate, efficiency, and stability. In-
formally speaking, hit rate estimates how many actual client handovers are cor-
rectly predicted, efficiency the capability to predict only client handovers that ac-
tually occur, and stability the ability to minimize Prob state changes. Our prima-
ry goal is to maximize hit rate to be able to proactively rearrange the new wire-
less access localities. In addition, as a secondary requirement, our prediction 
mechanism tries to maximize efficiency and stability. In fact, as better detailed 
in the following section, both factors affect the overall system performance: de-
pending on the type of provisioned service, handover/mobility predictions can 
produce service management operations of non-negligible overload, e.g., buffer 
migration and resource re-binding, and thus it is recommended to reduce useless 
predictions as much as possible.  
5.3.2 RSSI Filtering 
RSSI fluctuations due to signal noise significantly affect both stability and 
efficiency. For instance, in HP communication-level handover, when the RSSI 
value of the current AP is slightly greater than the sum of another AP RSSI plus 
HHT, even small RSSI fluctuations can produce several Prob changes, thus rele-
vantly reducing stability. In addition, in those conditions RSSI over/under-
estimation may trigger unnecessary predictions, thus lowering efficiency. The sec-
tion presents 4 different filtering components we have implemented to mitigate 
RSSI fluctuations: Grey Model, Fourier Transform, Discrete Kalman, and Par-
ticle.  
 
Grey Model 
We have designed and implemented a first-order Grey Model filtering module 
that calculates filtered RSSI values on the basis of a finite series of RSSI values 
monitored in the recent past [Deng 1989]. In particular, given one visible AP and 
the set of its actual RSSI values measured at the client side R0 = {r0(1), …, r0(n)}, 
where r0(i) is the RSSI value at the discrete time i, it is possible to calculate R1 = 
{r1(1), …, r1(n)}, where: 
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Then, from the Grey Model discrete differential equation of the first order: 
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the wireless client can autonomously determine a and u, which are exploited to 
obtain the predicted RSSI value pr(i) at discrete time i according to the Grey 
Model prediction function: 
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Let us observe that filtered RSSI depends on N, the number of actual RSSI 
values r0(i) employed in the Grey Model. In principle, greater N, more regular the 
RSSI filtered values, and slower the filtered RSSI sequence follows the possibly 
abrupt time evolution of actual RSSI. We have experimentally evaluated the Grey 
Model performance while varying N. The best tradeoff between RSSI fluctuation 
mitigation and actual-to-filtered RSSI delay has demonstrated to be for N=15 in 
most common deployment scenarios. We used that value to obtain the reported 
experimental results. 
 
Fourier Transform 
Our Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) [Bloomfield 2000] filtering module ex-
tract from R0 a Fourier coefficient set (Ai and Bi) representing the RSSI sequence 
in the frequency domain in a time window of duration (R0 size)*(RSSI sampling 
period), with R0 as defined in for the Grey Model. The coefficient set is extracted 
with the usual Fourier equations:  
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The Fourier coefficient set is the basis to define an Inverse Discrete Fourier 
Transform (IDFT) to regenerate the RSSI signal: 
∑
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When IDFT exploits only a subset of the above series terms, the regenerated 
RSSI sequence do not exhibit its high frequency components and shows a more 
regular trend, i.e., IDFT behaves as a low pass filter. We have tested our Fourier 
Transform filter with several N values and different numbers of addends. We have 
found a good trade-off between fluctuation mitigation and actual-to-filtered delay 
with N=4 and M=1. 
 
Discrete Kalman  
Our Discrete Kalman filtering module tries to estimate RSSI values by 
representing the RSSI time evolution as a combination of signal noise (measure-
ment noise) and maximum signal evolving (process noise) [Welch and Bishop 
2001]. A linear stochastic equation models the RSSI evolution, with sig-
nal/process noise assumed to be independent of each other, white, and with nor-
mal probability distribution (standard deviation Q/R). 
Our filter works by minimizing process noise (w) through a two phase algo-
rithm: first, a predictor performs next RSSI estimation; then, a corrector improves 
RSSI estimation by exploiting current RSSI measurement. Therefore, an iteration 
of our Discrete Kalman filtering module processes:  
)1()1()( ˆˆ −−− += kkk wxAx  
QAAPP Tkk += −− )1()(  
1
)()()( )( −−− += RHHPHPK TkTkk  
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where P(k) is the covariance matrix of the state estimate error at step k, with ini-
tial value Q, and K(k) is usually indicated as the Kalman Gain in the filtering litera-
ture. 
In our scenario x and z are RSSI values, the state coincides with the output (A 
is a 1x1 identity matrix), and the estimation of the next state estimate is equal to 
the current state (H is a 1x1 identity matrix). After several tests, we have found a 
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good tradeoff between RSSI fluctuation mitigation and filtered-to-actual RSSI de-
lay by setting Q=1.6 and R=6. 
 
Particle Filtering 
Like Discrete Kalman, our Particle filtering module tries to estimate RSSI by 
minimizing measurement and process noise, but without imposing a linear equa-
tion modeling and, more important in our deployment scenario, without imposing 
normal distribution for signal noise [Merwe et al. 2000]. The main idea at its basis 
is to have an algorithm that computes, at each step, several possible filtered RSSI 
values for each measured RSSI; then, the filter associates each candidate value 
with a weight and chooses the most promising values among them when a new 
measured RSSI is available; finally, it perturbs candidate values, according to the 
rules shown below, thus obtaining a new filtered RSSI (the average value of the 
most promising candidates). 
To better and practically understand how Particle Filter works, let us show a 
rapid example of algorithm iteration with 10 particles, which represents 10 possi-
ble filtered RSSI values (Figure 5.14): 
1. starting step - there are 10 possible filtered RSSI values (light circles), all 
with the same weight; 
2. importance weight step - by exploiting state estimate probability (black 
curve) obtained from RSSI measurement, the algorithm assigns a weight at 
each filtered RSSI value (dark circles); 
3. re-sampling step - heavy RSSI are spread in different RSSI values, all with 
the same weight (light circles), while light RSSI values are discarded; 
4. sampling/prediction step - filtered RSSI are randomly perturbed (light cir-
cles). 
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Figure 5.14 An example of Particle iteration. 
 
The number of particles strongly influences the Particle filter performance; in 
general the greater is the particle number, the better the filtered RSSI follows the 
actual RSSI sequence. Differently from the previous 3 filters, Particle has a non-
negligible computational load, which deeply depends on the particle number. For 
in-stance, by exploiting an Intel Pentium4 2.80GHz, 1024 MB of RAM machine, 
one iteration of our Particle filter takes about 132ms with 250 particles and 521ms 
with 500 particles; in a practical deployment scenario, where multiple APs are si-
multaneously visible from wireless clients, that time should be multiplied by the 
number of visible APs, and the computation occurs at any sampling interval. For 
the sake of completeness, in the following we will report also Particle perfor-
mance, when used with 250 particles and with the same Q and R are as in Discrete 
Kalman; however, current client-side resource limitations discourage the exploita-
tion of the Particle filtering module. 
 
Comparison of RSSI Filtering Modules 
Just to give a preliminary rough comparison of the behavior of proposed filters, 
Figure 5.15 reports 60 RSSI samples, either actually measured or filtered ac-
cording to one of the 4 filtering modules. In particular, the figure points out how 
much filters are able to mitigate RSSI fluctuations and how fast filtered RSSI se-
quences follow the actual ones in the case of rapid RSSI evolving, e.g., samples 5 
and 45. 
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Figure 5.15 reports a typical graph of RSSI strong fluctuations (filter = Identi-
ty). Compared to actual RSSI, the output of the Grey Model has definitely less 
fluctuations, but tends to overestimate and to amplify RSSI growth in the case of 
rapid increasing, for instance when wireless clients are very close to their APs 
(see samples 10 and 50). Fourier and Kalman have similar behavior: both tend to 
mitigate RSSI fluctuations quite well and accurately follow the actual RSSI se-
quence, without overestimating RSSI changes. Particle filter mitigates RSSI fluc-
tuations very well, but sometimes introduces a non-negligible delay between ac-
tual and filtered values (see samples 8 and 47). 
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Figure 5.15 Actual and filtered RSSI. 
 
Delving into finer details, in the following we report experimental results about 
the different hit rate, efficiency, and stability performance achieved when feeding 
our Prob module either with actual RSSI data or filtered RSSI (exploiting each 
time one of the 4 proposed filters). Note that the main purpose is to compare per-
formance when adopting different filters in the same deployment scenario. In the 
following sections we will present other results specifically related adaptive buf-
fering and proactive migration of our Smart Buffer solution when exploiting our 
handover/mobility prediction mechanisms. Performance results related to handov-
er/mobility prediction hit rate will be similar, even if achieved in slightly different 
scenarios. 
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As already stated, the primary goal of RSSI filtering in our proposal is to miti-
gate RSSI fluctuations due to signal noise in order to primarily improve hit rate, 
with simultaneous acceptable values for efficiency and stability. However, better a 
filter mitigates RSSI fluctuations and longer is filtered-to-actual RSSI delay; in 
the following, for each filter we have adopted the parameter tuning previously de-
scribed, which achieves a suitable tradeoff between introduced delay and filtering 
performance.  
In particular, in the case of handover prediction we have defined the following 
performance indicators: 
• hit rate = 100*⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
HPopt
HPpre ; 
where HPpre is the total time elapsed in HighProb state in the t-long interval 
before handover and HPopt is the time an optimal predictor should stay in 
HighProb state (exactly t seconds before each handover). We have chosen t=4s 
because such a time interval is largely sufficient to perform the needed service 
management operations in the localities going to be visited [Bellavista et al. 
2003b];  
• efficiency = *100HPopt
HPtot
⎛ ⎞⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠ ; 
where HPtot is the total time elapsed in HighProb state; 
• stability = 100*⎟⎟⎠
⎞
⎜⎜⎝
⎛
PCopt
PC ; 
where PC is the number of Prob state changes of our predictor and PCopt the 
optimal number of Prob state changes. 
On the contrary, in the case of mobility prediction, we are interested in evaluat-
ing: 
• hit rate = 100*⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
NH
CP  
where CP is the number of correctly predicted handovers and NH is the total 
number of performed handovers; 
• efficiency = 100*⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛
NP
CP  
where NP is the total number of triggered predictions. 
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Note that we do not propose a stability indicator for mobility prediction since 
our proactive middleware for service management automatically inhibits further 
mobility predictions for a configurable time interval after a triggered prediction. 
Obviously, efficiency and hit rate are strongly correlated: on the one hand, 
very good values for hit rate can be achieved with poor efficiency; on the other 
hand, it is possible to obtain very good efficiency by simply delaying as much 
as possible handover predictions, with the risk of missing handovers (too low 
hit rate). Moreover, it is necessary to maintain enough high stability not to conti-
nuously perturb the service infrastructure with useless and expensive management 
operations. 
We have measured the five indicators above in a challenging simulated envi-
ronment, with a large number of Wi-Fi clients roaming among a large number of 
wireless APs (17 APs regularly deployed in a hexagonal cell topology); RSSI 
fluctuation has a 3dB standard deviation, FPT=72dB, FHT=80dB, HPT=2dB, 
HHT=6dB. Mobile clients follow movement trajectories according to the usual 
Random Waypoint model: speed is in the range [0.6m/s, 1.5m/s] and “thinking 
time” between 0s and 10s [Hyytiä and Virtamo 2006]. 
We have compared the behavior of the 4 proposed filtering modules within 6 
scenarios (about 200 handovers performed in each one), differentiated for AP to 
AP distance (20m, 30m or 40m) and type of communication-level handover (HP 
or SP). For the sake of briefness, we report the results for the most challenging 
deployment environment with greatest AP density (AP distance=20m); results 
about the other scenarios are rapidly commented in the following and extensively 
described at http://lia.deis.unibo.it/ Research/ SOMA/ MobilityPrediction 
Figures 5.16 and 5.17 reports average values of performance indicators for 
handover and mobility prediction, respectively. In general, the adoption of the 
proposed filtering techniques significantly improves stability, with relevant 
benefits from the point of view of system overhead due to useless Prob state 
changes. Efficiency also increases when exploiting filtered RSSI, except than in 
the case of Grey Model: in fact, Grey Model filtering tends to amplify the 
growth/decreasing trends of actual RSSI values, as observed in the previous sec-
tion; that produces handover/mobility predictions with a large advance time but 
also with limited efficiency. Fourier, Kalman, and Particle filters, instead, tend to 
delay a little more Prob state changes, thus increasing efficiency. Let us observe 
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that the hit rate performance indicator slightly decreases when adopting filtering 
techniques, except than in the Grey Model case. That effect is tied to what ob-
served before: a slightly greater delay in handover prediction tends to weakly 
worsen hit rate, but with the relevant advantage of a significantly greater stability. 
Similarly to handover prediction, the adoption of filtering techniques slightly 
lowers mobility prediction hit rate but, most important, increases its efficien-
cy. Note that the reported efficiency is quite low, but it can be significantly im-
proved with a better tuning of the Prob module configuration parameters e.g., 
HPT and FPT. However, we specifically concentrate on pointing out the indepen-
dent contribution on prediction performance of the 4 proposed filters and, for that 
reason, we have decided to exploit generic Prob settings here. 
By taking a look at the whole set of reported performance results, it is clear that 
no filtering technique always outperforms the others. Filtering exploitation has 
demonstrated to be crucial for increasing stability; the decision on which filter to 
exploit depends on the specific goals of the provisioned mobile service. On the 
one hand, if it is crucial to achieve very high hit rates, the Grey Model should 
be considered. On the other hand, if prediction costs must be contained (high 
efficiency), Fourier and Kalman are optimal candidates. Finally, Particle filter 
should not be considered. In fact, if compared with other filtering techniques, the 
Particle filter not only imposes great computational cost (as already detailed), but 
it also provides neither high hit rate nor high stability.  
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Figure 5.16 Handover prediction performance. 
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Figure 5.17 Mobility prediction performance. 
 
Let us stress that, thanks to the modular architecture of our middleware, it is 
possible to choose the exploited filtering module at provisioning time, by 
adapting middleware behavior to the current service context. For instance, let 
us consider the case that our middleware exploits handover prediction to support 
the pre-fetching of data chunks before handover, in order to continuously provide 
service flows also during AP changes with temporary disconnections [Bellavista 
et al. 2003b]. If the crucial point is to avoid temporary service interruptions, the 
best choice is Grey Model filtering; otherwise, if the priority is to minimize use-
less exploitation of client-side buffers, either Fourier or Kalman should be chosen. 
Finally, as already stated, Particle should be excluded from possible choices be-
cause of its high client-side computational load. 
In addition to the proposed dense deployment scenario, we have evaluated our 
filtering modules in environments with greater AP-to-AP distance (30m/40m). 
The primary difference is a uniform increase in hit rate: when clients perform 
their handovers, APs are more distant and RSSI values exhibit a slower time evo-
lution, thus facilitating handover/mobility prediction. That confirms the suitability 
of presenting only the most challenging deployment scenario: the trend of perfor-
mance indicators is the same, with no tight dependence on AP density. 
In the following we will specifically consider only the Grey Model, primarily 
to take advantage of its better hit rate. However, the same client- and proxy-side 
solutions can be exploited even with the Kalman and Fourier filters, if there is the 
need to push the tradeoff toward better efficiency and stability. 
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5.3.3 Client­side Smart Buffer 
The goal of our handover prediction-based client-side buffer management is to 
have client buffers of the maximum size and full exactly when re-associations 
to the destination APs occur. Wrong handover predictions produce incorrect di-
mensioning of client-side buffers; correct but late handover predictions cause cor-
rectly-sized buffers that are not fulfilled with the needed pre-fetched streaming 
data.  
Just to give a rough idea of the magnitude order of the advance time needed in 
handover prediction, let us briefly consider the example of a client receiving a 
multimedia stream played at 1000Kbps constant bit-rate and a handover procedure 
taking 1.5s to complete. That time interval includes the time for communication-
level handover and the time to locally reconnect to the migrated companion 
proxy, and largely overestimates the actual time measured in [Bellavista and Cor-
radi 2004]. In this case, the client-side buffer size must be at least 187.5KB. If the 
client available bandwidth is 1500Kbps on average, the buffer fills with a speed of 
500Kbps on average, by becoming full (from an empty state) in about 3s. There-
fore, in the worst case, our handover prediction should be capable of anticipating 
the actual handover of 3s, to trigger buffer pre-fetching in time. 
Besides the Filter and Prob modules, we have developed a Dim one. The Dim 
module determines the correct buffer size to enforce, depending on handover 
probability. By delving into finer details about the already implemented predictor 
modules available in our middleware, Prob can assume three different states: 
• LowProb, if handover is considered highly improbable in the near future; 
• HighProb, if handover is considered almost certain in the near future; 
• MedProb, otherwise. 
Dim exploits the state delivered by Prob to dynamically modify the size of as-
sociated client-side buffers (note for client-side adaptive buffering we exploit a 
three-degree Prob module). In the current implementation, when in the HighProb 
state, Dim sets the buffer size at the maximum for that multimedia flow (flow bit-
rate * 1.5s); when in LowProb, Dim sets the size at the minimum (maximum/10); 
and when in MedProb, it sets the size at (maximum+minimum)/2. We are current-
ly evaluating more complex processing functions for Prob and Dim modules (e.g., 
with finer granularity for the discrete states of handover probability and buffer 
size) that could improve our middleware performance; first results encourage to 
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exploit simple and lightweight module functions, which can achieve the needed 
performance results with a limited computational overhead. 
To quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed modular handover 
predictor and of its application in our adaptive buffer management infrastructure, 
we have identified some performance indicators and measured them both in a si-
mulated environment, with a large number of Wi-Fi clients roaming among a 
large number of wireless AP localities, and in our campus deployment scenario, 
where four laptops move among the different coverage areas of six APs. Two lap-
tops are Linux-based, while the other two host Microsoft Windows.NET; they al-
ternatively exploit Cisco Aironet 350 (HP handover) and Orinoco Gold (SP han-
dover) IEEE802.11 cards. In addition, we have compared the performance of our 
HP/SP Prob modules when connected to either our GM(1,1) Filter function or an 
identity Filter function that provides output values identical to its input: the goal 
was of understanding the isolated contribution of the GM(1,1) Filter function to 
the overall performance of our adaptive buffer management infrastructure.  
In particular, we have considered the following performance indicators: 
• Average Buffer Size (AvBS) = 
0
1 ( )
T
BS t dt
T ∫  
where BS(t) is the time-varying buffer size. In other words, AvBS is the time-
weighted average of the buffer size; 
• Average Buffer Duration (ABD) = 
0
1 ( )
T
BD t dt
T ∫  
where BD(t) is the time-varying validity of a chosen buffer size. In other 
words, ABD is the average time interval between two successive operations of 
buffer re-sizing; 
• Successful Handover (SH%) = 100*1 ⎟⎠
⎞⎜⎝
⎛ −
NH
DH
 
where DH is the number of actual client handovers and NH is the number of 
handovers predicted by the proposed HP/SP predictors.  
In general, the goal of an optimal buffer management solution is to contempo-
rarily achieve minimum values for AvBS and sufficiently large ABD values, with 
maximum SH%. Obviously, AvBS and SH% are strongly correlated: on the one 
hand, very good values for SH% can be easily achieved with large AvBS values; 
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on the other hand, it is possible to obtain very low AvBS values by simply delay-
ing as much as possible the buffer size enlargement, but with the risk of streaming 
interruptions (too low SH% value). Moreover, it is necessary to maintain suffi-
ciently large ABD values not to continuously perform useless and expensive buf-
fer re-size operations. 
We have measured the three indicators above in a challenging simulated envi-
ronment where 17 APs are regularly placed in a 62m x 84m area and RSSI fluctu-
ation has a 3dB standard deviation. Wireless clients follow trajectories with a ran-
domly variable speed and with a randomly variable direction (with a Gaussian 
component for the standard deviation of Π/6). The speed is between 0.6m/s and 
1.5m/s to mimic the behavior of walking mobile users; FST = 66dB; FIT = 70dB; 
FHT = 80dB; HST = 10dB; HIT = 6dB; HHT = 6dB; note that in this case we ex-
ploit Fixed/Hysteresis Superior/Inferior Threshold (FST, FIT, HST, HIT) instead 
of only FPT and HPT to get a three-degree Prob module. On the average, each 
wireless client has the visibility of ten APs at the same time, which represents a 
worst case scenario significantly more complex than the actually deployed Wi-Fi 
networks (where no more than five APs are usually visible at any time and from 
any client position). 
Table 5.2 reports the average results for the three performance indicators over a 
large set of simulations, each one with about 500 handovers. For the video stream-
ing exploited in all the experiments, the buffer size required to avoid interruptions 
in the case of static fixed dimensioning is 200KB. The most important result is 
that any proposed Prob module, when provided with either GM-filtered RSSI val-
ues or actual RSSI values, significantly reduces AvBS (between 27.5% and 
33.5%), thus relevantly improving the client memory utilization. In addition, Prob 
modules fed with GM-filtered RSSI values largely outperform the cases with ac-
tual RSSI values, especially with regard to the ABD performance indicator. In 
fact, even if AvBS has demonstrated to maintain good values in all cases, directly 
monitored non-filtered RSSI (with its more abrupt fluctuations) tends to trigger a 
higher number of useless handover predictions and, consequently, more useless 
modifications in the enforced buffer size. 
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Table 5.2 Performance indicators for HP and SP predictors.  
In the case of static fixed buffer: AvBS=200KB, SH%=100, and ABD=∞. 
Handover 
Strategy 
Filter 
Function 
AvBS
(KB) SH% ABD (s)
HP Identity 140 92.1 2.80 GM(1,1) 133 92.8 5.20 
SP Identity 145 91.6 2.79 GM(1,1) 138 97.5 5.66 
 
 
Figure 5.18 points out the correlation between GM-filtered RSSI and buffer 
size. In particular, it depicts the time evolution of buffer size (dotted line) depend-
ing on both GM-filtered RSSI of the currently associated AP (grey line) and the 
greatest RRSI among the non-associated visible APs (black line). Let us stress 
that when the currently associated AP RSSI is significantly greater than RSSI 
from other APs, our buffer management infrastructure maintains buffer size at its 
minimum (20KB in the example); when the RSSI of the currently associated AP, 
instead, is similar to the RSSI of another AP, buffer size increases at its maximum 
(200KB); otherwise, our infrastructure works to manage a medium-sized buffer 
(110KB). 
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Figure 5.18 Buffer size variations depending on time evolution of GM-filtered 
RSSI values for the currently associated AP and for another AP in visibility. 
 
In addition to simulations, we have evaluated the performance of HP/SP Prob 
modules also by using a service prototype, built on top of our middleware, and by 
moving four client laptops among the campus localities during streaming provi-
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sioning. Even if the number of considered in-the-field handovers is largely lower 
than the simulated one (thus, less relevant from the statistical point of view), in-
the-field performance results confirm the simulation-based ones. In particular, the 
prototype-based AvBS, SH%, and ABD results have demonstrated to be better 
than simulation-based ones, on the average, also due to the lower number of con-
sidered APs, and the consequently simpler handover prediction. However, we 
have experienced a significant degradation of prototype-based performance indi-
cators in the case of extreme RSSI fluctuations, e.g., when a client follows a tra-
jectory in strict proximity of relevant obstacles, such as the reinforced concrete 
walls of our campus buildings. 
5.3.4 MA­based Smart Buffer 
The ultimate goal of our prediction-based infrastructure-side buffer manage-
ment is to proactively migrate a proxy to the next client access locality before 
the actual client handover; pre-fetched data in proxy buffers should grow only 
immediately before starting migration, so to minimize buffer/bandwidth con-
sumption, as better detailed in the following. 
Similarly to the previous section, we point out a simple example to quantita-
tively estimate the proxy buffer size needed in the addressed multimedia scenario. 
Let us consider the simple case of a client receiving a multimedia stream played at 
1.0Mbps constant bitrate, a client-to-proxy bandwidth of 1.5Mbps, and resource 
rebinding operations after proxy migration taking 2s (rebinding interval includes 
the time for server reconnection and for client-specific service personalization). 
After handover, the proxy buffer already available at the new access locality 
should be at least 2s*1.0Mbps=250KB. Let us note that if handover prediction is 
too anticipated, migrated proxy buffers become obsolete and useless. Therefore, it 
is crucial to migrate proxies only when needed and to overestimate buffer size 
with regards to the minimum 250KB. In the following, we will consider a maxi-
mum buffer size of 800KB, corresponding to 6.4s of pre-fetched streaming con-
tent consumed at 1.0Mbps. In the case the average useful bandwidth between 
wired hosts is 6Mbps (successive wireless access localities are close), the move-
ment of a full buffer proxy takes about 1.5s, approximately the same time interval 
needed for completing communication-level handover in most common Wi-Fi 
equipment [Velayos and Karlsson 2003]. 
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Our adaptive buffering imposes buffer size to be usually low (200 KB) to save 
memory at the proxy host and to avoid useless network overhead; in fact, when 
clients do not change their APs, the buffering goal is only to smooth possible 
server-to-proxy bandwidth fluctuations. When the predictor notifies a proxy that 
its associated client is going to change its wireless cell, the proxy sets buffer size 
to maximum (800 KB), waits for buffer fulfillment, and then commands the mi-
gration of its clone, with the fulfilled buffer, to the predicted location. If the client 
disassociates from the origin AP before buffer is full, the proxy immediately 
sends its clone to the predicted location with the already buffered data. After clone 
migration, the proxy in the origin locality sets buffer size again to minimum and 
continue serving its client until it leaves the cell. If client entrance in the predicted 
cell occurs too late with regards to clone migration, part of the migrated buffer 
becomes obsolete. For this reason, in the case of client not arrived yet, the mid-
dleware automatically re-sends an updated buffer to an already predicted location 
after a time interval equal to buffer duration – buffer fulfillment – proxy migration 
+ communication handover (6.4-1.92-1.5+1.5=4.48s in the above scenario). 
To thoroughly and quantitatively evaluate the effectiveness of our proactive 
buffer management solution, we have identified some performance indicators and 
measured them in the same simulated and test-bed environments presented in the 
previous section. In particular, besides the already presented AvBS and SH%, we 
have considered the following performance indicators: 
• Useful Buffered Data after handover (UBD), the available useful streaming 
data buffered at the proxy clone when the client associates with the new 
wireless cell after an handover; 
• Waiting for Service after handover (WfS), the average time between client 
handover completion and the start of proxy-to-client data streaming in the 
new wireless cell. 
In general, the goal of an optimal buffer management solution is, at the same time, 
to minimize AvBS and WfS and to maximize SH%, by maintaining a sufficiently 
high value for UBD. 
We have measured the four indicators in a challenging simulated environment 
where 17 APs are regularly placed in a 62m x 84m area and RSSI fluctuation has 
a 3db standard deviation. Wireless clients follow trajectories with a randomly va-
riable speed and with a randomly variable direction (with a Gaussian component 
for the standard deviation of Π/6). The speed is between 0.2m/s and 1.2m/s to 
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mimic the behavior of walking mobile users; FPT=72db; FHT=80db; HPT=3db; 
HHT=6db. On the average, each wireless client has the visibility of 10 APs at the 
same time, which represents a worst case scenario significantly more complex 
than actually deployed Wi-Fi networks (where no more than 5 APs are usually 
visible at any time and from any client position). 
Table 5.3 reports the average results for the five performance indicators over 
several simulations, each simulation with about 500 handovers. The most impor-
tant result is that both HP and SP predictors significantly reduce AvBS (55% 
and 50%) if compared with the case of a statically dimensioned non-adaptive buf-
fer (AvBS=800KB). This relevantly improves the memory utilization at the proxy 
host and reduces the network traffic due to useless pre-fetching. In addition, both 
predictors achieve a good value for SH%, thus pointing out the satisfying perfor-
mance of the GM-based handover prediction.  
Client streaming players overcome cell handover with no streaming interrup-
tions if the proxy buffer has enough useful data (not obsolete because already sent 
to clients by origin proxies) to fill the time interval between the end of the client-
side buffer and the completion of proxy-based session re-establishment in destina-
tion cells. Since in the worst case the rebinding process lasts 2s and client-sided 
buffers run out during communication-level handover, UBD should be greater 
than 1Mbps*2s=250KB. UBD has demonstrated to be much greater than that 
threshold with both the proposed predictors. 
Finally, the table reports experimental results for WfS in two different condi-
tions, with and without successful prediction. In the case of correct handover pre-
diction, a proxy with useful pre-fetched data is ready to start streaming provision-
ing to its client just at the completion of communication-level handover; only the 
time to locally re-establish the client-to-proxy connection is to be waited (about 
0.2s). On the contrary, in the case of unsuccessful prediction (wrongly predicted 
cell or insufficient pre-fetched data at the proxy due to anticipated migration/late 
buffer fulfillment) a client has to discover the proxy unavailability/unsuitability, 
to request a new proxy/buffer, to wait for proxy/data movement, and finally to 
wait for service re-binding (more than 4s). 
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Table 5.3 Adaptive buffering performance results when using either the HP pre-
dictor or the SP one. 
Predictor AvBS (KB) SH% WfS (s) 
UBD 
(KB) 
HP 360 83.3 0.17 4.64 499.2 
SP 400 88.0 0.24 4.06 540.8 
 
The code of the handover prediction prototype, additional details about proto-
type implementation, and further simulation/prototype-based experimental results 
are available at http://lia.deis.unibo.it/Research/SOMA/SmartBuffer/ 
 
5.4 Summary of Contributions 
 
Our research work shows the suitability of novel middleware that performs in-
terface/connector/channel evaluation and dynamic management, by considering 
not only traditional monitoring parameters but also more expressive context meta-
data related to each client and running application. MMHC demonstrates the fea-
sibility of the approach, with effective performance and limited costs, thanks to 
proper tradeoffs between responsiveness, visibility, and introduced overhead, faci-
litated by the clean separation into physical/logical layers.  
Several proposals have recently investigated some specific partial aspects of 
the above ABS scenario characterized by multi-hop multi-path heterogeneous 
connectivity. For instance, [Faccin et al. 2006] points out the primary technical 
aspects of WLAN-based multi-hop networks, while [Le and Hossain 2007] aims 
to extend cellular network capabilities via relay stations, with the main goal of in-
creasing cellular coverage. [Pack et al. 2007] and [Lam and Liew 2007], instead, 
specifically address the issue of managing client mobility among heterogeneous 
multi-hop networks. These contributions were crucial for the full understanding of 
both the theory and the main characteristics of multi-hop networks. However, they 
did not focus on realistic, feasible, and practical solutions to guide the design and 
implementation of prototypes for seamless, mobility-aware, and self-organizing 
networks. [Conti and Giordano 2007a] and [Conti and Giordano 2007b] provide a 
relevant contribution by identifying major drawbacks and weaknesses of theoreti-
cal work in the literature; however, they do not propose practical solutions for 
these weaknesses. By looking at the state-of-the-art with a wider and more general 
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perspective, it is possible to note that most work proposes elegant but complex 
models for ABS, without considering practical mobility aspects that can relevant-
ly simplify MMHC management with notable advantages in terms of performance 
and with limited negative effects on decision optimality. 
We claim that only novel mobility-aware middleware can seamlessly enable 
the ABS scenario, by effectively considering a limited set of practical indicators 
for a coarse-grained estimation of expected reliability/quality of multi-hop paths 
available at runtime. To that purpose, we have developed our innovative MMHC 
middleware that manages the durability/throughput-aware formation and se-
lection of different multi-hop paths simultaneously, based on practical 
lightweight indicators on node mobility and wireless network characteristics. The 
reported results show that our middleware, notwithstanding its simplifying estima-
tion assumptions and its application-layer approach, can effectively take mobility-
aware connectivity management decisions with limited overhead. 
 
The exploitation of mobile middleware proxies that work over the fixed net-
work on behalf of their resource-constrained clients is demonstrating its suitability 
and effectiveness in the ABS scenario, especially when associated with handover 
prediction. Handover prediction can enable the proactive performing of ser-
vice/middleware management operations to maintain session continuity in the 
provisioning of personalized services, independently of runtime client roaming. In 
particular, handover prediction can help in realizing novel adaptive buffering so-
lutions that optimize client- and proxy-side buffer size and pre-fetching de-
pending on the expected handover probability. The work of design, implemen-
tation, and experimental evaluation of our solution prototype has shown that our 
prediction-based client- and proxy-sided adaptive buffering can preserve stream-
ing continuity with limited requirements on wireless device memory capabilities. 
In addition, our buffering solution, specifically developed for mobile proxy-based 
middleware for multimedia streaming, has a general applicability to any class of 
ABS services that can potentially benefit from service content pre-fetching close 
to the client terminal access localities. 
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Chapter 6 – Conclusive Remarks 
 
The spread of powerful mobile clients equipped with multiple context sources 
and heterogeneous communication interfaces pushes for novel solutions providing 
users with the capability to access local and remote resources everywhere. In par-
ticular, we propose the novel and challenging ABS scenario characterized by mo-
bile clients able to exploit multiple and heterogeneous context sources and net-
working opportunities simultaneously. 
The heterogeneity deriving from the plethora of context information and wire-
less technologies risks to slow down the development and deployment of applica-
tions actually taking full advantage of all available ABS opportunities. For this 
reason we propose to adopt a middleware-based solution that autonomously moni-
tors and controls underlying low-level components in a context-aware way. Such 
a middleware should be based on a translucent access to low-level components, 
thus providing both a direct but homogeneous access to components and a mid-
dleware-mediated control of their behavior. In addition, it should fully exploit all 
capabilities local communication interfaces provide, i.e., not only getting but also 
providing connectivity in a peer-to-peer fashion. Finally, it should not hide user 
mobility but consider it as crucial context information to properly control mobile 
client behavior. 
After an in-depth analysis of the state-of-the-art in the wide area of context-
aware autonomic management of preferred network opportunity, we have devel-
oped a novel CAMPO model proposing a common terminology to simplify the 
description of novel solutions and proposed a novel taxonomy able to clearly and 
precisely position already proposed solutions. The analysis of CAMPO solutions, 
and specifically of the ones related to the ABS scenario, has suggested us to focus 
our research on three points: a) context-aware evaluation process, to correctly es-
timate the suitability degree of available networking opportunities, b) deployment 
scenarios characterized by both infrastructure and ad hoc connectivity, and c) the 
development of open and decentralized solutions supporting service continuity. 
We have proposed the PoSIM middleware and the MMHC solution to facilitate 
the management of heterogeneous context sources and communication interfaces 
and to support the easy development and deployment of novel ABS applications. 
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PoSIM provides the context-aware integration of positioning systems; MMHC 
supports the context-aware management of local communication interfaces and 
the provisioning of continuous services without interruption during horizon-
tal/vertical handovers. 
PoSIM is based on the novel design rules of differentiated access to low-level 
details and differentiated control of low-level components. On the one hand, Po-
SIM provides a homogeneous access to low-level components, dynamically re-
trieving low-level details even if not known at middleware develop-
ment/deployment time and providing the capability to directly control integrated 
positioning system behavior from the application layer. On the other hand, PoSIM 
supports the mediated control of positioning systems by providing the capability 
to control positioning systems by only activating pre-defined policies. 
Our MMHC solution follows the originally proposed design rules of tradeoff 
between local and global management, between single- and multi-path granulari-
ty, and between static and dynamic responsiveness. MMHC exploits novel context 
information related to user mobility to self-organize networks based on multi-hop 
multi-path heterogeneous connectivity. On the one hand, it exploits mobile client 
and connector mobility degree to dynamically evaluate available networking op-
portunities and provide applications with most suitable paths in relation to their 
requirements. On the other hand, it exploits user mobility prediction to trigger 
client- and infrastructure-side proactive buffer-size adaptation and component mi-
gration/reconfiguration. 
Experiments based on both simulated and test-bed environments show that the 
MMHC middleware manages multi-hop multi-path heterogeneous connectivity in 
an effective way. MMHC introduces only an overhead greatly lower than time in-
tervals imposed by most spread wireless technologies, i.e., IEEE 802.11 and Blu-
etooth, to establish single-hop connections. Furthermore, the proposed solution for 
service continuity can not only perform handover prediction in a lightweight, 
scalable, and completely decentralized manner, but also adapt its behavior at pro-
visioning time depending on service/system requirements, thus ensuring minimal 
intrusiveness and good stability. Achieved experimental results demonstrate our 
solution effectively supports service continuity minimizing user perceived service 
interruption during mobile client handover procedures. 
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The encouraging results obtained by the design and implementation of our 
middleware prototypes are further stimulating our on-going research activities. In 
particular, we are currently evaluating the MMHC performance over a wide dep-
loyment scenario with dozens of Wi-Fi/Bluetooth infrastructure-based and peer 
connectors, to validate our middleware capability to support continuous services. 
In addition, we are extending the current MMHC prototype to include the support 
to additional interfaces such as UMTS and Wi-Max. Finally, we want to enhance 
information dissemination over self-organizing networks to support not only the 
access to Internet, but also to provide the offer, discovery and invocation of ser-
vices provided in a peer-to-peer way. This implies not only the dissemination of 
information to the most suitable sub-set of network nodes, thus achieving a trade-
off among full information dissemination and update costs, but also the capability 
to reconfigure active connections when a peer that offers currently accessed ser-
vices moves from a (sub-)network to another. 
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